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Making it right
for you
For every electrical and

industrial use. Graded
to your requirements.
Adequatestock insures
prompt delivery at all
times.

NATIONAL
VULCANIZED

FIBRE

It's mighty versatile stuff, genuine laminated bakelite. The way it applies itself
to the benefit of manufacturing is really
astonishing. Ten chances to one it will
work better in your product than some
other material you're using now -such as
metals, glass, porcelain, leather, rawhide,
hard rubber, wood. And ten chances to
one, Phenolite, Laminated Bakelite, will
improve the quality of your product without decreasing your profits.

The electrical industry
has discovered many
instances where a a ery
thin, very flexible fibre
of high dielectric and
bending strength is an

-

absolute necessity
and in these cases they
have discovered too
that Peerlesslnsulation
meets their needs.

PEERLESS

INSULATION

Our Service Engineering Department is
an eager staff of chemists and engineers,
ready to help you determine whether or
notPhenolite will make fabrication easier,
swifter, more economical, whether or
not Phenolite will he likely to add to the
measure of quality in quantity production.
Our laboratories are where known requirements meet known performance. If
your product is peculiar, all the better.
Write for full information.

HENOUTEr
Imi

Laminated BAKELITE

SHEETS : RODS :TUBES : SPECIAL SHAPES

NATIONAL VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY, WILMINGTON, DEL., U.S.A.
Offices in Principal Cities
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RESEARCH work never

ends in the
Formica laboratories. Materials and
methods are constantly under study and
occasionally something important develops.
Formica today is more easily workable,
and at the same time better electrically
than it was a few years ago.
1

The fact that leading American electrical
organizations have used it without a break
for 10 to 15 years is evidence that better
insulation is not obtainable.

An exceptionally large equipment of fabricating
machinery and a location near the center of in-

dustry makes prompt production and delivery of
finished insulating parts possible.

Send your blue prints for quotations

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY
4638 Spring Grove Avenue

Cincinnati, Ohio
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BY Da. Fct.TON CurriNa
President, Colonial Radio Corporation

TO predict radio's future with any
degree of assurance, it is necessary to
review its history and carefully scrutinize the present trend, and even
then the prophet is apt to be wrong. Radio
is a constant surprise in itself. Subject
to the imagination, research and effort of
the scientific mind, its ultimate limitations
are not even suspected today. We know
what has been and what is, but we do not
know how today's achievements may be
eclipsed tomorrow.
The dynamic speaker, the screen -grid
tube, the new type of engineering construction, the new developments of metallurgists
and the amazing coordination of many other
elements and factors have all brought about
improvements and advances more rapidly
than was ever expected. Radio has made
faster strides in a shorter time than have
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made

any other industry.
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Today, with power at a high point. tone
at a fine degree of actuality, beauty in keeping with the most luxurious of home appointments, value at a price never before made- possible. it is easy to believe that
radio has reached its final stage of development. Certainly it has achieved to the
point where no one need longer wait for
its future offerings.
I have no doubt that we will witness
many changes in radio receivers as time
goes on, but I do not hesitate to say that
the purchaser of today's radio will derive
a good measure of satisfaction from it for
several years to come.
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A NEW ADDRESS

Is Provided for Sylvania Engineers
New, huge laboratories-for materials testing by more than ever
exacting standards -for even more rigorous inspections of
product -for even greater research -are provided for Sylvania
Engineers in new huge Plant Number One.

Thirty -five thousand Sylvania Tubes per day.

With twelve
hundred employees and the newest of new production equipment.

And such light, air, ventilation -and employee comfort winter
or summer -as raise this business structure far above the
accepted definition of a factory.
All of which is important to Sylvania and to you in only one
respect-that you shall have sufficient numbers of Sylvania
Radio Tubes without sacrifice of a single factor of Sylvania
standards of excellence.
While the administrative officials will continue in their own
building, the entire Sylvania engineering staff has been installed
in the new structure, thus coordinating under its huge roof,
Engineering Research, Materials Test and Production Inspection divisions.
See Our Exhibit at the
EIGHTH ANNUAL CHICAGO
RADIO SHOW
COLISEUM. CHICAGO
October 21st to the 27th, inclusive
Booth No. 1 -2. Section W

SYLVANIA PRODUCTS COMPANY
Emporium, Pennsylvania

RADIO
TUBES
Inder
Licensed

RC :I Patents

www.americanradiohistory.com
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EDITORIAL
October, 1929

OUTSIDE PURCHASING
IS OUTSIDE purchasing speculative?
Can a radio set manufacturer count
on satisfactory delivery and engineering coordination when dealing with parts
manufacturers? Such questions have often
been raised.
A great number of manufacturers in the
radio industry have worked up an entirely
self- contained manufacturing structure-more
or less self -reliant and in very few cases, drawing from the parts manufacturer. Everything
is designed and fabricated according to the
manufacturer's own pattern. In a sense, this
may be very good practice, but; nevertheless,
the fact remains that excessive plant space is
required in the event that quantity production is a factor -and where is it not a factor
in this new era of competition?
Undoubtedly, the largest manufacturers,
with huge plants and numerous subsidiaries,
will find little profit in dealing extensively
with parts manufacturers; they are already
equipped through their subsidiaries for handling design and fabrication. However, from
the viewpoint of the smaller concerns turning
out sets, outside purchasing appears not only
a satisfactory procedure but decidedly advantageous.
Manufacturers of parts and accessories,
who are, undeniably, specialists in their own
respective fields, can often produce in quantity better units than can the set manufacturer. Proof lies in the fact that their
efforts are directed in one particular channel
of endeavor.
At one time the automotive industry was
composed entirely of automobile manufacturers. Today, few parts are made in the automobile plants. The auto manufacturer has
learned by actual experience over a period
of many years that it is cheaper; from most
every point of view, to purchase his parts and
accessories on the outside and use every bit of
available plant space for actual production

assembly. Only recently, the builder of the
most widely used car in the world turned to
outside purchasing. Yet the company is self contained.
The purchase of parts on the outside makes
it possible to change a design, when necessary,
without long and expensive delays in getting
into production. This practice makes the production system decidedly more flexible and at
the same time relieves the set manufacturer
of a great deal of unnecessary burden and
responsibility.
Obviously, when parts are purchased on
the outside more plant space is made available for assembly purposes -or made available for emergency production purposes.
Furthermore, this practice offers to the set
manufacturer the services of scores of wellequipped and well- manned research organizations, with specialized knowledge and facilities. It saves on the cost of new machinery,
it reduces large overhead costs of trained engineers and master machinists and it reduces
labor costs as well.
The division of effort and time in the manufacture of parts and their assembly is reason
enough for the contracting of parts on the
outside. Let any extra effort and time be
directed into other channels, such as distribution or production, and profits will show a
decided increase.
Parts manufacturing is a highly competitive field. It is necessary, therefore, that these
manufacturers meet the requirements of every
field to which they cater. The pressure of
this competition has forced the average parts
manufacturer to narrow down his own operations to a few specialized lines. He, like
other manufacturers, employs the most efficient production systems and the most modern
machinery. With these aids he is able to meet
the most rigid demands.

M. L. MUHLEMAN, Editor.
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THE
ADVANTAGES

OF CONSTANT DEVELOPMENT WORK
Radio sets are constantly being improved. The condenser that meets all
the requirements of the set of to -day
may be obsolete in the set built for next
year's market. The set manufacturer
who uses Scovill -made condensers need
never worry over his product being behind the times: rather may he be cer-

tain that Scovill electrical engineers, in
close touch with the radio industry.
will have new and improved cóndensers ready at the time the industry is
ready for them.
This Scovill development work assures customers of condensers always
slightly ahead of the market trend.

Scovill condensers and radio parts are manufactured under strict
Telephone the nearest Scovill office.
laboratory supervision.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
WATERBURY, CONNECTICUT
Atlanta
Los Angeles
Providence
Detroit
Cleveland
Cincinnati
Chicago
San Francisco
Philadelphia
Boston
The Hague. Holland
In Europe

New York

MfMSER
COMeEeG-IMCSS
0.ESEAßCN
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THESE completed buildings, and the
acres of equipment now being installed, are eloquent testimony

of Ducllo's faith in radio.

Dudlo fitted

as

«

»

The coming season will find

never before to assume its

responsibility-the

industry's preferred source of supply for wire and cc ils.

DUDLO MANUFACTURING COMPANY, FORT WAYNE, IND.
Division of General Cable Corporation
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RECTIFIERS
Since the advent of dry metallic rectifiers Elkon has
always led in perfection of design and record of performance. Many of the leading manufacturers have

brought their rectifier problems to Elkon for solution.

"A"

The signal success of Elkon rectifiers in the
Eliminator and battery charging fields was followed by
outstanding achievements with low voltage rectifiers
for dynamic and other moving coil speakers.

Again, this year, looking ahead and interpreting the
need, Elkon introduced the new high voltage rectifiers which eliminate the power transformer in
dynamic speakers and others of moving coil type.

Whatever may be your problem of rectification,
Elkon engineers will be glad to co- operate with you
in working out its solution.

ELKON,

INC.

of P. R. M:.II0.y & Co., Inc.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

by

ELKON
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ANNOUNCING

SIX NEW FROST
TANDEM UNITS

These six new Frost -Radio Volume Controls are representative
of the service rendered by Herbert H. Frost, Inc., in meeting
the demands of the manufacturers of receiving sets of today
and tomorrow. Tandem units such as these operate smoothly,
noiselessly and with an almost total absence of wear. They
are non -inductive, unaffected by temperature or humidity
changes. They may be obtained in any desired curve.
Wire wound or carbon element type. Clockwise or
counter- clockwise knob rotation. Shaft and
thimble length to suit your needs.
As the world's largest manufacturers of
high grade variable resistors, we are singularly well equipped to supply your relIIents, no matter what they may be.
l
rite us in detail regarding your variable resistor problems, and
have us submit samples to meet your
specifications.
I I I

l r l

-NN\\

Brief data on six tandem
units illustrated
A. No. 280 -280. Combination metal
shell wire wound and composition elements. Wire wound up to 15.881 ohms.
Composition. 5.000 to I megohm. Rheostat
or potentiometer type In either unit. Units
Insulated from each other. Diameter, 1 1I 16
in. Depth of shell. 13. 8 in.
B. No. 890. Double depth mend shell unit in
rheostat or potentiometer type. Rotors In same
electrical comart loo. t'ompgttion elements.
5.000 ohms to 1 megohm in each unit. Diateter,
17 /8 in. Depth of shell, l 3/16 In.
C. No. 1880 -1880. Same as 280-280 except all
bakelite.
D. No. 21/0 -200. Metal shell type wire wound resistors
with nxtistanae from 5 ohms to 10,010 ohms. Split windings. Rheostat or potentiometer types. Units insulated. Diameter. 7/16 In.
Depth of shell. I I, 2 in.
E. No. 2880 -2880. Bakelite shell composition element only. Idsist:uore range from
5.1881 ohms to 1 megohm. All curves. Potentiometer or rheostat types. Units Insulated
2 In. Depth of shell. I I % In.
from euch other. Diameter. 1
F No. 590 -590. Metal shell, composition element only. Resistances from 5.100 ohms to
All curves. Potentiometer or rheostat types. Units Insulated from euch other. Diameter,
of shell, 1 1, 8 In.
1

1

I
1

megohm.
5 III in. Depth

HERBERT H. FROST, INC.
Main Offices
and Factory

North LaSalle
ELKHART,IND.160Street
Chicago
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RkDIO TUBE MERGER
LIN KS

GOVIOES

Will
Corporation
P oration
Independents,
Add Other
Sponsors Assert.

BOARD
J. E. DAVIES HEADS
Is

Sales
Grade Tube
Ending of Low
Allied
Said to Be
Predicted -RCA
With New Concern.

in
a new unit
create
to
s
love
adio tube indus
d
este

a

THE "NEW YORK TIMES." AUG. 24.
devoted almost an entire column to the
announcement of the National Union
Radio Corporation.

HERE IS THE START!
These Four Brands
are now in:

SONATRON
MAGNATRON
"We'll give you the Finest Radio
Tubes science can design."

"A Fair-play-to-all
Sales Policy."

MARATHON

ASSURES

TELEVOCAL

SAYS

E. A. TRACEY

NATHAN CHIRLESTEIN

Vice -President
in charge of Saks and Advertising

Executive Vice -President

NATIONAL UNION
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is
Out.
Newspapers From Coast to Coast
Herald the Entry of a New Giant
Into the Tube Business .. .

National Union Radio Corporation
takes its place beside R. C. A. and Cunningham
... experts now forecast the end of
present chaotic trade practices

On August 23rd at 4:10 P. M. the final
a clerk released the
papers were signed
news to 1100 newspapers
the National
Union Radio Corporation had at last
become a fact!
The radio editors of a big New York paper
describe it as "The most important radio
news this year."
A prominent jobber from Chicago wired
"National Union will do much to
stabilize the radio tube business."
Retailers the country over are greeting
the news with enthusiasm.
National Union with a capacity of 75,000
tubes a day becomes one of the three largest
manufacturers of radio tubes in the world.

...

...

-

Capitalized at $16,000,000, lack of money
will not handicap its development.
Directed by a group of the country's ablest
radio executives, it should quickly win a
position at the head of the radio industry.
Through a reciprocal agreement with R.
C. A., National Union will have the benefit
of every important existing radio patent.
Look for big things from this new organization. Look for the fairest trade practices
in the business. Look for the finest tubes
science can devise.
More big news will follow during the next
few months. Watch the next issue of this

magazine.

RADIO CORPORATION

Page
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Electrostatic Condensers for All Purposes
í1

Dependable Service Year
After Year Since 1907
Has Made

"'at-vac/of;
The Accepted Standard
For Exacting Service As
Well As General Application On Land And Sea
And In The Air

Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company
Jamaica Plain, Boston

IIIIÌll4

;;

II V

Est. 1907

t, ,

;
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New York Parks

are

PAM Equipped
In Central Park, New York, programs

2 -V PAM 19

such as Goldman's Band, speeches
originating in the bandstand, etc., are
picked up and amplified by a PAM
amplifier similar to that illustrated at
the left and fed over wires to twenty five municipal parks in-other sections
of the city.

In each of these other parks is installed a
2 -V PAM -19, shown above, which supplies reproducers located at proper points,
thus permitting simultaneous quality reproduction at widely separated points.
The parks in your city are logical prospects for a similar type of equipment.

Main Office:
Canton, Mass.

One of New
York's Paras

Have you seen your park authorities?

A new I 6-page bulletin giving mechanical
and electrical characteristics, representative installations and many new PAM amplifiers will be sent upon receipt of 10
cents in stamps to cover postage. When
writing ask for bulletin No. RE -5.

QI%%tr0nap11'LV
MANUFACTURERS SINCE 1802

c

Factories at Canton
and Watertown, Mass.

Page 14
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LOCAL
STATIC!
brings Profits to
Dealers who Sell
THE SENIOR

MUTER DEPENDABLE
INTERFERENCE FILTERS!
CLEAR, perfect music coming from the speaker. And then, suddenly
-crackle- sizzle- roar! Probably only a nearby motor or electrical appliance. But fatal, just the same, to radio enjoyment.
THE JUNIOR

Every local disturbance of this sort means a prospect for you. Help
by selling them MUTER DEPENDyour customers -and yourself
to remove the nuisance of manFILTERS
ABLE INTERFERENCE
made static.

-

Made in two types
1.
Produced by the manufacturers
of the Muter Ultra-Dynamic
Speaker
the new speaker of
glorious tone. Write for details
today on the sales possibilities
this speaker offers you in replacements for old sets equipped
with the magnetic type.

-

Muter

The Junior: For direct connection to radio set. Capacity type,
with large factor of safety for use on 110 volt A.C. Priced at

$5.00.

-

2. The Senior: For use in connection with electrical or mechanical
rated
devices causing local disturbances. Capacity inductance
for use on 110 volt A.C., on devices not exceeding 5 amp. current
draw. The senior may also be used in the same manner as the
Junior, in direct connection with the radio set, offering an additional inductance to eliminate disturbances. Priced at $7.50.
1Vrite now for full information on this profit making filter.

LESLIE F. MUTER COMPANY
8440.South Chicago Avenue

Chicago, Ill.

Unequalled Value in theJewell Pattern 199
test necessary for effective radio servicing, including
screen grid receivers, is met perfectly by the Jewell Pattern
EVERY

Write for catalog sheet which describes
the Jewell Pattern 409, a four-instrument
set analyzer for expert servicemen, the
the Jewell Pattern 210 Tube Checker, and
complete line ofJewell Radio Instruments.

199,

the lowest priced, high quality set analyzer on the market.

Pattern 199's are built to the most exacting standards. The large
3 3-í inch Jewell Instruments have been proved on thousands of
exacting industrial applications. The bakelite panel and silver contact switches indicate the high quality of construction throughout.
In addition, the Pattern 199 is backed by the most complete
and thorough radio data service available, including complete
test data on sets of leading radio manufacturers. Jewell Analysis
Charts make it easy to record test data systematically for convenient comparison and analysis.

Thousands of dealers are converting service liabilities into profits
through use of the Pattern 199. Order one from your jobber today.

List price, $97.50
11'

Dealers' net price, $73.12

29 YEARS MAKING GOOD INSTRUMENTS
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Street,
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and literature Service Instruments.
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-- --

199 Set Analyzer 's!m
Address
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us vour booklet,
Please send
Radio Receivers,
High
t ¡one for Servicing
covering Jewell
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ALUMINUM

for f

reception
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BETTER tone

timbre, greater selectivity,
closer tuning, are highly desirable
qualities that Aluminum shields bring
to radio reception.

Aluminum shielding reduces interference. It eliminates electrostatic and
electro- magnetic interaction.
It makes possible more compact design and adds less weight to the set than
any other metal. It is very workable and
presents few limitations of sizes and shapes.

.

i
`

.,

5y,

L

Accuracy and uniformity beyond anything ever previously attained can be secured in variable condenser blades by
the use of Aluminum.
The Company produces a special
sheet Aluminum for this purpose with
gauge tolerance of .001 in thickness, and
with the total variation within one sheet
limited to .0005 inch.
This material is available to Radio
set manufacturers either in sheet or in
finished form.
Aluminum Die Castings combine lightness,
strength, accuracy and high conductivity. They
have equal strength with less than half the
weight of other casting materials.
Inquiry is solicited concerning the use of
Aluminum Die Castings for loud speaker frames
and bases, condensers and condenser frames,
drum dials, chassis and cabinets, and for Aluminum in any other form.

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
2468 Oliver Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Offices in

tg Principal American Cities

The Mode Die -Casting

Plant

!

Announcing

THE MOST MODERN

DIE - CASTING PLANT
In Structure- Equipment-Methods and Personnel Allied sets a new standard
for the industry.
The opening of the newly constructed plant of
the Allied Die-Casting Corporation places at the

disposal of all users of die castings, the many advantages possible through the combination of
every modern facility.
This large plant, the newest and most up -to -date
of its kind today, is devoted to two services. The
more economical and more efficient production of
finer die castings - - - and - - - the production of
the most modern die casting machinery and its
installation and servicing in manufacturing plants.
This new, model plant offers to manufacturers an
unsurpassed organization for the manufacture of
exceptionally delicate, intricate and involved die
castings, in which strength, accuracy and fine finish
are inherent qualities.
.

The new Allied building has been deliberately
planned, designed and built for just one purpose
- - - to permit the most economical production of
high quality die castings, by embodying every natural and physical advantage in its construction.

the hands of skilled Allied artisans, producing the
natural result when experienced workmen use fine
tools.
many years Allied has sucAs to methods
cessfully die cast parts that had been declared impossible to the art. These methods are now continued in the new plant under ideal conditions
that make possible even greater developments in
the science of die casting.
The Allied personnel is progressive. Old in die
young in ability to accept
casting experience
new problems and new facts, to discard old costly
methods and to be constantly alert to any factor
that will make it possible to produce better die
castings more efficiently and at lower cost.
The entire Allied model organization, as well as
the staff of engineers, which has been so successful
in the solution of production and die casting problems for some of the largest industries in the country, is at your command for consultation at any
time.

-for

-but

To this model structure has been added equipment

chosen after exhaustive tests -only. None but the
finest has been used. The great capacity of these
high speed tools will be utilized to the utmost in

COR
ALLIED DIE-CASTING
Long Island City, N.
Y.

,

1G

The Model Die -Casting

Plant

.

Built by
ETTINGER

YIv

SPECIALIZING IN
REINFORCED CONCRETE
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

ETTINGER SECURITY CONSTRUCTION CORP.
50 COURT STREET

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

TEL.-TRIANGLE 1051

RESPONSIBLE FOR

MILLWRIGHT «TQ)RK
ERECTING OF BENCHES- DISMANTLINGMOVING AND ERECTING

IN

THE NEW ALLIED DIE CASTING PLANT
In addition to millwright work we maintain a
machine shop for production and developmental machine work.

RUDEN
203 -217 THIRTY-SEVENTH ST.

&

AARAAS
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

!

Plant

The Model Die -Casting

TAPPERS

DRILL CHUCKS

Used in the new Allied factory

-

Drill Chuck
Self tightening
Hand

High Speed Sensitive Tapping Attachment (above)
is simple- nothing to adjust -if

Electric Vertical Tapping Machine (above)

the tap sticks or hits bottom the
Ettco slips-the same action
coming out. No clash of a positive clutch -just the smooth action of the patented leather lined
cone clutch. Sensitive -speedy

-satisfactory.
No. 1-Tapping
tt"
in C.Ì

No.
ae"

No.5

2-Tapping
in C.I

110 Volt
Phase

S

3-Tipping attachment

C.l
Including Chuck and

1,

/16" in
,

2, 3 or 4

'

in

$95.00

No. 1 -A
No. Ira -A
No. 2 -A

attachment 3/16" in steel

attachment

-60 Cycle- Single

Volt or 220 Volt D.C
100.00
or 220 Volt A.0

110

$35.00

steel

50.00

steel

80.00

Morse Taper Shank

Write
us

operated

None of us have time to fiddle
around with a key any more.
Another thing-why stand for
chewed -up drill shanks?
The Ettco eliminated these
things ten years ago.

....

Capacity

No. 3 -A
No. 3' -A

"

0

"

to

to !.¡

-$5.50

5/16-

6.00

to
6.50
to 4S!
9.00
!e to sé -11.00
0
0

a-

M.T. Shank
.75
M.T. Shank
.75
M.T. Shank
1.00
M.T. Shank
1.50
Also fitted with collars for your portable tools
These Prices subject to Consumer's Discount of 10%
No.
No.
No.
No.

1

2
3
4

ETTCO TOOL CO., INC.
594

0

Johnson Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

!

The Model Die -Casting Plant

REPUBLIC METALS

PRODUCTS
Are extensively used in the new Allied Factory

Manufacturers in the New Industries are invited to
utilize our engineering and metallurgical laboratories
and staff in solving all problems of metal or alloy
construction

Communicate with

us.

PIG LEAD
INGOT COPPER
ALUMINUM
TYPE METALS

HIGH SPEED BABBITTS
ROSIN CORE SOLDER
ACID CORE SOLDER
BAR SOLDER

REPUBLIC METALS
528

West

30th

NEW YORK
BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

St.

CITY
WASHINGTON

!

Page
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_Serve

Better

Radio Tubes are
MARVIN
Master -built by skilled

engineers in the thoroughly

modern factory shown above.
The finest of automatic processes produce MARVIN Tubes
in quantity. Quality is insured
by the exceptional testing
methods installed by an engineering staff second to none in
the industry.

II

21

V Radio Tubes
Live Loveger

The engineering departments
of radio manufacturers and
distributors are invited to test
MARVIN quality in comparison
with all other tubes. No matter
how comprehensive or rigid the
tests, we are confident of the
result. You will be convinced
that MARVIN Radio Tubes
"Serve Better and Live
Longer."

MÂIR\VII iQl

MASTER-BU1LT

RADIO TUBES
MARVIN
RADIO TUBE
CORPORATION
Irvington, N. J.
section of the thoroughly modern Martin
factory, where MasterA

Built Tubes are
produced.

Sales Office
Broadway
New York City
225
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ONABLE PRIDE
WE POINT
to These Expressions

of Confidence by
Several Leading Radio

Set Manufacturers

QUALITY,
SERVICE and
in the

OLYMET

DEPENDABILITY of

RODUCTS
"We

use Polymet Products because a specialized part
to complete the high quality of Fada sets ".

We

use

is

needed

Polymet Products because they are definitely superior

specialized parts ".

STEWART-

]IK]I[N G
Is

"We specify

Polymet Parts in the Console 35 and other StewartWarner
Warner sets because we know that Quality radios can be made
only with Quality parts ".

"We

want King sets to give complete satisfaction; with Polymet
specialized parts we know that perfect service is assured".

it any wonder then that Polymet supplies over 80% of the large set manufacturers with radio essentials?

POLYMET MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, 839 -c EAST
CONDENSERS

RESISTANCES

COILS

134TH ST., NEW YORK CITY

TRANSFORMERS

Page
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Success may be judged by many

A

.ir

77

standards, and

you will discover how relative the term is, as
applied to Radio, when you tie up with CARDWELL
Condensers and compare Performance with what
you considered was Success before.
The CARDWELL line is intended to, and does,
meet a demand for the utmost in condenser value
and efficiency. It includes transmitting condensers
for broadcasting stations, commercial transmitters
and amateur uses, and receiving condensers of
several types and many capacities. The CARDWELL
Taper Plate Condenser
unbelievably rigid and
vibrationless
is incomparable for short wave
receivers.

-

-

CARDWELL Condensers are not dressed up to
delight the eye but are designed to do a job, and
upon their preeminent ability to do that job is
based the reputation of the CARDWELL.

"The Standard of Comparison"
ALLEN D. CARDWELL
8 t PROSPECT STREET
THE

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

LS
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Why

LINE

knows by now the importance of automatic line voltage regulation, both

RY engineer
EVE
from the engineering and the merchandising standpoints.

And most engineers know that the Line Ballast Clarostat is standard equipment in more radio
assemblies than any other type of automatic line voltage regulator.
But very few engineers know even now why the Line Ballast Clarostat is the most popular form
of automatic line voltage regulator. And so, at this tine. we present our case, briefly:

its ventilated resistance unit
provides marked advantages
over the glass-enclosed types
in the matter of rapid, positive and predetermined response.
4. The Line Ballast Clarostat
employs a perfected resistance wire that cannot peel,
crack or oxidize. Therefore,
the unit will provide a life
far in excess of that of the
usual radio assembly.

1. The Line Ballast Clarostat
is foolproof. No breakable

glass bulb, delicate filament,
gas, liquids or other factors
to cause trouble. Instead,
it is a husky, metal -clad,

neat cartridge, containing a
wire winding on a mica and
Posimetal framework.
tively nothing to break or
wear out.
2. The Line Ballast Clarostat
provides immediate voltage
regulation -without the 3 to
4 minute lag found in man.
other types, which fail to
protect against usual fluctuations.
3. The Line Ballast Clarostat
as installed in the usual
radio cabinet or power unit
casing, is free from resistance variations due to
drafts. On the other hand,

(actual size)

5. The Line Ballast Clarostat is
not offered as a cure -all.
Instead, it is designed and
produced for a specific
power transformer. It is
fitted to a definite transformer and load. And that
explains why it maintains
secondary voltages well
within S%p even though line
voltage may vary over 30 %.

And there is yet more to be told, but space forbids. Therefore-

-

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS
for engineering data regarding line voltage problems in general and the Line
Ballast Clarostat in particular. Better still, send us a power transformer
wound with 80 or 86 volt primary employed in your production sets, and tee shall design
a suitable cartridge for saute.

Write

Company, Inc.
Clarostat Manufacturing
in Radio Aids
Specialists

289 North Sixth Street

::

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Remember-CLAROSTAT forEvery
therth a

Purpose

Rndìo Engineering. Ortober,

Poo.

1929

final Tests
to assure

...

perfectibn

Naturally-every TRIAD Tube is constantly,

rigorously tested throughout the entire manspecial test follows
ufacturing process
every individual operation. Yet TRIAD does
more than that! When completed, each
TRIAD Tube is subjected to nine additional
and final tests for vital characteristics tests
so stringent that nothing short of absolute
perfection can survive them! This infinite care
in manufacture has won for TRIADS their
reputation for superior quality -and has
made possible that guarantee that goes with
every TRIA D Tube-a minimum of six months'
satisfactory service or a proper adjustment.
You can rely on TRIADS the tubes backed
by an actual Insurance Certificate!

-a

-

-

Call your jobber or write us direct

for complete TRIAD information.
TRIAD MFG. CO., Inc., Pawtucket, R. I.
Tune in on the TRIADORS every FRIDAY evening, 8 to
8:30 Eastern Standard Time, over WJZ and associated
NBC Stations.

S

e

t h

e

r S 4 A

-Radio
U

1

s p

p o s
o c t.

i

e

n

a 7

FINAL TESTS

Chicago
Ex-

i ti

o n

Itooth 21-27.
6Section Z

Below are listed the nine
final tests for vital characteris-

tics to which every TRIAD Tube
is

subjected.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

Gas
Emission

Filament Current
Plate Current
Oscillation
Grid Voltage
Mutual Conductance
Plate Impedance
Amplification Constant
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GOL1?
FILAMENT
W OE
TiHE

popular-

ty of

this

filament ribbon among the leading manufacturers is growing
steadily. Ever quick to appreciate a better product, engineers are
recognizing the precision, uniformity and efficiency embodied
in Gilby Wire.
It is subjected to rigid technical
supervision throughout its manufacture and each stage is checked
by exacting standards.
The large diameter aluminum
spool is a Gilby Feature that insures perfectly straight wire running off the spool without undue
tension.
Write for information.

GILBY WIRE COMPANY
1VILBUR B. DRIVER,

President

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

r
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What every Radio Dealer
should know about his
tube business
By J. J. Steinharter
President
Cable Radio Tube Corporation

-

Is It

IN 1927, 30,000 dealers
sold 33,662,247 tubes

-

In 1928, 31,000 dealers
sold 61,552,846 tubes
an average of 1985 tubes
per dealer.

In 1929, 39,000
dealers will sell

I. I. STEINHARTER

2564 TUBES PER

since 1924. SPEED executives
served an apprenticeship of
over 20 years in incandescent

DEALER!

lamp manufacture.

1927 sales

1928 sales

33.602.247

61.552.846

1929 sales
100.000.000

le..timatedl

(Courtesy "Radio Broadcast ")

-

The tube business is growing
more sets, more tubes per set,
new type tubes, more tube sales
per dealer. Are you getting
your share? Of course, half
the story is in the line you
carry.
Is It A Quality Line?
SPEED tubes are triple- tested
Made
. .
. first quality tubes.
making
tubes
company
by a

Well- Advertised Line?

SPEED Tubes are advertised in
full pages in the Saturday Evening Post . . . in all the leading trade and fan radio magazines . . . in great newspapers
from coast to coast . . . with
direct mail, counter cards, window displays and every dealer
help.

an average of 1123 tubes
per dealer.

100,000,000-AN
AVERAGE OF

A

Is It A Complete Line?
SPEED Tubes include types
201A, 199, X140, WD11, WD12, 200AA, 112A, 171A, 171 AC, 245, 210A, 250, 226, 227,

Is It A Profit Line?
SPEED'S Quality makes for
satisfaction, sales and resales.
SPEED'S return policy is most
liberal. SPEED'S discounts are
right. SPEED is the tube for
profit.

REMEMBER 100,000,000

TUBES THIS YEAR!
Get Your Share-Handle The
Right Line

280, 281, 224AC.

Is It A Progressive Line?
SPEED had a 224AC type in
1928. SPEED'S 227 has been
perfected to heat in 5 seconds
-by test. SPEED adopted solid
carbonized plates months ago.
SPEED'S new manufacturing
equipment is the very latest and
best. SPEED raw materials
are Al.

Franchises Are Going Fast
As we say in consumer advertising

"STEP RIGHT UP
AND CALL FOR SPEED"

zc-ses
r
Cn3LE

i2-+.V TUBE

t>,.

OR70RATON

84-90 N. NINTH ST, BROOKLYN

`J

Y

»ñ
IIFI

MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES
SINCE 1924
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A SHIP
without A RUDDER...

LIKE

...

...

but ruddernot powerless
the "control" is gone
no longer does she respond to the helmsman.
Your radio without a good resistance device like the
CENTRALAB resistance, doesn't respond to the slightest
touch of the "helmsman."
You steer your way through the ether by fits and
:tarts
augmenting the "static storms" by internal
"self- inflicted" noises.
Better be sure that your
li\
i ;%
radio is
am.
equipped.

less

...

...

"Centralab''

This is the action of the
usual wire wound control

after it has
for some time
dragging

been

stick

in use

'l'he tailor uses the saine
principle as Centralab. He
does not want to ruin the
garment by placing the
iron on it so he places a
cloth in between. Centralab
controls cannot ruin the
because
t he
resistance
rocking disc is in between
the pressure arm and the
resistance.

like

This shows the exclusive
rocking dise construction
of Centralab volume control. "It" is the resistance.
Contact disc "D" has only
rocking action on the
a
fressure arm
resistance.
together with shaft
"1
and hushing is fully insulated.

"Volume Control
Voltage Controls &

Their Uses"
is the title of an. interesting
pamphlet that is yours for
the asking.

over a
cobblestone pavement.
a

CENTRAL RADIO
20 Keefe Ave.

LABORATORIES
Milwaukee, Wis.
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we say that DUOVAC Precision Radio Tubes are made
by a new and better process we are ready to back up our
statements with facts. And the outstanding fact is that DUOVACS
WHEN

are made in the world's most modern radio tube plant-representing the last word in tube -making machinery. Every piece
of apparatus is NEW. Much of it was specially designed.
All of it was planned with one object:-the production
by precision methods, of radio tubes of absolute uniformity. DUOVAC uniformity sets a new standard
of excellence in radio tubes.* a invite comparison of the DUOVAC plant, of DUOVAC performance, of DUOVAC advertising plans and
dealer cooperation and of DUOVAC price
maintenance police. We invite inquiries from distributors and dealerswho
keep in step with radio progress.
Write today for particulars.
RADIO TUBE CORP.

DUOVAC
3

6 0

F

U

R

M A

N

S

BROOKLYN, NEW

T

R

E

E

T

YORK

DUO

The *Precision Radio
`PRECISION -The quality of being precise, strictly accurate

C
Tube

-identical.- Standard

Dictionary
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ERFECTED
for your new

power tube

set.....

Engineering Co- operation
Jefferson engineers, pioneers in the
field of transformer development, are

ready to assist in solving your transformer and choke problems. In our
own modern research laboratories
or working with your engineers
Jefferson engineers can offer valuable
aid in the design of your audio and
power equipment.

--

Protection in Peak Periods
The Jefferson world - wide reputation for quality transformers and integrity in trade relations, combined with
tremendous production capacity, is
your assurance of a reliable source of
supply. During last year's peak season,
although besieged with outside business, not one of our customers was
forced to seek another source of supply. Deliveries were made promptly
under all conditions production
schedules protected.

-

Jefferson Potter Pack
for use *rah the nett,
245 and 224 tubes

4effei-son

. . . .

Transformers and /pokes

Foreseeing the present trend toward the use of new power
tubes in receiving sets, Jefferson engineers have perfected
a special transformer -and a wide choice of choke units
-for coordinate use with the new 245 power tube ana
the 224 shield grid tube. Likewise, Jefferson audio transformers have been improved in design to make use of all
the potentialities of these new tubes. Complete electrical
specifications and quotations will be furnished reliable
set manufacturers on request.

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
Chicago, Illhwb

1592 South Ladin Street

AUDIO and POWER TRANSFORMERS and CHOKES
(9481'

Page 31
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These resistors are representative
of the complete line of enameled
resistor units manufactured by

General Electric

Permanent Resistance

-

With positive connections between conductors and leads
no clamp connections being employed -and with a low
temperature coefficient, these G-E Type CR9006 resistor
units are remarkable for their permanence. They are
moisture- proof, flame -proof, and acid -resistant.

The conductors are embedded in enamel so strong that
the resistors are not damaged by normal handling.

If you are confronted with conditions requiring resistors
of these characteristics, it will pay you to ask the nearest
G -E office for complete details.
301.44

JOIN

US

IN THE GENERAL ELECTRIC HOUR, BROADCAST EVERY SATURDAY AT 9 P.M., E.S.T. ON A NATION -WIDE N.B.C. NETWORK

GENERAL

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY,

E
N.

Y.,

SAL

ES

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL

CITIE
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DURHAM

RESISTANCES

ER
ItOLSI
,mother
Leader

. ,

sfrindardizetr

on IJIJItHIU1
RESISTORS and
I)OWEIVOH INS
Kobster Model K -45 using Electric Tuning and Remote Control
and housed in a cabinet of extraordinary beauty.

OLSTER!- another great name in
radio- another great leader who has
set the pace in quality receivers for
many years- another leader who has
long recognized the superiority of the metallized principle upon which DURHAM Resistors and Powerohms are manufactured. Yes,
KOLSTER is another of America's quality
receivers which standardizes on Durham resistance units ...because they are absolutely unfailing both in accuracy and uniformity.
DURHAMS may cost a slight fraction more
than average resistances, but their aid to quality reception is well worth the slight difference in price. Furthermore, their presence in
a receiver is a guide to the quality of other

DURHAM Metallized RESISTORS

and POWEROHMS are available
for every practical resistance purpose in radio and television circuits, 500 to 200,000 ohms in
power types; 1 to 100 Megohms
in resistor types; ratings for all
limited power requirements;
standard, pigtail or special tips.

parts. Write for engineering data sheets,
samples for testing and complete literature.
Please state ratings in which you are interested.

T1
V1
'

U1

METALLIZED

111

-

RESISTORS & POWEROHMS
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
2006 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

!'nq,
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Complete Line of

BOMBARDING

EQUIPMENT
The Lepel Laboratories
offer to tube and photo -electric

cell manufacturers a complete
Engineering Service on production
problems.
Send us particulars of your requirements. Prompt deliveries assured.
The Superior Quality of our Tungsten Gap will challenge even the
performance of Tube Oscillators.

Lepel High Frequency Laboratories, Inc.
39 West 60th Street

New York City

.Z.ß
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A better base-a better tube...
make yours with

UREI,!
Change! There's the radio industry in a
word! In a month, the new method may be
outworn. With a single shipment, the material you thought more than satisfactory
proves inadequate. ... In their search for
the best, many radio manufacturers have
abandoned other materials, and switched
to Durez -with uniform success!
The Sylvania Products Company of
Emporium, Pa., known over the country
through their effective broadcasting as
makers of Sylvania Radio Tubes, is one
concern that changed for the better. The
toughness of Durez, its durability, its
workability and efficiency were carefully
analyzed. They probed its economy under
modern production methods.... The inquiry proved Durez superior in every way.
Durez has remarkable insulating qualities. It is tough, non -brittle. Hard as
flint. Resists acids, heat, moisture, gases,
alkalines. Durez is simple and easy to
mold. One operation, and the part is complete- without any burnishing, polishing,
or tooling whatever. Studs may be inserted; holes, threads, intricate designing
cared for in the one molding process!
Perhaps you're having trouble in the
basing operation with material you now
use. Is it strong enough? Can it resist destructive agencies sufficiently? Is it economical? And -this is important from a
it modern?
competitive standpoint
Durez, with its wide range of beautiful
colors, will brighten up your product,
freshen it, modernize it economically!
Tell us what you make. We'll tell you
how to make it better -with Durez. General Plastics, Inc., 105 Walck Road, North
Tonawanda, N. Y.
Also New York, Chicago, San Francisco,
Los Angeles.

-is

-

Write for this free booklet, "Do It With Durez."
Contains complete infor-

mation about Durez
-physical and dielectric
properties, color ranges,
and possible applications.

Radio Engineering, October, 1929
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MOLYBDENUM
and TANTALUM

Enlarged Plant Facilities
Insure QUICK DELIVERY
Keeping pace with the rapid growth of the vacuum tube
industry, Fansteel has enlarged its plant to supply the
increased demand for Fansteel Tantalum, Molybdenum
and alloys which are specified for grids, plates, heaters
and support members in the better class of tubes.
To meet the demand for its Molybdenum grid wire Fan steel daily draws 200 miles of metal through drilled
diamond dies, holding to closer tolerances in both
diameter of wire and purity of metal than any other

producer.
The same laboratory and staff of nationally known
metallurgists and radio engineers that so successfully controls every step in the refining and fabrication of Fan steel rare metals is constantly working for and with the
industry, helping to solve knotty problems. (Fansteel's
new book, "Rare Metals ", tells the whole story -send
for a copy.)

Ffly

U9
iftFi
,.. BfA¡It
a.
., /toe
"."'Co' .
._

,

/ar.

For the convenience and protection
of users, all Fansteel wire is wound
on Bakelite spools and each spool
labeled plainly to identify, instantly
and positively the metal, its diameter.
state of hardness or anneal, etc. All

spools are packed in individual boxes
to protect the metal from dampness
or dust. and the boxes, too, are
labeled.
Eastern District Office
52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City

FANSTEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, Inc.
NORTH CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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In each case the laboratories of these manufacturers,
in collaboration with Peter L. Jensen, adapted these

CONSTANTLY the objective of the

JI

radio industry has been better tone quality.
For successive years all known features

speakers to their specific needs. Dealers who sell these
sets pin their faith in making the sale on the superior
tone quality and shrewd dealers insist on sets equip-

of the radio set have been improved
and exploited, but today tone quality definitely measures the success of any radio receiver. The industry's

ped with Jensen Electro- Dynamic Speakers.

success now rests on tone quality and its future prom-

Write us for the names of Jensen equipped sets and
for information regarding the Jensen Auditorium,
Concert and Standard Electro - Dynamic Speakers.

ti lenqen

ise of progress rests on tone quality.

Many of the industry's leading manufacturers
depend for their superiority
_; :,:.,_
,.
.

on the tone quality of Jensen
Electro-Dynamic Speakers.

pírdtritc/

p, ,,,;,,a,;

,

..w.>-

Prices from $25 to $100 (including both units and cabinet mod-

els). Attractive trade discounts.

-

h_-

ELE( ERI1-L1YNr1MLC SPEAKERS

-

n

LL

NM

JENSEN RADIO MANUFACTT'RING CO.

-:

NDER LEKTOPHONE PATENTS

6601 S. Laramie Ave., Chicago, Ill.

212 Ninth St., Oakland, Cal.

Every
master musician knows
... let a

single sour note
and the world would tell
creep into one of his golden -toned offerings
him about it. People who didn't know a note of music would inform him of
the discord in no uncertain terms.
For the world is getting tone -conscious. It may not know why but it
knows whether music is right. Every audience today is a discriminating
audience.
Likewise the radio receiver which meets public approval today must satisfy
keen, discriminating ears. A few cents "shaved"
on transformers only means a handicap to your
selling organization. The radio buying public
now judges price by tone quality.
Sangamo "A" Line Transformers are built for
the custom set maker or manufacturer who wants
a "tone" advantage against competition and who
is willing to make production economies anywhere but on the "audio end."
The cost is slightly higher but is more than
offset by the increased salability of the receiver.
Let any renowned concert artist become careless

...

SANGAMO ELECTRIC CO.
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.
Manufacturers of Precision Electrical Apparatus for 30 Years

See reverse

side

A
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Condensers

,

t

NONE:
i

Carve of Type "A"

Sansa no Straight

i

Audio Transformer
showing aniformify
ofamplification ofall

audible frequencies.

1, Line
Transformers

No item can cost so little and
cause so much trouble in a receiver as a fixed condenser.
This fact is especially appreciated by the manufacturer
with an eye to the service
problem.Likewise,experience
has shown that a fixed condenser is not necessarily a
good condenser just because
it is molded in Bakelite.
The immunity to thermal
changes and to mechanical
damage rendered by the Bakelite enclosure is supplemented
in Sangamo Condensers by
accurate rating and sound constructionof the mica condenser within the Bakelite casting.
The standard line of Sangamo Fixed Condensers leaves
the factory tested to maximum
variation of 10 %. Also furnished with closer ratings and
in high voltage types.

NEW!
Type A straight audio amplification.
List price.

$10.00

Type B Push -pull Input Transformer for all tubes.
List price

$12.00

Type C -171 Push -pull Output,
for 171 or 250 type power

tubes with cone
speaker. Listprice.

$12.00

Type D -210, same as C except for
210 and 112 power
tubes. List price

$12.00

PIN

OUR LETTERHEAD AND MAIL

AMO ELECTRIC CO.
SPRI

D, ILLINOIS, U. S. A., DEPT. 103

ono
I am interested in en-
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as a choke to prevent oscillation
and for impedance coupled amplifiers.
List price

$
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Unusual facilities for furnishing transformers with
or without cases ready for
mounting and quick assembly with the receiver. Prices
on application.

While the Sangamo Condens
ers shown at the top of the
page have always been popular with manufacturers, there
has been a demand for condensers of the same quality, of
a size and shape more suitable
for factory set design and production. For manufacturers'
use only, we hase designed
the Sangamo "lllini." The
connecting lugs may he bent
to any position required without impairing the condenser.

Prices on request
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IMPRESSIONS and EXPRESSIONS
`-By`

-

AUSTIN C. LESCARBOURA

Will There Be a

Tube Shortage?

S the radio industry swings
into its peak season, there is considerable concern among
the jobbing and retailing fraternity with regard to the supply of vacuum tubes. Will there be a tube shortage is the
question being asked on all sides.
Personally, we believe there will be a tube shortage in
certain types, due not only to an unforeseen demand, not
only to the limited production caused by certain difficulties,
but mainly due to inferior tubes which will soon be spotted
and virtually blacklisted.
Even at this early date, long before the market gets into
full swing, the commonplace -27 or better type a-c. tube
is becoming scarce
least good tubes of this type, with
a satisfactory mimimum of hum. The -24 or a-e. screen grid tube is none too plentiful, and large screen-grid set
manufacturers are tying up every possible source of supply
so as to have ample tubes for their set deliveries. The -45
is another tube which is none too plentiful just now.
We believe there will be a shortage of good tubes, for
the present radio sets are far more critical in the matter
of tubes than were the sets of yesterday. Hum factor is
receiving far more critical consideration than six months
ago, with the result that many a -c. heater tubes heretofore considered satisfactory, are now being barred by set
manufacturers and the trade, thereby causing a shortage
for a type of which there should be ample tubes.
What the industry needs now and for the next few
months is quality more than quantity in the matter of
vacuum tubes to meet requirements. There are too few
good tubes and too many bad tubes. And the demand exceeds the supply in the matter of quality tubes.

-at

For the Sake of
a Few Pennies!

AMONG the several inglorious

wrecks that are strewn along the pathway of radio progress, there is no sadder than the -99 type dry battery
tube. Here was a practicable idea which, properly exploited, would have provided a successful radio set for
the farm and rural home. Instead, the manufacturers
sought to economize In every possible way in the production of this tube, to the end that it became truly cheap in
worth as well as in price.
The real inside story of the -99 tube is one of inadequate filament on the one hand. and excessive residual gas
on the other. The minute thoriated tungsten employed in
that tube had such a limited amount of active material to
begin with. that any remaining gas following exhausting
and seal-off would soon neutralize same and render the
tube inoperative. And that is precisely what happened in
9 out of 10 of these tubes.
Now on the other hand, if molybdenum had been used in
place of the gassy nickel for the plates and grids, as well
as support wires, the residual gas would have been reduced to an absolute minimum, and the limited amount of
thorium or active material would be permitted to do its
work. It might cost anywhere from 15 to 25 cents to replace the nickel parts with molybdenum parts. And yet
the tube manufacturers, bent on competing on a price
rather than a quality basis, never made use of molybdenum.
We have seen -99 tubes made with molybdenum parts
perform satisfactorily well in excess of a thousand hours,
with no apparent falling off of emission.

That Belated
Television
Debut

F

ROM all talk and little action,
television affairs seem to have shifted during the past
twelve months to all action and little talk. And yet much
is going on these days behind a cloak of modesty. In fact,
we venture to predict that practical television equipment
for average home use will be on the market before Christmas, together with a satisfactory television broadcasting
service covering at least the eastern portion of the United
States.
Television workers have found the problems far beyond
their expectations. Those who predicted the broadcasting
of news events, complete plays, and combination sight and
sound programs, have long since come to know the rashness of their claims. Nevertheless, it is generally believed
that the simplest kind of television pictures, even if no
more than understandable silhouette action, will be sufficient for the inauguration of the television era. Serious
television workers are of the opinion that the sooner television is placed on the market, the quicker It will develop.
Furthermore, there is little use in trying to evolve the perfect system in the laboratory, for, as with broadcasting,
the art is much too complicated for the restricted efforts
of any man or group of men to solve. Rather it is a question of universal cooperation, and the art must become a
natural evolution in actual practice.
Don't think that television is dead. Far from it, television is simply working rather than talking. And within
the next ninety days, we shall witness the debut of everyday television, or the transplanting of an experiment from
the laboratory to everyday conditions.

How About
Short Waves?

S the radio industry paying sufficient attention to short-wave reception and its possibilities?
Personally, we think not. At any rate, here is a subject
worthy of serious consideration and discussion.
During the past few years, rapid strides have been made
in short -wave radio telephony. There was a time not so
long ago when the short-wave spectrum was confined
wholly to radio telegraph traffic, but today there are many
broadcast relay services in operation, not to overlook the
interesting amateur radio telephone conversations. Iu
other words, there is ample material to listen to, even for
one without the slightest knowledge of the telegraph code.
The amazing feature about short -wave reception is, of
course, the distance spanned. Stations a thousand miles
away come in pounding even during broad daylight. A
simple four-tube, short -wave receiver brings in the British
and Dutch short -wave broadcasting programs for the
listener -in located in almost any part of the United States.
And static seems to have very little effect on short-wave
signals, for even when normal broadcasting is impossible
due to an electrical storm a few miles away. the short
wave signals come pounding across the ocean with practically no interference.
Now it is our opinion that radio manufacturers are overlooking a good bet in short -wave radio reception. We believe that a really good set with brand new engineeringsomething beyond the present screen -grid r -f. amplifier,
regenerative detector, and two audio stages-would go big.
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The Grid -Suppressor Circuit'
Discussion of Regenerative Amplifier from Viewpoint of Transmission
and Oscillation Characteristic
By Sylvan Harris*
account of the complicated
phenomena encountered in regenerative amplifiers such as
the grid -suppressor type, any
rigid theory of their operation must
necessarily be quite involved, unless
only a single stage of the amplifier
were under consideration. The cascading of several stages, however,
leads to complications due to the interaction of these stages, the causes
of which are often quite obscure. A
rational explanation of the mechanism
of the amplifier may, however, be secured by considering the amplifier in
the light of two characteristics, one of
which determines the amplification,
and other of which limits it. The
former might be termed the transatission characteristic and the latter the
oscillation characteristic.
The transmission characteristic is
by
the
well -known
represented
formula
N

Ii =,.,

)!r

L2

a Apx
rx

1
I

(1)

rv J

in which the sy nbols have the customary meanings. The amplification
of any amplifier stage may be calculated by means of this formula provided the resistance e posent of the
tube is assumed to be removed from
the tube and incorporated in R,, and
the reactance component of the tube
impedance is considered as an additional element of the tuned circuit.
When this is clone the tube can be considered truly as a potentially operated
device.
Referring to Fig. 1A, It is the grid suppressor resistance; the input impedance of the tube can be represented'
by a capacity ca in series with a resistance rg. The voltage impressed
upon the input of the tube is the
potential difference between G and F.
t Delivered before tirs Radio Club of
America.
Engineering Laboratories, Roister Radio
Corp.

' J. 3a. Miller, S. 351, Bureau of Standards.

The parallel circuit formed by R, rg
and eg in parallel with C can be considered equivalent to a simple series
circuit such as shown in Fig. 111, between G and F. The voltage which is
amplified by the tube is then the 1'. D.
between G and F of Fig. 111. The
tube is now considered :ts taking no
power front the tuned circuit.
The impedance GF (Fig. 1A) is
given by

Z'=R' +

R'-

j

.C,

R + ra
+ ra)x ,.,: Cx + (1 + fec 1
(ee + C)x + (R + ralx ,.s eex ('x
cat C
(es + C) +(R + r)x

(r

-

,.

In equation (4) the terms involving
the resistances are small compared
with the others, so that C' is approximately C + ca. The resistance R' is
the resistance introduced into the
tuned circuit by the input impedance
of the tube and by the grid -suppressor.
In the expression for R' the first term
pf the denominator ntny be neglected,
so that R' is approximately

(5)

determine the aurt,lüi,ation equation.
nuhti' :munt is given by
The
,

Ix

(3)

4)

- lz

ca

/r

/r

(R

C-

+
1

The value of r, for an inductive
load in the plate circuit is given by
(ca + cg)2 and
Ln!: can
Miller as
(co + ca )x and ca is given by
-Lpca
co + ca both of which are independent of freilneimy.
With this information we can now
.

(2)

R+re

R'=

=

rt

R

+

OM,

ra

(6)

+(1 +C)x+
ca

neglecting the primary circuit reactance. The denominator of this fraction is the resistance of the coupled
circuit referred to the sec lorry. It
is seen that in addition to the resistance of the coil and the resistance reflected froid the primary cireuit, there
is a terms which depends upon the
values of the grid- suppressor and the
input consistants of the tube.
Now, the voltage drop between G and
1' of Fig. 111 is the product of the impedance of that leg of the network
:oui the secondary current L.
Performing titis operation and put-

r.11=

ting

obtained
IC

1/,.'

-r I

+

(C

there is

ce)

= 7.GF k

(7)

e
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r
,x \p

=
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)
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rv

+

X
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ra
x

R+

-I

R

(1+C1
ce
(C

(1 +ca/

+e,)x +

i

The first term under the radical is
compared with unity, so that the
voltage amplification per stage is
given, very nearly, by
mutll

(If-M)
K

_

R
rx

+ r,
(8)

rx
Ce
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When several stages are connected
in cascade, a feedback current is established from stage to stage, which

FIG.2
60
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(i+c/c9)2-.

= 40
o

W2M2
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This is the amplification equation of
the circuit of Fig.1C, which may,
therefore, be regarded as the approximately equivalent circuit of the amplifier. The manner in which the three
components of the equivalent resistance vary with frequency is shown in
Fig. 2, which has been calculated for
a typical case. Likewise, in Fig. 3,
there is shown a curve of voltage
amplification, calculated by equation
(8).
The effect of the grid -suppressor and
the input impedance of the tube is
therefore seen to be equivalent to introducing a rather large resistance into
the tuned circuit, thus reducing the
amplification considerably, even at
low frequencies. The amplification increases with frequency up to a
point beyond which the third resistance term in equation (8) increases so
rapidly that the amplification begins
to decrease. The frequency at which
the amplification is maximum depends
upon the values of the various circuit
elements.
An inspection of Fig. 2 shows that,
for values of grid -suppressor commonly used, the "true" resistance of
the tuned circuit plays an important
part only at the lower frequencies, and
that at 1500 kc. the resistance due to
the grid -suppressor and the tube impedance may be as much as four or
five tines the "true" tuned circuit resistance.
The reflected resistance,
likewise, is small, and at high frequencies it may even be omitted from
consideration in most cases.
It is clear, from what has gone before, that unless something were done
to neutralize the greater part of this
resistance, indicated by the denominator of equation (S), very little amplification would be obtained, and the selectivity would certainly fall far
short of commercial requirements.
The resistance is partially neutralized
by the feedback within each stage,
(i.e.. from plate to grid of the same
stage), as indicated by the fact that
r. Is intrinsically negative: but this is
not sufficient since rR is of the order of
only several hundred ohms (negative),
while R may be from four to ten times
as great.
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assists in neutralizing the circuit resistance. It is this stage to stage feedback which mainly determines the
"oscillation characteristic" and limits
the possible amplification. The plates
and grids are coupled through a capacity
and were it not for the
transformers, these capacities would
all be in series. The coupling capacity
between a given stage and those preceding it would then decrease arithmetically on passing from stage to stage,
whereas the amplification from stage
to stage increases geometrically. The
lower fed back would be attenuated
more slowly than a signal applied to
the input would be amplified. Consequently, on passing from stage to
stage, a stage would eventually be
reached in which the power fed back
would be greater than the input drcuit losses, and self-oscillation would
result. From this it follows that the
amplification of any stage cannot exceed the attenuation per stage of the
feedback current.
This manner of viewing the prob'm has been applied by A. W. Hull to
1

FIG.4

.'

FREQUENCY

the determination of the maximum
amplification obtainable in a tuned impedance coupled amplifier employing
screen -grid tubes. However, the situation is considerably more complicated
in circuits employing tubes which have
appreciable internal capacities, since
any or all of the stages may be sources
of feedback curlews: and furthermore, the phases of the currents will
vary not only with frequency, but also
from point to point in the circuits.
However, it is known that the limiting
amplification decreases with frequency
in a manner somewhat as indicated
by the "O" curves of Fig. 5.
The overall feedback increases
steadily with frequency. having the
effect of introducing into the tuned
circuits a negative resistance, as indicated by the curve R' of Fig. 4. In
that illustration. R" represents the
total circuit resistance before cascading (i.e., the denominator of equation
(8), or the sum of the curves of Fig.
2), and R "' is the resulting resistance
after cascading.
In Fig. 5, the "T" curve is the "transmission characteristic :" this must not
intersect the "O" curve if self -oscilla-

FREQUENCY

tion is to be avoided. The separation
between the curves is the margin of

stability. a -n represents the margin of
stability of an amplifier having the
characteristics O, and T.. If the grid suppressor is reduced permitting an increase of feedback, O, is lowered to O.
The regenerative effect is now greater
and, due to the apparent reduction of
circuit resistance, T, becomes T. The
margin of stability is now b -b. Upon
further reducing the grid -suppressor
the new amplification curve T. intersects the new oscillation characteristic
O,. The margin of stability is now zero
over a portion of the tuning range, and
oscillations occur between the frequencies f, and L. At f and g, Fig. 5,
the regenerative effect is small, therefore, changes,made in the attenuation
of the feedback, such as reducing the
grid- suppressor, mainly effect the portion of the curve near the peak. This
is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows
amplification curves taken on an amplifier for various values of grid -suppressor. The circuit constants were
adjusted to make the peak occur near
the middle of the tuning range.
The peak of the curve may be made
to occur anywhere within the tuning
range or may even be made to occur
outside of the range. As Fig. 6 indicates, reducing the grid -suppressor
moves the peak slightly toward the
higher frequencies. This effect is
small and is of little value in design.
The initial effect of cascading, however, shifts the peak considerably to a
higher frequency. as can be seen by
comparing Figs. 3 and 6. Increasing
the mutual inductance of the transformers moves the peak toward the
lower frequencies and, as can be seen
by equation (S) increases the amplification as well. This may, however,
require an increase of grid- suppressor
in order to maintain stability, depending upon the initial margin of stability.
It is possible to keep the net
circuit resistance low (i.e., the R "'
curve of Fig. 4), by employing loose
coupling and at the same time keeping
the grid- suppressor small, but the amplification will also he small. By the
time the coupling has been loosened
sufficiently to afford the required low
resistance (or the required selectivity
the amplification will have either fallen below the commercial requirement.
or the amplifier will have been made
unstable to order to maintain this amplification. On the other hand. it is
possible to employ a substantial coup-
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ling and obtain considerable amplification, and, at the same time, obtain the
required selectivity by properly adjusting the regenerative effect throughout
the tuning range.
There are several means of increasing the amplification at the higher
frequencies, other than moving the
peak of the curve to that region. One
means is to shunt the grid-suppressor
by a small fixed condenser, reducing
the attenuation of the feedback as the
frequency increases. The effect of
such an arrangement is shown in Fig.
7. In amplifiers which are unshielded
the effect may be created by the capacity between the transformers, or
between the stators of the tuning condensers, or by a small amount of inductive coupling between the stages.
It is a simple matter to compute the
amplification of a single stage without
considering the regenerative effects
produced by cascading, but this by
itself would be of no value. It was
necessary therefore, in order to test
the theory, to devise a method of
measuring the regenerative effect. An
agreement between the amplification
curve obtained experimentally and the
computed curve would then afford
simultaneous proof of the validity of
both the theory of operation of the
amplifier and of the method of
measurement.
The method used for measuring the
voltage amplification was the usual
one of impressing at the input of the
amplifier a known r -f. voltage (obtained
as a voltage drop in a small resistor)
and measuring the output voltage with
a calibrated vacuum tube voltmeter.
The detector tube of the radio receiver
was used as the V. T. V. M. The ratio
of the two voltages then gave the
voltage amplification.
In any given stage of the amplifier
the voltage amplification is proportional to the voltage drop in C, Fig.
lc, and hence to the current flowing
through it. This current is given by

-1
¡M

p

E

(9)

R:

where R, is the apparent value of the
total circuit resistance. including the
effects of cascading. Now, if without
making any other changes, a small
resistance be added to the circuit, the
secondary current becomes
1.1

I,

M
f

ro

R+

Ec

(10)

r

The ratio of these two equations
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in which K' and K" are Jthe voltage
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amplifications, as measured, before and
after inserting the resistance r. The
resistance R, is the sum of four components, viz.,

+

ßr =r>

r

in which R3 is the negative resistance
added to the circuit due to the feed-

back resulting from cascading the
stages. This resistance may now be
substituted for the denominator of
equation (S) and the amplification of
the stage computed.
A set of curves showing the variation of R, with wavelength is shown
in Fig. 8, for various values of grid suppressor resistance. It is to be
noted that the wavelength at which
zero resistance occurs is in agreement
with the wavelength at which oscillations occur, as indicated in Fig. 6.
Fig. 8, however, applies only to a
single stage of the amplifier.
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Dividing this by equation (8) there
is obtained
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elements. In addition, Fig. 9 indicates
that it may sometimes be desirable to
design the various stages of the amplifier differently. For example, Fig. 9
indicates that the third stage has the
smallest margin of stability. Slight
changes in this stage may lead to selfoscillation ; a more desirable condition would be obtained by slightly increasing the grid-suppressor of this
stage and reducing that in the first
or the fourth stage. In this particular
amplifier the primary winding of the
fourth transformer was "reversed" in
order to point out the effect on the regeneration conditions of a phase reversal, giving to the fourth stage the
largest margin of stability, whereas it
would otherwise have the least.
The final amplification per stage,
after cascading. is given by
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Due to the fact that the feedback
originating in the fourth stage can
feed back through three stages, and
that originating in the third stage can
feed back through two stages, and so
on, it is clear that the regeneration
conditions cannot be the same in all
stages.
This is in addition to the fact that
the feedback currents vary in their
phase relations both with frequency
and from point to point in the amplifier. From all this it follows that
11, will differ from stage to stage
despite the fact that the circuit elements in all the stages may be identical. Fig. 9 shows this variation from
stage to stage of an experimental amplifier. In computing the amplification, therefore, it is necessary to
separately measure R: for each stage,
and then to separately calculate the
The
amplification for each stage.
overall amplification can then be obtained by multiplying the stages
together.
Since the apparent resistance of the
circuits, R, is a direct measure of the
margin of stability, a set of curves
such as shown in Fig. 9 or in Fig. 8
is of great value in determining manufacturing tolerances for the supression
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rc
C /cr)z

-}-

(1 -I-

re

(14)

which gives the regenerative amplification obtained by cascading the
stages.
By making measurements of R, in
each stage, computing K for each stage
by equation (13). and then multiplying

the stages together. fair agreement
with the experimental curve for
R = 1400 ohms in Fig. 0 was obtained.
This is indicated by the broken curve
of Fig. 6.
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Simplifying "Straight Line" Condenser
Design
Some Interesting Data on the Characteristics of
S.

S.

L. C.,

S.

L. W. and

L. F. Condensers

By O. C. Roos

IN quite

a few articles on S.L.F and
S.L.W. condensers, the subject of
the plate form is given an air of
mystery. The necessity of adapting
the condenser to coils of different self capacitance is ignored. Writers have
stated that 50% difference in this
latter quantity is negligible and that
anyway the coils can be made with less
than 10% variation in self -ca pa eh ane.
The fact of the matter is that no N.
L.F. or Ç.L.W. condenser can possibly be accurately designed for any

resonant circuit: without an auxiliary
adjustable condenser to furnish a
definite total -zero" capaoilauee. including wiring. tithes and stray condenser flux. There is need for designers to cone out flatly with the
proof that condenser plate shaping
procedure is very easy in all eases.
The simple law goteruhag the range of
the design curves should. therefore, be
given a popular exposition.

only a part of it -plus stray capacitances corresponding to the rest of the
area of the curve. In Fig. 1 a socalled S.L.F. curve Is given as a -b -c.
It shows too little auxiliary or "zero"
capacitance but can be straightened
out to give the graph d -e -f by readjusting (increasing this a nx it is ry capacitance.
.\ ronelenser separation of .027. inch
gives 9.1x2 nun f. per square inch of electrodes in air; hence, it is easy to
eeptate the stray or "zero' capacitance

infinity
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False and correct straight line frequency calibration.
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to It fictitious "area." A,,. Therefore, we have
(' =.\ /il in nand. where .\ is given in
square inches.
If we define the "graph 2 -4 -5 in
Fig. 2, giving the total area from
0-00. to 0 =4,+z where z =angle
1 -9-2 and `1' angle of plate rotation,
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we get it simile equation for building
up the area in Fig. 2. in terms of the
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where I) = dial reading and f = frequency in ke., we have

la

As the designer of condensers of S.L.

In sigma ling
n -t i:le.

But mathematically the area after au
infinite number of turns front 9 =0 to
0 = CO is merely finite as given above
in equation (21. Lt fact it Is

I

Simple Design Method
calibration. \hiell are accurate to )/+/e
hetween 15110 and 500 ke., with widely
different types of coil. I should like to
point out that this very simple law for
the r :raze of the condenser has been
developed so that it enables the
engineer to set down his greatest and
least condenser plate areas in advance,
with rigorous exaet it ude.
It is well known that
1,'0' =4h
(11
is the proper polar egnattimt of a curve
whose total "reversed" area is proportional to the reciprocal of 0'. This is
the required condition for Ç.L.F. design. What is generally overlooked,
however. is that this total instantaneous eapaeittwee ("aea ") in the circuit must always be considered as
made up of the capacitance of the
S.L.F. condenser plates formed from

senti -revolution to reach the position
we have the usual 180 -degree
area for a rotor plate -never more.

0-7,

.

"zero" area. A 1orreslxmeliug to C
\Ve thus reach a total of 9 times this
"area hp adding the plate-area eaten lated from equation (21- which is. Of
ootusc. s times this zero area A
Now since the plate area plus the
fictitious "area
is proportional to
total capacit:utoe, it must operate between an initial angle z and a final
angle z + `1' on the curve in Fig 2
rind we must allow the "zero" cta1a eiIattce, which is mostly outside of the
condenser plates. to equal the capacitance corresponding to the highest frequency covered by the S.L.F. range.

.

.t

"Reverse" Method
Since in Fig. 2 we have a curve
whose area is swept out by the radius
vector O-2 as defined by equation (1).
and since this radius vector covers a

the lane of growth along an S.L.F.
graph.
area A. means in this case the
whole area of the enmeshed plates plus
an equivalent "area" due to wiring.
tubes. coils, shiny capacitances, etc.
It does not meant the area of the condenser plates :dente.
Here the interest for the practical
engineer is in the situ.iiclty of thin
"reverse" method. \We know that Fig.
2 is the curve given by equation (11.
As the radius vector starts front the
initial line (t-1 and traces out connterclookwi.se. the are :i bounded by the
spiral
2- 3 -4 --7- s --moi, etc. its
angular displacement (-) varies from
=O to 0 -0O3
() l'he area laced out from the aositioa 0 = O fo. say. 0
angle 1-0-2
is infinite. but the area traced out
from the angular pe sition 1- (1 -2-fo
O = CO is perfectly definite. as given
by equation (3) above, where 0
angle 1 --0-2. Tines all our troubles
are solved by measuring areas from
t) = 00 betcktrard.x. This is a more
direct prtwednrc than the usual method and it irutits a determination of
the wavelength etf frequency range to
be carried out in advance.
If we imagine a single pair of
Plates, rotor and stator, we may neglect any consideration of "cut -out"
for the tinte being and it Is then easy
to show that there is a relation existing between the total angular travel
of the rotor, the desired frequency
range and that position of the radius:

la-
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design for this is the secret of an accurate calibration curve.
Just as in S.L.F design the area
from e = Co to e = G is finite, so in
S.L.W. design (straight line wavelength) the same rules are found regarding greatest and least areas, but
reckoned from the opposite or initiai
line. In other words, the area from
0 = O (not e = 00 as in S.L.F work)
to e = e for an S.L.W. condenser
= K0' but the law given by equation
(7) holds as before. i.e.,

LONGEST
EDGE

SHADED AREA
IS INFINITE

a-90°

r
'

180°

0

FIG.3

W-180

PLATE

S.L.F. polar curve. tm /fn =3.

vector In Fig. 2 which gives, say, at
0-2, the longest radius to be used in
the plate. In other words, if we cut
the curve
2- 3--7 so that the
rotor plates have 180 degrees of relative angular motion, we can select the
correct initial edge line 7 -O-2, in
advance for this purpose as follows
noting that the "area" 1- 5- 0 --2
can not be used; as it is infinite.
The problem nor is to determine
the relation between the initial angle
1 -0-2, called a. the "angle of rotor
travel," called I' and the frequency
range called g. Today. g generally
varies between 2 and 4. Assuming
D = 4 we can apply the simple law

la-

-5

-

-la

a

=g-1

(71

Equation (7) means that, since
'1 = 180 degrees and g -4, a = 60 degrees or the angle 1-0 -2 in Fig. 2
must be 60 degrees to determine the
longest radius O--2 of the movable
S.L.F. plate.
In Fig. 3 a 180- degree plate is shown
with a 3 to 1 frequency range of 500
to 1500 meters (600 to 200 kc.)- hence,
a

= +/2

-

180

= f10

-1

-la
S.L.F.

90° PLATE ..
5

INFINITE
AREA
i7

-45°

o

FIG.4
S.L.F. polar curve. f max/f min-=3.

degrees for

I

he

2

longest edge 0-2, In Fig. 4 a 90 -degree plate is used with the saine frequency range and. therefore, a = 45
degrees, to get the longest edge 0-2.
The effect of "cutting -out' the stator
plates to give roost to the rotor shaft
is roughly shown in Fig. 5. The circular stator sector 0- 10 -9-8-0 has
to be made up, at any angular di,placement 2-0- -3 of the rotor, by ali
extra area 22-2--3-33-22 added beyond the outline given by the sector
of Fig. 3. This added area is shown
in Fig. a between the curve 2-3 and
the sew a itliui __ -33.
It is obvii II that the percentage
variation in the radii of the former
and latter curves is Create -1 when t) is
greatest, i.e., when the "meshed- area
is least (shortest wavelengths) and
where we see the liability to error is
greae -I. Hence, toe have the failure
of iu -t s.l..l'. calibration "curves" at
high frequencies. rather than at loll-.
It must now be obvious that the
area of the condenser plate curve in
Fig. 2 if taken from 0= ce +
where the capacitance area is least, to
0 = W where it is zero. covers all of
the stray capacitance in the set. To
i

g

where g = wavelength range = the
reversed frequency range.
Here we see that the minimum
capacitance C° from 0 = O to e = 0
is to be made up partially by stray
capacitance effects and is equivalent
to a "zero" fictitious area. By careful design the S.L.F and S.L.W errors
at highest frequencies and shortest
waves respectively, are less than 1/k %.
With broadcast reception above 2000
kc. this would not be too refined a
degree of accuracy. On all S.L.W.
condensers also, an adjustable separate vernier of from 20 to 50 mmf.
maximum capacitance Is necessary.

Limitations on "Straight Line"
Plates Due to Extended Foreign
Allocations
Before June 30, 1929, when the allocations adopted by the convention
of Prague went into effect, there were
about 92 foreign broadcast stations
operating between 545 and 2525
meters, or, an average of 21 meters
per station "separation.' If we work
this out in frequency separations, we
find each station is "spaced" about
4.5 kc. from its neighbors on the average. This is bad for freedom in detuning; as the "listener -in" is never
free from some type of heterodyning
unless his set cuts sidebands of account of being a "razor -edge" tuner.
As a matter of fact, this annoyance
has now been alleviated to a large
extent by putting only 33 foreign
broadcasting stations between 550 and
1875 meters or between 160 and 545
kc., giving about 10 ke. average station "frequency spacing" and about
35 meters average wavelength separation. It should be noted, however,
that these new allocations are not by
uniform "frequency spacings" -say, 10
kc. -as in the United States. They
jump 44 ke. between two Moscow sta-

lions, 20 kc. between a Norway and a
Denmark station and 17 kc. between
the saine Norway station, and one in
Switzerland. So the designer cannot
use a gear or equivalent reduction
ratio to get all broadcasting stations
evenly separated around, say, a 300
degree condenser dial revolution, used
in operating an S.L.F. plate. We have
not as yet "sold" foreign technicians
this idea.
In checking up certain stations in
Germany and Switzerland we find 108
meters difference hi wavelength and
between this same German and a Russian station there is only 5 meters
So the
difference in wavelength
engineer is "out -of- luck" in looking
for an approximately constant value
of wavelength station spacing in foreign allocations. This limits the usefulness of the S.L.W. condenser. We
see that the S.L.W. condenser has
been "scrapped" to all intents and purposes for broadcast reception by the
Prague Convention in 1929.
To appreciate the peculiar coltieideuce in the selection of approximately 548 meters and kc. as the upper wave and lower frequency of the
American broadcast range we may examine Figs. 6 and 7 between the
points marked A and B on the curves
where the abscissae are kc. -the ordinates or wavelengths suddenly start to
"jump" at less than 547.7 kc. If the
converse relation of wavelength for
abscissae is studied, it is obvious that
the jump in the ordinates or he. will
take place at the same figure of 547.7
meters. The two curves are meant to
emphasize the fact that frequency in
kc. and wavelength in meters when
multiplied together always equal 300,000 whose square root is approximately 547.7.
The rate at which the ordinates of
these curves are increasing for one
unit decrease in the dial scale divisions, shown on the horizontal scales
as wavelength or frequency, is closely
proportional to
/(D.S.D.)'
In other words, if the frequency at
50 D.S.D. or 500 kc. is decreased by
1 kc. the wavelength will increase a
certain amount; since the negative
sign in the above expression means
that the resulting change is opposite
in sense. But if we take 250 kc. and
change it to 249 kc. -the change in
wavelength will be 4 times as great;
!

-1
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since 250 is one -half or 5110 and its
square. 62.51)11. is one-quarter of the
square of 500. or 250.000.
The above ranges show that so long
as there were 92 foreign broadcast stations alone which fitted into the wavelength range above 548 meters, they
were bound to crowd the dial of an
S.L.F. condenser-to 4.5 ke. per station. Thus, in Fig. 7, with S.L.F.
abscissae, the wavelengths above 548
meters from A to B will be few, but
relatively will waste the balance of
the condenser dial space.
Hence,
when foreign stations are less than 10
ke. apart, we need to add to the S.L.F.
plate for Fig. 6 fr
A to C, an
S.L.W. plate for the long waves from
A to B in Fig. 7. This latter range
replaces the range A to B in Fig. 6.

Station Sparing and Dial Detuning
Interval
Let us pause to note that the average experimenter and designer would
be inclined tu Iole interest here in
any other form of condenser plate
than the S.L.F. en account of the corrective recommendations of the Prague
convention in extending the useful
broadcast range of the S.L.F. condenser down to 160 ke. It is far better. however, to understand the reasons which have lead certain manufacturers to use comhinations of
S.L.M. and S.L.C.
(straight line
capacitance or circular shape) plates
than to ignore these principles.
If one has an understanding of the
effect of every type of condenser plate
on the way in which stations separated by varions systems are "logged"
on a dial. the whole question of sharpness of tuning or (Winning is cleared
np. The answers will coordinate the
"natural spacing" system of 10 ke.

frequency separation between all
broadcast stations started in the
United States and perhaps 100 kc. in
the future for television stations at
ultra -high frequencies.
Under certain conditions some convention may. in the future, have a set
of stations whose frequencies progress
geometrically, i.e., by, say, 102 % -station A having 1000 kc.; B, 1020 kc.;
C, 1040.2 ke., etc. This would require
special condenser plate shapes to get

2000
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the best results in station dial separation and best behavior of the dial detuning interval (D.D.I.). Although
we have assumed this interval as that
frequency band which reduces at each
end the resonant energy to half.
whereas in practice it should reduce it
to about 10 %, yet the laws inherent
in the S.L.N. and other plates affect
this D.D.I. in exactly the same way no
matter which of the two above definitions we prefer.
The decrement of n circuit is defined
as the ratio of the D.D.I. centered
over the tuning -point under the first
definition
(having peak resonant
energy) to the total or absolute D.S.D.
(from true zero) at this tuning point,
interpreted as frequency or wavelength. It is half this when S.L.C.
plates are used. This is the only reason why the first definition has been
used for the D.D.I.

Use of S.L.W. Plates to Prevent

tions below 51S kc. where an S.L.W.
plate will reduce this crowding. To
start the above design we will use
1500 to 750 he. for S.L.F. calibration
over 50 D.S.D. This gives 10 kc. per
D.S.D. There remains 130 D.S.D. if
we have a plate motion of 180 degrees,
which we must now use as an S.L.W.
plate segment. Let us next assume
that 500 meters tunes in at 180 degrees. Then to reach 750 Ice. or 400
meters at 50 degrees we have a difference of 160 meters corresponding to
130 degrees or D.S.D. This means a
calibration density of 1.23 meters per
D.S.D. and is very satisfactory at the
short broadcast waves where the stations are separated by about 2 meters,
but is not at all convenient at the long
broadcast waves where each station
has a wave which is longer. by 9
meters on the average, than its neighbor's.
In other words.-it would be inadvisable for the civil authorities over radio
channels to specify the standard 10 -kc.
frequency separation "down' the frequency scale indefinitely for any except broadcast stations. They would
be wasting "space" on the wavelength
scale of Fig. 6 and this waste becomes

0

10

40

20
D.S.D.

Crowding

FIG.8

We have seen why foreign allocations have crowded radio stations on
the low frequency part below 548 kc.
on an S.L.F. condenser, before the
Prague Convention. A precisely similar argument applies to Fig. 7 for the
use of an S.L.F. condenser on the
short waves. If we use an S.L.W. condenser for this range it is so crowded
that we waste most of the dial space,
intended for long waves, by relatively
large "spacing" of stations thereon.
The remedy is to use S.L.F. plates for
Fig. 7 between A and C for short
waves and S.L.N. plates between A
and B for longer waves. The analysis
of both Figs. 6 and 7 thus points to
one remedy; start the design for
short wavelengths with an S.L.F.
curve in the plate and finish for
long waves with an S.L.N. curve.
To show the general preliminaries of
It plate design combining more than one
type of curve boundary edge, we may
suppose that we are to use 50 degrees
for S.L.F. and 130 degrees for S.L.W.
It is of no consequence that American
broadcast stations can all be handled
by an S.L.F. plate -the lower frequencies under 548 kc. are irregularly allocated and, undoubtedly, will show some
crowding on an S.L.F. condenser until
eventually uniformly spaced 10 kc.

S.L.C. vs. S.L.W. station "spreading" compared at same dial
readings.

more serious, the lower the frequency.
Telegraphic or beam -beacons with medium speed signals could be separated
by 8 kc. or less.
For instance, if a 10 -kc. decrease at
500 kc. gives a certain change in wavelength, the change at half this frequency will be 4 times as great This
means that at 250 he., or 1200 meters,
stations have about 36 meters separation for 10 kc. difference in frequency
instead of about D meters separation
around 500 meters.
It is necessary to have the author condenser plate to cover the broadcast
range. The experimenter who wants
to use longer waves can not always use
this form. However, for still shorter
waves, which are bound to come into
future broadcasting plans. the S.L.F.
is the best as it has a valuable special
property in "detuning" by the same
amount, all stations at high frequencies.
!

Above Broadcast Band
It is necessary to have the authorities "space" transmitter wavelengths
above 550 meters at, say, 40 meters

l'a gr
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apart for certain telegraph work. This
will produce less crowding at tuning
points using S.L.W. but the detuning
at such points to escape the adjacent
station will begin to `overlap" the tuning point of the adjacent station

and, on the other hand. the dial detuning interval. Thus we see that the
wavelength change at, say, point S in
Fig. S is measured by the slope of the
tangent LSU at point S but the D.D.L.
is not so measured. The dial detuning
selected for a signal or broadcast. This interval denoted by "D" is, by definican be stated in another way rather tion, here taken to be the actual dial
movement necessary to cut the highest
more concretely.
Suppose that 1 per cent difference in energy In half, but the former or
wavelength or frequency is necessary
"natural spacing" is a ratio of two
small changes, i. e., of the dial reading
to "tune out" a station at 600 meters.
This allows the 610 and 590 meter sta- change to the "electrical change" usutions under the above plan to be ally a frequency change between sta"tuned out" at 604 and 59d meters by tions. Since broadcast stations are ar5 -kc. adjustments respectively. Let us
ranged on a "straight line frequency"
again try it at 1200 meters or 250 ke. graph by the government, we are more
The absolute frequency difference for interested in the frequency changes
detuning adjacent stations is here un- per D.S.D. illustrated in Fig. 8.
changed in spite of the larger capaciSharpness of tuning or detuning may
tance used in tuning. Now, calling the be defined as the reciprocal of the derelative change twice as great as be- crement of a circuit at some particufore, we find the following difficulty: lar frequency. If, for instance the deour 6 meters necessary difference for crement of a circuit is small, it means
detuning stations has become practi- that the quantity "D," or double the
cally 24 meters difference. In other dial movement from resonance to rewords, when detuning our receiver by duce resonance peak voltage 30%, is
2% or 5 kc. on S.L.F. plates, we have
midi and the sharpness of tuning is
to pass over two a(l.iaeent station tun- correspondingly great.
ing points both above and below it. If
The above "D" is our old friend the
we use an S.L.W. plate instead. even
-dial detuning interval" or D.D.I., for
when stations average 40 meters apart, 'h"rt. It may
or .2 of a D.S.D. for
it does not completely avoid the trap sharp tuning, beie.,.1 .00.
1 D.C.D. each
but merely spreads the necessary (le- side of the resonance or
point. If it is .1
tuning dial movement proportionally to and we have 10 D.S.D.
on an
the square of the wavelength of sta- condenser dial with an absoluteS.L.F.
dial
tions.
scale, i. e., "true zero" and
We can still, however. utilize the frequency
not a mere "dial" or "masked" zero
S.L.W. dial near the full capacitance
decrement is .1/10, or in frequency
position more efficiently for sharp de- the
ratio 1 /100, assuming 10 Re.
tuning than is possible in the old fash- change
ioned S.L.C. -or straight line capaci- per D.S.D. This would also hold true
an S.L.N. condenser with any arbitance-condenser. This has not. how- in
ever, prevented the addition of an trary wavelength difference for D.S.D.,
e. g., 10 meters. A D.D.I. of .1 D.S.D.
S.L.C. segment in the rotor for spacing
a reading of 10 D.S.D. would mean
the longest wave stations further apart at decrement
of 1 /100 when judged by
a
on the dial regardless of the widening
wavelengths. This is also true in the
of the D.D.I.
case of an S.L.C. condenser but the
Such "spreading" of long -wave sta- D.D.I. has to be halved to get the true
tions by very slow changes in capaci- decrement in this case. Under similar
tance is increasingly necessary beyond readings to the above two cases, we
500 meters. The S.L.C. plate is betwould obtain a decrement indication of
ter than S.L.W. for this purpose. The 1/200; since small percentage changes
0
de- in capacitance correspond to half such
greater the D.S.D. reading-say
grees-the wider is this spreading in percentage changes in frequency or
favor of the S.L.C. calibration.
wavelength.
Sharpness of detuning, is related
Dial Detuning Interval
We must be careful to distinguish closely to "D", the dial detuning interon the one hand between mere change val itself. It Is measured by the recipof dial reading per unit change of rocal of the ratio of "D" to the dial
wavelength, frequency or capacitance reading at the D.S.D. in question. The
smaller this ratio is, the sharper is
the "detuning."
In an S.L.N. plate the dial change
is D.S.U. per kc.-or what is very
closely the same thing -the "natural
spacing" (in D.S.L.) of stations --is
proportional to 6', but the same change
in the S.L.C. plate with given values
of D.S.D. is generally narrower, being
proportional to 03/2. The ratio of t hese
two quantities shows that the S.L.C.
station spacing is 01/2 times narrower
than the tuning at the same dial set20
30
D. S.D.
ting on an S.L.W. plate. This is illustrated by Fig. 8 where the S.L.N. and
FIG.9
S.L.C. curves read 200 and 000, respecS.L.C. vs. S.L.W. for detuning
tively, at D.S.D.
intervals.

-
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25 35 45
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FIG. 10
S.L.C. vs. S.L.W. settings at same
wavelength

the
curve, corresponding
dial change in terms
spacing is narrower
than for point 1 having the same dial
reading. We are here reading the
curve "backwards." of course. When
we pass to a reading of 40 D.S.D. at
point 3 we have four times the dial
reading and we may confidently say
that the relative increase in station
spacing at point 4 or the S.L.C. scale
over point 3 on the S.L.W. scale Is only
one-half as great as the preceding case.
For a comparison of "dial detuning
intervals," (D.D.L.) instead of station
spacing dial intervals, we have Figs.
9 and 10. In the former we use B.L.C.
and S.L.N. curves for comparison of
the detuning intervals at points 1-2 or
3.4. These intervals are shown by
shaded rectangles whose width represents the detuning interval and whose
height is the wavelength ordinate of
the calibration curve at that point.
A dial detuning interval "D" fdr
S.L.W. calibration at point 1. when observed at point 2 becomes "2D "; since
we will assume that the wavelength is
40% greater at 2 and the dial detuning
interval is proportional to the square
of the wavelength. Passing to points 3
and 4 with four times the capacitance
and wavelength respectively. we find
that the detuning interval at 3 is S
tines what it was at point 2. It varies
as the "three- halves" power of the
capacitance of S.L.C. dial reading and
the "three- halves" power of 4 is S. The
dial detuning interval at point 4 is 16
or as it happens, equal to that for
point 3.
This comparison, however, may be
protested against as not a fair way of
looking at the operation of the two
types of condenser plate curves -considered as competitors for a segment
design covering the longer waves. Why
should we take the same D.S.D. on the
two types? Should we not rather take
positions giving the same wavelength?
Very well then-such a comparison is
made in Fig. 10. lier" we have an
S.L.C. and S.L.W. calibration curve
running between 5 to 95 D.B.D. and 200
to 560 meters. It is obvious that we
reach any given wavelength such as,
say. 530 meters. more quickly on the
C.L.C. curve. The latter gives us 530
meters at 55 D.S.D., whereas the
S.L.W. reading for this wavelength is
85 D.S.D. These are the proper dial

Now, nt point
S.L.C. calibration
to 10 D.S.D., the
of kc. or station

2 in Fig. 8, on
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always kept the same. This would
mean that each station would have a
frequency of wavelength, say, of 101%
of the preceding adjacent station.
Even then the logarithmic plate would
fail to do what the S.L.F. plate does.
unless
the
receiving inductance
changed proportionally to the capacitance, i. e., there would have to be an
increase of 1% in both capacitance and
inductance in order to get a wavelength 101% longer for the next station, and keep constant damping
assuming constant resistance. If this
were done each station could be spaced.
say, one D.S.D. apart and would detune the same amount at any reading.
But how much simpler is the S.L.F.
scale with its uniform detuning and
its actual uniform frequency "spacing'

-

S.L.F. vs. S.L.W. for detuning.

readings at which to compare sharpness of tuning -or rather, detuning
for equal wavelengths.
The rate of change of the wavelength
in terms of D.S.D. is constant all over
the S.L.W. dial, but this is, of course.
not true for the S.L.C. dial calibration.
For example, in Fig. 10 we have taken
200 to 5EN) meters over 90 D.S.D. for
an S.L.W. plate. Therefore, each
D.S.D. has the sane wavelength rate of- change, which is 3 meters per D.S.D.
If we use an S.L.C. calibration over
the same range, this must have at 2111
meters a greater rate-of- change but
will have at 5011 meters. a smaller rateof-change. At one faint "S" on the
S.L.C. Ilial both these rates -of- change
are the stone: they follow the slope of
the tangent LS I'- I. e., 3 meters per
D.S.D. They may start in at 4 meters
or more and end up at 2 meters or less
per P.S.D.

-

Sharpness of Detaning I -ersus
Spreading of Stations
In tuning by Variation of capacitance
we always lind by physical laws, that
the dill defaming interval divided by
the absolute dial reading in D.S.D. is
proportional to the wavelength. This
is true for S.L.C.. S.L.W. and S.L.F.
plates. We final on analysis. which n
descriptive treatment like this may
omit -that. in particular the S.L.F.
calibration scale has as a result of the
above law a properly which no other
has. The amount of dial reading
change, with sensibly constant resistance needed to cut the signal ill half,
is the same all over the scale'
What importance has this fact for
the broadcast listener'? Simply this
-you can tune out any broadcast
fatten at :Ito- range from n(N) to
1 ;uu
kc. -or any other S.L.l'. range
- h- the satin, :ui_ular dial movement.
say. of one U.S.i
This is true practically always ii the coil resistance
doesn't iurea>, much with frequency
-any more than 10' : since the Conn denser resist a iiri simultaneously deP.

creases.
The S.L.F. scale h :Is this advantage
over both the S.L.C. and S.L.W. scales
from the standpoint of uniform dial
change in detuning stations. In fact,
the much touted Duddell "logarithmic"
plate. used in the Falster decremeter
could not give this result unless the
government separated all stations by
the salve percentage of increasing frequency, and the receiver damping were

of stations!

This means that the Government has
wise in arranging stations on
equal frequency intervals in the broadcast band and below this band, down
to 60 megacycles, by suitable frequency
steps.
To tune out these stations better inductances than most of those now sold
would be necessary, but once installed
the detuning could be confined to one
D.S.D. or even less.
The best possible reason for using
either S.L.W. or S.L.C. scales is to
avoid or to reduce the effects on detuning of high frequency resistance.
This acts in present coils so that the
S.L.W. station detuning is broadened
but not "crowded" at long waves: as
the resistance is proportionally lower
here. We should, therefore, use as
much
calibration as possible in
our condensers for safely detuning
evenly on longer titan broadcast waves,
with the stations spaced out.
been

Detaning by S. L. W. Versttc S. L. F.
We thus have this interesting relation in regard to the behavior of the

-

D. I. -dial dunning interval
with varying resistance. when using
S.L.F. or S.L.W. condensers: with a
small percentage change in circuit resistance at high frequencies. the S.L.F.
Inner has a practically constant I).D.I.
and also has equal separation of stations. If we use an S.L.W. plate the
D.D.I. is proportional to the D.S.D.
Minareti. with practically enlist:utt resistance, as above. If we use the range
where the resistance is proportional to
the frequency we have a constant
D.D.I.
decrement measured toy
or

II.

The use of 40 meters per D.S.D. in
separating long-wave stations would
very convenient unit on an S.L.W.
However, the detuning becomes
"coarser" as the wavelength increases.
For example, if we can tune out an
adjacent station at 300 meters with a
change of dial reading of one D.S.D.
we must use 4 D.S.D. to tune It out at
1100 meters, even if our coil resistance
is kept sensibly constant.
In other words, we cannot afford to
use it considerable S.L.W. range unless
with such large inductances that at
350 meters-about midway in the
broadcast range -we can get fairly
sharp detuning between stations. This
is one basis on which the Government
could discuss any change in the present
system of allocating stations of lower
than broadcast frequencies.
We have two frequency calibration
curves in Fig. 11. An S.L.W. type
starts at 1200 ke. and an S.L.F. type
at 150 kc. The points 3 and 4 are
taken at three times the scale readings
of 1 and 2.
For convenience, we assume an equal
dial detuning interval "D" for points
1 and 2.
This is quite allowable. Now
conies the interesting illustration that,
while point 3 has "D /9" for a dial detuning interval, point 4 on the S.L.F.
graph has the saute value "D" as
point 1.
In other words, the dial detuning interval, with sensibly constant resistance. is equal all over the S.L.F. scale.
Circuits can easily be designed to practically realize this performance.
be

it

dial.

Methods of Combining S. L. F.,
S. L. W. and S. L. C. Plates
The S.L.C. calibration can be designed to have good average sharpness
of detuning -except when broadened
by resistance -at the shorter waves.
The S.L.F. calibration is especially
unfavorable to sharpness of detuning
at low frequencies, as its dial detuning
interval is the same all over the settle,
if the resistance stays sensibly constant. If this resistance goes down
proportionally at low frequencies, the
sharpness of tiituning bee(11111.s
constant. Ill all designs the vvavelength change per D.S.D. must be designed to have an average value which
is smaller in the S.L.C. segment than
(Continued on page 67)

W.

D.D.I.

Finally. when the stray capacitance of the receiver conies into play
at the next highest range of frequencies. vve find resistances proportional to
the square of the frequency and it is
the S.L.W. plate which now lias a constant D.D.I. Titis is of. merely academic interest as the changes in D.S.D.
for one ke. separation are very small
and now are getting smaller.

ZERO' ADJUSTABLE
CAPACITOR

FIG.42

Triple -curve

condenser

to 200 meters, or
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similar range.
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Tantalum, Tungsten and Molybdenum in
Vacuum Tubes
The Characteristics and Applications of These Rare Metals
By Edgar If.. Engle*
LEI°Pß0\ dischaMPdevicescon-

sist of an outer envelope. usually
of glass; electrodes. usually of
metals; and 'Iiii 1aril parts of
metals or insulated materials. The
outer envelope provides fiir a controllable atmosphere aruuud the electrodes.
This enclosed slwtee 111113' be as highly
evacuated as possible, or it may contain a definitely prcdctcruniued ammauit
of gas. The metals used in the structural electrode parts are chosen both
on account of their general characteristics and the specific problems en-

J

Welding molybdenum wire into
vacuum tube grids in an experimental tube factory.

countered in the tube. The cathode element should be capable of emitting
electrons readily 1111 uutfu roily. over
a long period of time under the conditions in Which the tube is designed to
The other metal parts
function.
should emit as little as possible. The
metals used should be of such nature
that it is relatively easy in processing
to attain with them the desired degree of vacuum or gas content. and
further they .should not detrimentally
affeet these during the period of use of
the tube. They must have such physical properties as will enable them to
form to the desired shape of the elements and to hold proper shape and
spacing during the processing and use
of the tube. The metals must be obtainable in sufficient quantities to insure their :mailability and at a cost
which will not render the selling price
of the tube too high.
This article deals pa taicul:illy with
the metals tungsten. molybdenum and
tantalum. all of which find very definite
use in tubes. These metals are commonly classed among the rare metals,
11

1 nc.

Chief Engineer, Pnnateut Products Co.,

but are regularly produced commercially in ample quantities to meet all
requirements of the tube industry.

Tungsten
The metal tungsten is an element
having the number 74 in the Moseley
series. In a physical sense tungsten
is distinctly metallic in its properties.
In its chemical characteristics it is
much less so. It cannot replace hydrogen to form the positive ion in salts
of the oxygen acids as in the common
metals, sodium, zinc, iron, nickel, etc.
Tungsten crystals have a body centered
cubic lattice.
The more important and more extensive commercial uses of the pure
metal include filaments in incandescent
lamps, electrical contacts in autoatobile ignition systems. N -ray targets,
and structural and electrode parts in
V11cnnnl tubes, more particularly those
of the transmitting types. In alloys
and metal mixtures tungsten has valuable uses as a hardening material for
use in cutting tools. wire dies. welding
electrodes, etc. Tungsten among the
metallic elements has the very valuable
pruts'rties of highest melting point,
greatest rigidity at elevated temperatures. and lowest vapor pressure. The
broad utilization of these properties is
quite limited by its oxidation in air at
temperatures well alcove red heat.
Tungsten is nmchiueable only with
great ilftliculty and it is mot generally
practical to adapt it mechanically to
other than the more simple forms, such
as wire. rod and sheet. It may be
sealed through glass of proper exiumsin and give vacuum type seals. It
is quite readily degassed in electron
tubes and may be cleaned and freed
from most harmful gases by heating
in hydrogen. Its property with respect
to secondary emission is good. Pure
tungsten wire is generally used as
cathode filament in Ixiwer or transmitting type of tubes. Electron emission
front mire metals is generally regarded
as easiest to duplicate and control.
High melting point. excellent rigidity.
and low vapor pressure permit tungsten to be heated b. sufficiently high
temperature to give satisfactory and
depoiuciable emission with long life.
The limiting factor is that it becomes
very brittle after use and is quite subject to breakage freut shock. The addition of thorium oxide to tungsten
gives very greatly erenseul emissivity
and such material is used in receiving
tubes though much less than formerly.
In receiving tubes tungsten has use as

cathode heater element and as filament
support spring.

Molybdenum
The metal molybdenum is element
number 42 in the Moseley series. In
the periodic chart of the atoms it
occurs in Group tl along with tungsten
and has many properties broadly paralleling tungsten. It k often used
where otherwise tungsten might lie on
account of its much greater ease of
shaping and mechanical handling. It
can be made quite soft and workable
and is not nearly so susceptible to becoming brittle by heat as is tungsten.
It is a standard accepted grid material in reeeiviac 1111 power tubes :11111
is generally used for plates ail structural element, in looser tube. The
melting point is ,il,oitt 2:50o I' and is
quite readily degas-wit in hydrogen and
in vacuuo. For grits it is used in the
annealed state in the form of wire.
Such wire is capable of being readily
wound to give the desired accuracy of
spacing and shaping. It is resistant to
deformation by heat so that it maintains the spacing at the high tempera11

ture necessary to process the tube after
the elements are sealed in. Molybdenum wire ,O;t:l in diameter is the
standard grid material for receiving
tubes. 3Iauy mullion meters of this are
producell cacli year. Specifications
for grid wire include tolerances for
diameter. roundness. breaking strength.
and elongation. It is used in the
largest amounts to the following
specifications: iliiinleter..11115" plus or
minus 5%; elongation. based on to"
breaking
length. 15,,
to
20';
strength. 1 kilograms minimum. IThile
the above may be ui 'n11ksl as the
:

m

Micro -photograph showing normal
grain structure of tungsten.
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standard specification, the processes of
some tube manufacturers require a
different wire, which is produced to
their slxcifications.
In making grids the wire is attached
to nickel uprights, either by electrical

welding or by hammering into notches.
On the welded grills it is desirable that
sufficient heat be applied to soften the
nickel and push the molybdenum into
it without deforming the molybdenum
or causing excessive recrystallization.
The very wide difference of melting
point between nickel and molybdenum
render this operation practical. No
more heat should he put on the wire
during the welding operation than is
necessary to secure good adherence to
the nickel. Too much heat may render
the molybdenum weak or brittle at the
point of weld. After grids are wound
it is usual to give them a cleaning and
annealing operation by heating in hydrogen before final shaping. Temperatures ranging from 950 ° -1050 °C for a
period of ten minutes are usual. These
temperatures are sufficient to clean and
properly anneal the wire. Anything in
excess may weaken or embrittle it,
especially if the wire has been overheated at welding. After removal
from the annealing furnace the flat
type grids are usually formed to exact
shape by slight stretching over a mandrel. In order to prevent undue scrap
here only sufficient stretching should
be given to cause the wire to take a

this. Alloy wires of tungsten and
molybdenum have proven superior
through added stiffness and less softening at the temperatures necessary to
heat the elements of the tube during
processing.
Alloy wires of tungsten and molybdenum also show definite value for use as
heater wires in the uni- potential
cathode types of tubes. Such alloy
wires stand quite well the necessary
processing and operating temperatures
in the tube, but will not stand sufficient
temperature to be satisfactory for lamp
filaments. The alloy wires have less
tendency to become brittle by recrystallization than does tungsten.
Their susceptibility to attack at high
processing
temperatures
by
the
siliceous insulator is of the same degree as for tungsten.

A special section of the Fansteel
laboratory under F. L. Hunter.
helps
solve
the
problems
cf
vacuum tube manufacturers.

permanent set.

Tantalum
The metal tantalum is number 73 in
the Moseley series. It occurs in the
periodic chart of the atoms adjacent
to tungsten in Group 5. Tantalum has.
next to tungsten, the. highest melting
point and lowest vapor pressure of the
metallic elements. Tantalum has a
very high degree of workability and
when properly annealed may be
pressed, stamped, spun or drawn cold
into shape much the same as may be
done with copper, nickel and iron. It
welds readily to itself, making a
strong, ductile joint, whereas under

Winding jigs should

be of such dimension and stretching
machines so set that no appreciable
elongation of the wire is necessary. An
undue stretching of the wire will either

cause breakage or reduce the diameter
to such an extent that the characteristics of the tube will be unbalanced.
Molybdenum wire in the hard, drawn,
unannealed state has some use as a
filament support spring. In general.
however. it Is somewhat too soft for

Technical Characteristics of Certain Metals
Characteristics
Atomic number
Atomic weight
Density, at 20° C
Atomic volume
Tensile strength lbs. per sq. in
Compressibility per unit volume per
Kg/Cm2
Brinnel hardness at 500 Kg
Scleroscope hardness
Young's modulus of elasticity, kg. per
sq. mm
Melting point ° C
Boiling point ° C

Tantalum

Tungsten

Molybdenum

73

Copper

Nickel

74
184

42

78

29

181.5
16.6
10.9

96

19.3

10.2

195.2
21.46

63.57
8.89

130,000

490,000

260,000

53,000
35,000

62,000
35,000

.52 x 10-6

.26 x 10-6

45.9

290

.46 x 10-'
147

10

40

12

.37 x 10-'
90 hard
35 annealed
24 hard

19,000

42.200

12,200

22,000

2850

3370
5900

2620
3700

1755
4300

1083
2300

1452
2900

6430 x 10-2
min at 1517° C.

107 x 10-'
at 1727° C.

.001 mm
at 1080°

113,000

88,000

76,600

.0647

.0323

.0910

9.4

> 4100

6.45

Vapor pressure

8.8

.0365

6.5

I

.0336

4.44

x 10-6

9.25

annealed

13

28

7.15

.74 x 10-8

J 94 hard
1 40 annealed
18 hard
6 annealed

58.7
8.9
6.6 -6.8

155,000 hard
76,000 annealed
.42 x 10-'
83
45 hard
10 annealed

x 10-12

mm 1727° C.
.00114 mm
at 2727° C.
129,000

Heat of vaporization, total, cal. per gm.
Special heat cal. per gm. per ° C, at 0°C
Linear coefficient of expansion per ° C
Thermal cond. in cal. per cm. per cm 2
per sec. per ° at 18° C
Heat of combustion cal. per gm
Heat of combustion cal. gm. atom
Temp. coefficient of resistance at 20° C.
Electrical resistance microhm per cm
cube at 20° annealed

Platinum

x 10

-'

5.45

x

10-'

9.0 x 10-'

17 x 10-6

.1664
87.1
17,000
.0031

.918

84,000
.1084

12.8

x

10-'

I

.346

.130
827

.476
1040

1812

300,120

191.400

173,950

.0031

.0045

.0033

15.5

5.51

5.7

10.0
+1.1 x 10-'

.1658

.5057

.3294

1.17

1.39

13.3

0.0

+.93 x 10 -6
Magnetic susceptibility
.3762
Electrochem. equiv. mg. per coulomb
2.05
Refractive index
Thermoelectric E. M. F. against copper
4.1
micro-volts per degree

+.33 x

10 -'

.31788

2.76

4.5
(Above 200° C.)

+.04

x 10-6

547

.142
983

34,890

57,826

.00393

.0066

1.72

-.085 x

10 -'

6.4
variable
.3040
1.41
25

i
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similar conditions tungsten and molybdenum form a brittle weld of low
strength. This property of easy fabrication. together with its many other
desirable properties, renders tantalum
of extreme value in vacuum tube construction. It is an efficient getter for
most gases and absorbs them without
itself volatilizing. When tantalum is
used for electrode or structural ele-

i

Sheet tantalum may be rolled as
thin as .001 Inch.

ments, these parts aid in the gas cleanup. The power of tantalum to absorb
gases is best at temperatures at or
above red heat. It retains these gases
when cold and gicoo, them up at tem-

peratures approaching its melting
point, about 2800°C. This gas- absorbing property is selective. Practically
all the ordinary gases are absorbed at

red heat, but the noble gases such as
helium. argon, neon, etc., are not taken
up. This property of selective absorption has led to the use of tantalum as
an agent to insure continued purity
of the noble gas In so-called "gas
tubes." Its high melting point and low
vapor pressure render much less liable
the clean -up of noble gases by sputtering than is the case with electrodes of
many other metals.
In power tubes molybdenum and
tungsten parts often become brittle
after withstanding high service temperatures and it is impossible to reshape them when the tube is repaired.
Under similar conditions tantalum remains soft and pliable and Is capable
of being used over again several times.
The desirable physical properties of
tantalum, together with is relative
freedom from back emission, has let to
the fairly extensive use of tantalum
wire for grids. Such use appears much
more general in Europe than in this
country. Considerable quantities of
tantalum are exported from here each
year to Europe for use in tubes. A low
voltage gas filled rectifier tube for
which long periods of satisfactory
operation are claimed utilizes thorlated
molybdenum filament and tantalum
plates. It is believed that the main

Molybdenum wire is drawn through
diamond dies to exact diameters.

advantage of this tube results from the
property of tantalum In continuously
purifying the gaseous atmosphere.
Tantalum is a somewhat newer metal
to our tube industry than tungsten and
molybdenum, but many manufacturers
have realized its possibilities and are
experimenting with respect to its utilization in further improving their
products.
In order that easy comparison may
be had between the properties of tungsten, molybdenum and tantalum and
those of some of the better known
metals a table of these properties is
given. This table has been compiled
from what is believed to be the most
reliable sources to date.

Electromagnetic Phonograph Pickups

-

The Determination of Relative Frequency Characteristics and Sensitivity
and the Measurement of Record Wear
By George B. Crouse*
PART III
TIII, purpose of this final article
is to outline a suggested me-

thod for determining the relative merit of pickup devices of
different designs and to describe the
apparatus which has been used by the
writer for making the various determinations of the essential characteristics involved.
As a preliminary to this outline. the
desirable characteristics of a good
pickup. as discussed in the previous
articles of this series, will be summarized.
The purpose for which a pickup is
designed is to faithfully couvert the
motion transmitted to the point of its
stylus by the record into electrical
oscillations. The relative successive
amplitudes and frequencies of the electrical oscillation should be an exact
reproduction of the rworcl groove, except in so far as the pickup may be
Ooneaitina Engineer. Hardwick- Hindle,
Inc., and Radiant Laboratories, Inc.

called upon to correct compromises in
the record cutting, or to suppress surface noises or scratch. The degree to
which the device meets these conditions is determined by the "response
curve," showing voltage generated for
constant velocity of the stylus point
at all frequencies within the range of
2

t-
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o
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ó
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FREQUENCY- CYCLES PER SECOND

Ideal pickup response curve.

the instrument. This curve, in the
writer's opinion, should have the approximate form shown in Fig. 12. The
enhanced response at frequencies below 300 cycles is for the purpose of correcting the diminished amplitude of
cut at the low frequencies. and the
diminished response at frequencies
above 3,000 cycles is desirable to
partially suppress the surface noises.
In no case si Id the curve show
sharp changes in curvature, deep valleys or sharp peaks, as these always
result in unpleasant "jingling" noises
in the output.
Grunting that the device under consideration has a satisfactory response
curve. probably the characteristic next
ill importance from the commercial
viewpoint, is its ability to maintain n
uniform level of performance throughout its life, which should be indefinitely long. This characteristic depends on the construction, quality of
materials, and similar factors.
The importance of sensitivity de-

Page
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strument a range of .2 volt to 150
volts. Is most pickup measurements,
the low voltage range is the only one
which need be employed. A d-e. microammeter is connected to the terminals
marked "output." The instrument is
calibrated on 60 cycle a-e. against a
standard a -c. meter of conunercial design. If care is taken to adjust the
filament voltage to the same value
every time the instrument is used, the
calibration remains constant over a
long period.

FIG 441

ó

Certain precautious

Curve of pickup working Into
sistive impedance load.

must be ob-

serve,! in making these measurements.
In the first place, if curves taken at
widely separated intervals of time are
to be compared, it is obvious that the
calibration of the voltmeter mast be
checked and corrected at frequent intervals, and that the turntable speed
should be clocked and adjusted before every series of tests.
The actual velocity imparted to the
needle point by the constant frequency
records is not. exactly the same, the
differences being marked on the record
in dbs. The voltmeter reading must

FREQUENCY- CYCLES PER SECOND

re

pends very largely on the degree of
amplification which is available, but
when the device is intended for use
with the audio amplifiers ordinarily
used in connection with radio receivers, a high sensitivity is usually
desirable and often necessary.
A factor in pickup performance which
lias only receully been given serious
attention is the wear on the sides of
the record groove occasioned by the
use of the device. The wear at the
low frequencies is due to the stiffness
of the armature and that at the high
frequencies is due to the mass of the
moving system. For low record wear,
both the stiffness and the mass should
be as low as possible.

2
I

1
111

I

FIG. 46

Use of Constant Frequency Records
$
Probably the most satisfactory meMoil of determining the response curve
is by the use of "constant frequency
records." These are disc records of
ó
?i
ordinary construction, on which are
FREQUENCY- CYCLES PER SEC.
cut hands of grooves, each band being
Effect of transformer with abnorcut to impart a constant frequency
malty high or low impedance.
and velocity to the needle point. These
records are available with frequencies
be properly corrected at each
from 40 cycles to 8,000 cycles in small quency by the factor given. In freaddisteps.
tion to these stated corrections, it was
generally
The pickup is mounted and played
found that the cutting is not
om these records in the normal manner,
quite uniform throughout an entire
the voltage output being determined by length of groove on any one frequency,
and if high accuracy is desired, It is
means of a vacuum tube voltmeter. A
very convenient and satisfactory form a good plan to take the average voltage
of voltmeter for this purpose is shown reading at several points on the
record.
in Fig. 13.
In this voltmeter, an -/01 -A tube
Effect of Load
and a -71 tube are used. The switchAn
ing arrangement provided gives the in- electric electromagnetic pickup is an
generator with a relatively
MED. fi
HIGH

III41III11111III11111IIIIIIIIIIIIllll11I1111l11
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Circuit diagram
of vacuum tube
voltmeter
fo r
use in making
frequency runs.
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pickup working
transformer primary.
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Into

high internal impedance. and, therefore, its voltage output will be a function of the impedance of the load.
Further, its internal impedance is
largely inductive in character and.

therefore, varies with the frequency
which it is generating. For this reason, it is important that the response
curves be run with the pickup connected to a load circuit, which is very
close in characteristics to that with
which it will be used. In Figs. 14 and
15 are shown curves of the same
pickup. In Fig. 14, the load comprised
only the very high resistive impedance
of the vacuum tube voltmeter shown in
Fig. 13. In Fig. 15, the pickup was
working into the primary of a high
quality audio transformer having a
3:1 ratio secondary to primary, the
secondary being connected in the grid
circnit of a lighted! minion. It will be
observed that the effect of the transformer load is not only to reduce the
voltage at all frequencies, but that
marked changes in the shape of thecurve are also Introduced by the load.
It often happens that defects in the
transformer are shown up in the course
of such tests. Wherever a sharp peak
or valley occurs in a response curve
which cannot be easily accounted for
from the design of the pickup. the
transformer may be suspected. This
can generally be checked by using the
same transformer with a pickup of entirely different constants. If the peak
or valley again occurs at the same frequency it is fairly positive evidence
that the transformer has abnormally
high or abnormally low impedance at
this frequency, and that the trouble
is not in the pickup. The effect of a
transformer having an abnormally low
impedance at a certain frequency is
illustrated in the curves of Figs. 16 and
17. which were taken with two pickups
of radically different designs, and yet
both curves show a deep depression at
exactly 1,500 cycles.

Effect of Tone Arm
The tone arm also plays a very important part in the performance of the
pickup. and response eurves should
always be run with the pickup
mounted on the tone arm, for which it
was designed. The character of the
mounting affects principally the low
frespueneies. The effect of mounting is

l'oyc
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illustrated in the curves of Figs. 18 and
19, which were made by the saine
pickup. In the curve of Fig. 18, the
pickup was mounted on the tone arm
supplied by the manufacturer and, as
will be noted. very good characteristics
were obtained. In the curve of Fig.
19, the pickup was mounted on an arm
which allowed the entire weight of the
pickup to rest on the needle point.
The result was an enormously enhanced response in the low frequency
region, but with violent changes of
curvature, as will be seen from the
curve. In this connection, it should
be pointed out that a correctly designed tone arm will impose a weight
on the needle point of not much over
four and one -half ounces. If a greater
pressure than this is required to obtain satisfactory response at low frequencies, the device will cause undue
wear on the bottom of the record
groove.

Frequency Characteristics
illustration of what may be
expected from pickups of present commercial design, the curves of Figs. 20,
21 and 22 should be examined. Curve
20 is regarded by the writer as being
as close an approximation to the
ideal curve as is commercially possible.
It will be noted that this curve has a
broad poll: in the lower frequency
range, and falls off rapidly in the
range above 3,000 cycles, thereby effectively suppressing the undesirable
scratch noises. The curve has nowhere
any sharp change of curvature nor any
high peaks or deep valleys. The curve
of Fig. 21 is at first glance much more
uniform in response, but It will be
noted that it has a large rise in the
scratch frequency range and practically no increase of response below
100 cycles, where the records are deficient. Such a curve, in the writer's
opinion, is not as desirable as that of
Fig. 20. In Fig. 22 is shown a curve
whose only defect is the sharp peak at
500 cycles. The effect of this peak will
be to introduce a persistent ringing note
into the reproduction which will be
particularly annoying on the passages
of low volume. The effect will be that
of someone continuously sounding a
string of particularly discordant sleigh
bells.
While considrable space has been
devoted in this article to the discusAs an
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FIG.17

ó
FREQUENCY-CYCLES PER SECOND

Same as Fig. 16 but with different
make pickup.

of the technique of narking response curves, the results of even the
best made curves must be accepted
witlt a degree of caution. and should
always be checked by comparative ear
tests on a variety of selections. In
selecting records for ear tests, diversity
in the character of music and voice
should be the deciding factor, and not
the tester's personal taste in music.
In testing by ear for relative reproduction of scratch noise, records should
be used which have been played from
ten to twenty times. The frequency of
the scratch noise is generally higher
on the outside of the record and the
first few grooves before the actual rec-
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The relative sensitivity of two pick ups is a somewhat difficult thing to determine, but may be approximately
evaluated in several different ways.
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Effect of weighted tone arm on response curve.

vice in the light of a broad mechanical experience. It is generally true
that the fewer the parts, and particulary moving parts, of any mechanical
device. the greater the reliability.
h'ortnaately, also, good workmanship
is generally apparent on the surface in
a device of this character.
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ording starts are admirably suited for
scratch determination.

Determination of Relative
Sensitivity
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If the response curve shows a relatively flat horizontal response in the
middle range, say, from 500 to 2,000
cycles. it is probably fair to take the
voltage at these frequencies as a measure of the sensitivity. It is for this
reason that the writer prefers to express the response curves in terms of
voltage rather than of (lbs, as it is
then equally serviceable for both purposes.

Another method of determining
sensitivity from the curves is to determine the average voltage throughout
the usual range of frequencies. but
this method generally results in a
value which bears no identifiable relation to the apparent volume as heard
by the ear.
Probably the most reliable method.
if care and time are taken in carrying
it oat, is that of comparative listening
tests on a variety of selections and
with two or more observers. This
method has the advantage of giving
directly useful comparative results,
but is. of course, tedious.
Permanent uniformity of performance in an electromagnetic pickup depends primarily on three factors.
FIrst, the excellence of workmanship
and simplicity of design; second, on
the character of the material used for
damping the motion of the moving system. and third. On the design and material of the permanent magnet.
The first point can really only be
determined by an inspection of the de-

Where rubber is employed for damping it is usually necessary to use it in
such a manner that it is also relied
upon, in whole or in part, for the centering adjustment of the moving system. Such, for instance, is the case in
the structure illustrated in Figs. 1 and
2, of the article appearing in the
August issue of RADIO ENGINEERING.
Under these circumstances, the permanence of the device and of its adjustment are, at best, doubtful quantities. depending upon the quality of the
rubber employed, and the seasoning to
which it has been subjected. There is,
unfortunately. no adequate method of
determining the life of the adjustment,
other than observation over an ex-

tended period. If life tests are undertaken to determine this point, the
usual care sh.ndd be exercised to subject the device to all of the conditions
of temperature. moisture and vibration,
which it is likely to meet with in
service.
In case no rubber or similar impermanent material is used in a relation of the mechanical system which
can affect the adjustment, this source
of doubt entirely disappears.
The third factor affecting the life of
the instrument, the permanent magnet.
can best be checked indirectly by
3.
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2.5

designs would be to make microscopic
examinations of records played by each
of them, and some work of this kid
1.5
o
has been undertaken, using wax rec1.0
w
ords in order to speed up the effect,
but the whole process is too tedious
F 0.5
and expensive to be undertaken in the
ó> 0
usual case.
ó
A reasonably close estimation of the
FREQUENCY - CYCLES PER SEC.
effect can be secured by measurement
FIG.21
and computation. As explained in de.
Another curve of a commercial
tail in a previous article, the wear on
pickup. Low frequency response
the side of the record groove at low
is poor and scratch noises are
increased.
frequencies, that is, at frequencies below the first natural period of the
means of the expression given in the moving system, is occasioned by the
previous article for stability of perma- effective mass of the armature transnent magnets, which is here repeated ferred to the point of the stylus. This
for convenience:
quantity may be easily calculated from
a drawing of the armature by means
Ar
L,
of the usual formulae to be found in
s
> 70
mechanical handbooks. It should be
L
A,
noted in making these calculations that
In this expression, A. represents the the effect is one of mass and not of
area of the air gaps; L" the length weight, and, therefore, the weight of
of the air gaps; A the area of the the armature used in the calculations
cross section of the magnet, and L1, the must be divided by the gravity conlength of the magnet. The value of stant. The most convenient practice
the numeric on the right hand side of is to calculate the moment of inertia
the above expression is for tungsten around an axis through the pivot
magnet steel, and this quantity should of the armature and then to transfer
be reduced to 35 for steels containing
the result to the point of the needle.
15% cobalt. The four quantities above
For determining the wear factor at
should be carefully measured in the high frequencies, it is most convenient
actual instrument, and should satisfy to measure the actual deflection of the
the relationship for the particular steel armature under a known force. A dewhich is used. In making the measure- vice which the writer has found very
ments of the gap length and areas, it convenient for this purpose is illusshould be kept in mind that there are trated in Fig. 23. In this figure, a
four air gaps involved in the usual pickup of usual design is shown in two
magnetic bridge type of construction, views and indicated by the numerals
and the upper and lower pairs of gaps 1 and 2, clamped in a U- shaped yoke
will usually be different in both length
3 by means of the clamp screws 4. Inand area, and it must be remembered, serted into the needle holder in the end
in computing the effective gap relucof the armature is the rod 5, of stiff
tance that the reluctances of the upper tempered steel wire. such as a bicycle
and lower pairs are in parallel.
spoke. In order that no stray magnetic field may leak down the rod, it is
Determination of Record Wear
split, and the magnetic insulator 6, of
Probably the most satisfactory way to bakelite, is inserted. 7 is a permanent
determine the relative record wear oc- magnet rigidly mounted on the same
casioned by two pickups of different
platform as the yoke 3, and provided
I-
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Arrangement for the determination of the wear factor of
pickup.
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with a small V- shaped groove on one
of its pole faces. Resting in this
groove is a small iron piece 8, provided
with a knife edge to engage the groove,
and carrying a tiny mirror 10, as
shown. The iron piece 8 is bent up at
an angle along the edge away from
the magnet face, which rests against
the end of the rod 5, and is held firmly
against it by the stray field provided
by the magnet 7. A suitable source of
light is arranged at 11, and the image
of this source is reflected by the mirror on the scale 12.
By means of this apparatus, very
small deflections of the armature of
the pickup device may be easily measured, when the dimensions of the parts
are known.
A known force is applied to the rod 5
at a point from the end of the armature
3.5
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FIG.22
Response curve of pickup with
prominent peak at 800 cycles, this
introducing a ringing noise.

equal to the distance which the needle
projects from the armature, by means
of the thread 13 running over the
pulley 14, to the lower end of which is
attached a known weight (not shown).
In making these measurements, the
pulley bearings should always be
gently tapped to prevent friction reducing the amount of the force applied
to the rod.
In this manner, the ratio of the deflection to the force required to produce it, may be directly measured, and
the relative record wear which will be
occasioned at low frequencies by two
pickups of different designs may be
determined.
It should be pointed out that the
stiffness of a pickup armature cannot
be estimated even approximately by
attempting to estimate the force required to move it by hand. The armature in normal use, moves through only
a very small angle, and may be very
free throughout this range, and yet
very stiff outside of the normal range
of motion.
The test methods outlined herein
have been used by the writer and his
staff in the investigation of pickup devices over a considerable period of
time with entire success. and it is believed that with proper attention to
technique they will serve to accurately
gauge the relative merits of the various
designs of pickup devices.
(The End)
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Making The Price Grade
Impressions Gathered Here and There on How the Radio Industry Is
Reconciling Maximum Quality With Minimum Cost
By Austin C. Lescarboura, Associate Editor
Mem. I. R. E. Mem. A. I. E. E.

THE theme song of the radio industry today is just about the
same as that sung by the automobile industry, namely: standardized fundamentals justifying mass
production, followed by sales volume
based on maximum value at lowest
prices, and concluded with a reasonable rate of obsolescene to prevent
market saturation. On every side, or
from vacuum tube to radio component
and even to cabinet, every effort is
being exerted to bring the selling price
well within reach of everyone. And
since industrial success has ever been
associated with an appeal to the
masses, radio today is prosperous.

Standardization-The Firm Foundation
At the bottom of today's radio prosperity is the firm foundation of standardization. Were it not for the fact
that radio authorities have come to
agree on certain broad fundamentals,
we would still be laboring under the
uncertainty and chaos of unrestrained
experimentation and lack of public
confidence. Fortunately, the day is
now well passed when so-called radio
experts can upset the apple cart and
keep It definitely upset by introducing
so-called new circuits at the rate of
one every fifteen minutes. Periodicals
catering to the new circuit fans have
for the most part disappeared, indicating the passing of the radio experimentation era. We deal now with
sound fundamentals.
Yet despite the fact that we have
standardized radio technique as the
basis for safe and sane production on
a large scale, it is interesting to note
that there is ample leeway for individual innovations. As one glances
up and down the offerings of the
present season, there is presented a
delightful variety of design, so that
each set or component manufacturer
has the necessary talking points to
distinguish his 'sales campaign from
that of competitors.
It is the leeway, in fact, that has
encouraged many radio manufacturers
to build up research and engineering
departments worthy of the name.
During the past two years, or since
standardization became firmly established, there has been a noteworthy
increase in engineering talent employed for the purpose of working out
refinements and innovations, as well
as reducing definite circuits to commercial practice.

As It Was in the Beginning
In order to appreciate the meaning
of standardized fundamentals, it is

well to recall the chaotic days of only
a half dozen years ago. The writer
recalls one firm that made bold to
engage in volume production, with the
thought of reducing its selling prices
to the point where volume sales would
result. Said firm engaged in a production of half a million regenerative
receivers. Just as the receivers began flowing freely from the two factories turning them out, the regenerative circuit suddenly became disgraced
through the agitation of the neutro-

dyne folks regarding radiation and
attendant squeals and groans. The
market for those regenerative receivers dropped off over night, and the
unfortunate firm was caught holding
the bag on several hundred thousands
which were ultimately disposed of
through the bargain stores at a
twentieth their original price.
Today, there is comparatively little
danger of having a mass production
program go bad in the manner just
mentioned, for the fundamentals of
broadcast reception are pretty firmly
established and there is little danger
of having the apple cart upset over
night. That is why the industry
makes bold to engage in production
schedules of hundreds of thousands
of radio sets of one brand and another, knowing that public confidence
and therefore sales is pretty certain.

The One Danger -Over -Production
However, if we are safe on fundamentals and free from the danger of
overnight obsolescence, we are nevertheless faced with a threat as great
if not greater. and that is over-production. On all sides this season there
is evidence of vast production schedules which. taken collectively, would
seem to indicate that the industry will
over produce on radio sets and perhaps
on certain components. but hardly on
quality vacuum tubes.
Here is where our industry might
well take a leaf from the automobile
industry. which, while seemingly running riot on mass production, always
succeeds in clearing its production at
list prices or very close to list prices.
Even when car prices are knocked
down a bit to move an existing model
preparatory to introducing the usual
"bigger. better. finer. more laowprful,
more beautiful. etc." models. the automobile manufacturer still comes out
of the deal with a whole skin, The
radio manufacturer. on the other hand.
certainly conies out with little more
than his trousers when his radio sets
are sold for a fifth or less of the
original list prices.

There should be some means of
working out an intelligent production
schedule for the entire industry.
Other industries have had the same
problem and have overcome it through
their trade associations. It is the
place of a trade association to analyze
the market in general terms, and to
determine in advance just what that
market can absorb, followed by an
intelligent discussion of that market
and an agreeable apportioning of production and sales among various members of the association. Also, the
trade association should endeavor in
every possible way to increase the
total market so as to provide ample
opportunities for all its members.
We are not speaking at this time
with reference to any particular radio
trade association or organization.
Rather, we are making suggestions in
general and quite impersonally. However, it seems to us that the radio industry lacks the sort of trade association which is found in other leading
industries, where markets are thoroughly analyzed in advance and manufacturers have some assurance as to
what constitutes a safe and sane production schedule. We doubt if the
radio market has ever been analyzed
in that manner, and whether any
move has been taken to make radio
manufacturers agree in a general way
as to safe and sane quotas.
The writer recalls some years ago
the threatened over -production in the
filter condenser field. Each condenser
manufacturer seemed more or less
bent on supplying the entire market
himself. without much regard for his
competitors whom he left to take care
of themselves. Finally, one of the
saner manufacturers decided that it
was about time to curtail production
so that the manufacturers might have
some chance to ask for reasonable
prices for their goods, instead of being
entirely at the mercy of the buyers
through the old rule of supply and demand. A group of condenser manufacturers were assembled. Some sort
of market estimate was arrived at.
Standards of condenser construction
and rating were attempted.
Unfortunately, however, the meeting
broke up as usual, with each manufacturer still bent on supplying all the
necessary condensers himself without
regard for the other fellows.
No, that is hardly the right practice.
Sooner or later, we shall have to agree
on apportioning the probable market
among a group of manufacturers, so
as to avoid over- production.
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What About Allied Fields?
study of the sales of any radio
set or component manufacturer usually
indicates a sag in the curve during
several months of the year. Indeed,
the experience of most manufacturers
is that there are more sales from
September till December, or a period of
four months, than during the remainder of the year. Some claim that
they sell twice as much In these four
months than during the remaining
eight months.
Whether it be admitted or not the
radio industry remains rather seasonable even though many manufacturers
by now have succeeded in adapting
themselves to the seasonable feature.
Nevertheless, the industry as a whole
and many manufacturers in particular
would be far better off if they could
smooth out that sales curve.
Of late, we note the tendency on the
part of certain radio manufacturers to
engage in allied fields which fit in well
with their radio production facilities
and schedules. There Is much midnight oil being burned these days,
with a view to engaging in other lines
as a means of straightening up the
sales and production curves during the
entire year. Here again, we believe
the radio trade associations have
failed to dig down for vital information. Radio manufacturers would
welcome information on various allied
fields in which they might engage.
"I am a radio manufacturer. What
do I care about other fields':" That
is probably what our reader is telling
himself as he reads these lines. Well,
in answer we point out hurriedly that
present radio prices can only be maintained and improved upon if the radio
set and component manufacturer
works his plant to the limit, and keeps
up his sales throughout the year quite
irrespective of what he may have to
make and sell. In fact, we consider
this feature so essential that in an
early issue we shall present a survey
of what radio manufacturers are doing
and what they can do in other fields,
as a means of utilizing their production and sales potentialities to the
utmost.
A

"Purchasing Agent Engineering"
The present -day low prices obtaining in the radio industry- depend to
a large extent ou correct buying. In-

died, never before has the purchasing
agent assumed such important proportions as in the radio industry, where
not only pennies but fractions of
pennies are discussed and argued and
fought over in making the grade on
the low selling prices.
However, the writer has noticed the
danger in this situation, when the purchasing agent oversteps the bounds of
his job. This has already been referred to in other writings as "purchasing agent engineering." Here is
an example:
Two loudspeaker diaphragms are
under consideration by the purchasing
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agent. One is in the form of a cone
alone, which must subsequently be
mounted with a soft leather band and
an outer supporting ring, representing
n considerable amount of handling and
production cost. The other is in the
form of a one -piece cone, resilient
mounting, and supporting ring, complete, ready to be Installed in the loudspeaker chassis, with an absolute minImum of handling and production cost.
The purchasing agent, with instructions to buy cones of a certain size,
may be quite unaware of production
processes and costs. When he comes
to consider the cones purely on the
basis of price, which is his literal
job, he may gladly accept the first
diaphragm at a cost of say 10e, and
immediately reject the second at a
cost of 32c. Of course, he is showing
good judgment, on the basis of purchasing alone. But when the cones
are compared by the accounting department on the basis of production
costs, we discover that the first cone
ultimately shows up as 45c completely
mounted, while the second shows up
as the original 32c. Obviously, there
is something wrong with this particular set -up, yet it exists in many radio
companies today.
Or again, the purchasing agent may
decide between two different products
totally on the basis of dollars and
cents. Yet one may be far ahead of
the other, even if it does cost slightly
more. The products may never be
presented to the engineering staff, and
the purchasing agent functions as an
engineer without quite realizing the
fact. Often the plea of the component
or material purveyor to reach the
engineering staff may be blocked by
the purchasing agent, who feels that
his head is being walked over by such
a request,
We claim from our study of the
situation that there is entirely too
much "purchasing agent engineering"
going on today. The wise radio manufacturer will see to it that his engineering staff examines everything that
is presented by way of materials and
components, and that, once having
passed upon the matter from a strictly
engineering standpoint, that the purchasing agent do the job of securing
the most value for the least money.
And also, please note, be sure the production staff has a say in the matter,
so that the penny- wise-pound -foolish
angle may not creep into the work of
the over -ambitious purchasing agent.

The Best Equipment Is Cheapest
in Long Run
Given the proper components and
materials as the raw stock, the next
step in production is to provide the
necessary facilities to convert that
raw stock into finished products. It
seems hardly necessary to dwell at
length on the best equipment, since
this varies from one plant to the next.
Suffice it to say that hand labor is
being eliminated at every possible

turn. It is interesting to note the remarkable automatic machinery steadily being introduced in the radio industry. The manufacturer who continues with hand labor, without giving
thought to automatic equipment, is
simply signing his death warrant, for
competitors meanwhile are striving to
reduce their production costs at every
turn.
Perhaps the best case in point is
the radio tube industry. Originally,
vacuum tubes were largely hand -made
products, for it was felt that tubes
were far too intricate and too delicate
to be made on the automatic machinery developed for the electric lamp
industry.
Consequently, production
was small and prices were high.
Then, as the demand for tubes went
up by leaps and bounds, automatic
machinery had to be introduced. Continuous production machinery took
the place of stationary machinery.
Today, the vacuum tube industry
is spending virtually millions on new
automatic machinery. Every stage in
making a tube is being critically examined with a view to introducing
the most efficient machinery possible.
Even such tasks as assembling stem
mounts, scrapping the ends of coated
filaments, winding and trimming grids,
and so on, are being placed on an
automatic basis, reducing hand labor
to an absolute minimum. The manufacturer who does not keep up with
the parade is certain to be dropped
out altogether, since the automatic
machinery can drop price levels if
necessary, thus eliminating the manufacturer depending on hand labor.
In our trips about the field we have
recently come upon plant after plant
with a special engineering department
devoted to production methods. Here
are mechanical engineers and draftsmen working on new and special automatic machinery to eliminate hand
labor still further, and machinery specialists studying radio plants and designing equipment for lowering production costs.
It is impossible, indeed, to let well
enough alone in the radio industry.
The satisfied manufacturer is on his
way out. There can be no stopping
or resting. We must continue to move
ahead.

Interchangeable Products
Special equipment costs a great deal
and must be kept working at full blast
if a fair return and the promised
economies are to be realized. For this
reason, we note in the radio industry
a definite trend towards interchangeable products and components made in
huge quantities. Among the component manufacturers particularly, there
is every indication of ingenious mechanical design whereby a given part
can be made to serve in the largest
possible array of assemblers, so that
said part can be produced in enormous
quantities. In set manufacturing, we
note that the number of types is being
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kept at a minimum. 11-tile the manufacturer may offer several grades of
radio sets so as to cover the entire
price range in the market, neverthe-

good judgment, even when it means
Nothing
a higher production cost.
tends to soar production costs out of

sight as the return of goods for repair
or the call for replacements out in
the field.
dustry, the chassis is standard, while
In the case of socket -power radio
the trimmings, or cabinet, may be
equipment, replacements and returns
changed around to meet different
have been reduced to n minimum. It
tastes and purses.
is not so long ago that manufacturers
Trained-and Contented-Help
of sets and power units were frantic
Equipment Is one thing, but per- with returns and replacements, at first
sonnel or help is quite another. The in connection with broken -down filter
human factor in the radio industry condensers, and later with faulty reis of prime importance, although in
sistors. Fortunately, both these items
the past it has been sadly neglected.
have been brought up to the mark, so
The writer knows of one manufacthat replacements and returns are now
turer after another who has paid little rare. The writer recalls one time
attention to personnel, hiring and when pioneer power amplifier manutiring with great abandon, only to facturers were experiencing returns as
discover that there was something
radically wrong with the business high as 30 per cent, coming back
which could not be accounted for. through dealers and jobbers, and serving to wipe out whatever profit might
And that something was personnel.
have been in sight.
In the past, we have had radio
There are just two points to bear in
manufacturers hiring a brand new
force each season, training that force,
mind with regard to the servicing of
then swinging into full production, products out in the field, so as to avoid
only to disband the force at the end
turning a potential profit into a very
of the rush. While that may be safe definite loss: first, the product must
enough with the usual run of help
be right in the first place, with nothing
that eau be readily trained in simple left undone. Better that each comassembly or routine production jobs, ponent have an ample safety.factor
it hardly goes for highly trained and
to make due allowance for all possible
specialized help. We recall one in- normal and abnormal conditions of
stance where a radio manufacturer
service, than to economize to the exof a highly specialized product made
tent of a few cents or even dollars.
the
help,
of
discharging
all
a practice
Secondly, the product must be serviced
the
research
and
including most of
field, by the
engineering staff, at the end of a sea- or replaced out in the
dealer if at all possible and certainly
son, with the childish idea that all
without coining all the
said help could be recalled several by the jobber,
hands of
months later when business was re- way home to roost on the
Instead. the help simply the manufacturer. It is the handling
sumed.
of servicing.
evaporated from the spot, only to turn that runs up the cost
up later in the ranks of competitors. hence the importance of the foregoing
The highly specialized knowledge and suggestion.
training of that manufacturer became Perfecting Products Out in the
available to his competitors, who
Field
rapidly gained the upper hand in the
The radio manufacturer should be
market and left the erstwhile leader prompt to recognize any complaints
sadly in the lurch.
and to endeavor to correct them out
No, help cannot be handled that way
field. We note, for example,
-at least the key men who form the inone the
of the most popular -eIs this seaskeleton or frame work of the organison, which in some instaooes has been
zation. It is for management to find
ways and means of holding the neces- subject to excessive bum background.
sary skeleton organization together, Dealers have complained. The buyers
have complained. Immediately, the
even if it means engaging in allied
manufacturer has munde up a supplefields to level up the production and
mentary filter condenser with termisales curve.
nals to slip in place in the assembly.
WO also note the tendency of radio
nmuufaci urers to more to better, Dealers have been supplied with these
larger and more encouraging quarters. filter condensers and have inserted
them in such sets as have been found
Of late. many have moved out of the
crowded city to the open country or with excessive hum. That's service!
Too often, radio manufacturers are
suburb.. where li_ht. air and surroundings are more coaulwiie to a happy 'quite disinterested in their products
the moment they are shipped. That is
personnel.
a wrong attitude. We see the sane
Ducking the Replacements and situation in the automobile industry:
Returns
some manufacturers lose all interest
the moment a car is shipped to the
No item in waking the price grade
dealer, with the result that the shortis more important than that of eliminating replacements and returns to the comings are left to the dealer to
utmost extent. here the vast majority straighten out, with the inevitable result that the latter loses such good
of radio manufacturers are showing
less, the chassis may be more or less
the same. As in the automobile in-
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will as he many have to begin with, and
eventually fades out, dead broke. On
the other hand, there are just a very
few automobile manufacturers who
maintain an interest in their cars, and
who follow them in the hands of buyers so as to be sure that the engineering and production are correct to the
last detail. One manufacturer in particular lias sent out new parts, accessories and other things to dealers to
be placed ou cars sold up to six months
before, in correcting certain little defects which did not turn up in the
manufacturer's own tests. That's
service -and good -will building.
The radio manufacturer must maintain an interest in his products, even
when they are in the hands of consumers. ßemember, the only thorough
test of a radio set is when it gets out
in the field and is employed under
typical conditions. Therefore, if there
is any slight adjustment or change or
replacement that can be made, by all
means make it!

Building Up a Capable Service
Force
Lastly, the radio manufacturer today must pay close attention to the
servicing of his products out in the
field, for his very future depends on
consumer satisfaction. We note the
excellent service data prepared and
issued by some of the leading radio
manufacturers, so that the serviceman
can become intimately familiar with
every detail. We note special factory
courses for servicemen and dealers,
so that sets can be serviced out in the
field quite as well as by those who
actually build them. We note classes
11e1d out in the field for servicemen
and dealers. We note traveling service experts for radio manufacturers,
who not only instruct dealers and servicemen but also help solve local
problems.
And all this effort is by no means
sheer philanthropy. It is good business sense, for radio sets must be
serviced out in the field, and not in
the factory.

In Conclusion
The radio industry, following in the
footsteps of the automobile industry,
is based on maximum value at minimum price -an appeal to the masses
universal product. The reconciliation of trimming Clown costs and
building up quality is being effected
every day. The dangers of the industry are being more and more appreciated. And all those willing to
steer the proper course are assured
of a bigger ant better future, while
those not so minded are certain to
drop out as time goes on.
It Is a ease of survival, as the industry now goes. It is not a ease of
-may the best man win." He is winning right nowt
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Vacuum Tube Design-and Production
The Production Testing of Vacuum Tubes
By Dr. Paul G. Weiner

Part II
article in last month's issue
Ireated in detail the reasons
for selecting plate current gas
and emission as production
tests for vacuum tubes to be used in
broadcast receivers. This article will
cover actual methods and equipment
used in testing.
Fig. 1 gives the basic tube testing
circuit. Nearly all production testers
are built on this pattern with variations made necessary for protection of
the instruments from overhaul ami
shorts.
On the face of it, the problem appears to be simple. One would even
be tempted to build a universal tester
by using multi -range instruments, or
at least one taking care of several
types of tubes. . \fter thorough consideration of the problem. one ,:tutot
N

1,,ule to the elineiusicn that it is
preferable to use a different tester for
1':1111 type of 1111f .
it is apparent to anyone familiar
with tube oinking that little or no
reliance can he placed on the operator
to use intelligence and care. particu1,111

t

larly when pushed for production. If

the operator was to be relied on to
switch each individual instrument of
a universal tester, the wrong ranges
would often be used. This would result in ruined meters and wrong readings.
It is, of course, possible to construct
a tester, where all switching is done
by pushing a button, or it is possible
to switch by hand and protect each
range separately.
Such u tester would be very complicated and too expensive to be desirable.
As the capacity of any tester where
meters have to he read ranges only
from about 1500 tubes per day for
- -26 tubes to much less than 1000 for
-50's. approximately. one test set
for each thousand tubes per day must
he provided. It is better to provide a
special test set for each type of tube.
Theliroduction figures for test, given
above, are apt to be challenged by
some as too low. It Is possible that
in well -supervised small plants a
somewhat greater speed may be expected during a single day. However,
if we take average conditions and
average type of help, and if we take,

nnmm11ummmimlmtiusir.nnus

The human element, as well
as the mechanical, is an important agency
in the accurate
testing of tubes,
as is shown in
this scene in the
laboratories of
E. T. Cunningham, Inc. Here,
the trained eye
of the testing

expert

Is examining the condition of the inner
elements of a
tube, aided by
a

magnifying

lens and a spe-

cial lamp.

rmm11inunnnimnmmnmsr

not at single (lay's record, but the
average over a long period, these
figures will be found fairly accurate.

The Potter Supply
One of the most important items of
the test plant is the power supply.
For lilament Power, a storage battery for every test set is quite adequate. Keeping the batteries in condition is not a troublesome task for
a well- organized maintenance force.
A 10 -volt generator connected to all
test sets is, however, more convenient
and requires less attention.
It is hardly practical to provide a
supply of exactly the proper voltage

for each type of tube. A rheostat must

be employed in each test set for fila-

ment voltage regulation.
The bias voltage is best provided
by individual dry -cell B batteries for
each set. As such batteries are
tapped mostly only at half and full
voltage, a potentiometer must be provided to obtain the desired voltage.
Large B batteries are designed for a
drain of not more than 20 ma. Any
steady drain of even that much will
ruin them very quickly.
At 50 volts, the normal bias of -45
tubes,
a
2500 -ohm
potentiometer
across the C battery will draw 20 ma.
An ordinary voltmeter may draw 10
ma. If, in addition to that, the battery is subjected to the strain of occasional shorts, its life is apt to be
greatly impaired. It is, therefore,
necessary to keep the battery normally
disconnected and to connect it only
while each tube is read. This is accomplished by the use of relays.
Where only a small number of
testers are used and low first cost is
a consideration, the B batteries may
be replaced by a battery of No. 6 drycells which will easily stand up under
the strain, even when permanently
connected. A battery supplying 50
volts can be made up of 34 cells. It
is very satisfactory from the operating
viewpoint. but cumbersome.
For plate voltage supply, dry B batteries are entirely inadequate. A
drain of from 30 -70 ma. as required
by the -45 and -50 tubes will cause
rapid deterioration of the battery and
may even cause a voltage drop during
a single observation when the battery
begins to run down. For small plants
a battery of No. 6 dry cells is again
the cheapest and most easily available solution. Storage B batteries of
customary size are entirely unsatisfactory. Besides being messy in their
upkeep, they are unreliable. They
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unfailingly cause trouble after a short
time.

It is feasible to use a bank of generous size storage batteries, well insulated in glass cases, as power supply for all testers. The battery is
kept floating on a 500 -volt generator,
or it is charged every night. Even a
well- designed installation of this type
must be handled intelligently. The
required voltages are tapped off at
proper places between cells. The
voltage at the tester is then never
more than one volt removed from the
specified voltage, which is sufficient
accuracy.
Individual constant-voltage generators for each voltage required are
more satisfactory, in the writer's experience. If the generators are properly designed, there will be no appreciable variation in voltage from no
load to maximum.
A simpler, but less desirable, installation consists of an ordinary 500 -volt
generator connected to a voltage divider. To avoid voltage variations,
it is, however, necessary to choose a
generator of very generous. dimensions and to dissipate most of the
energy in the divider. The maximum
load must be kept at a small fraction
of the energy dissipated by the divider, otherwise voltage fluctuations
will occur.

Meter Protection
One of the problems of tester design
Is the proper protection of meters.

Gassy tubes, shorts within the tube,
and last but not least, shorts in a
worn -out socket in the tester itself are
apt to destroy meters. A dead short
between grid and plate of a -50 tube.
for instance, will subject the grid
microammeter and the plate milliammeter to the combined plate and grid
voltage, that is, 500 volts total
enough to do serious damage. It
might be contended that a short test
prior to the final test for characteristics would prevent damage to testers.
This would, however, be placing too
much reliance on the average operator.
Such procedure would also introduce
an additional operation. One must
also remember that tubes are apt to
develop shorts while being tested. A
lamp of proper size, in series with
the plate supply will effectively pro tect the milliammeters from shorts or

-

FIG.1
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Diagram of basic tube testing circuit. Identifications are the same
as in Fig. 2.

Complete tester circuit.
A is the grid voltmeter; B, microammeter;
plate milllammeter; D, plate emission voltmeter; E, filament voltmeter;
F, filament ammeter; G, T. P. p. T. switch; H, emission milllammeter;
I, grid potentiometer; K, 1 -meg. resistor; L, shorting key; M, fil. rheostat;
N, C bat. relay; O, plate current breakers; P, plate relay; Q, emission
current breaker; S, resistance to prevent chattering.
C,

overload. Such a lamp will, however,
To guard against failures of relays,
cause a considerable voltage drop the tester is further protected by two
which will vary with the plate cur- circuit breakers or fuses in the emisrent. To avoid errors, it is then neces- sion and plate voltage leads. This
sary to provide a plate potentiometer additional protection Is necessary to
which must be carefully adjusted for prevent expensive general conflagraeach tube, considerably slowing down tions which would occur from time to
operation.
time.
Circuit breakers in place of lamps
In case of dead shorts. sensitive refurnish rather complete protection lays have to break up to 500 volts.
without introducing errors.
The Sticking of contacts and arcing is informer, however, are still subject to frequent, but does occur. The circarelessness of the operator to some cuit breakers are intended for proextent. If the circuit breaker is tection against such contingencies.
closed again before the defective tube
A fully protected tester is quite comis removed the tester will be damaged.
plicated and expensive, but it repays
Fuses are free from this objection as
the outlay very quickly in increased
the operator must call the foreman
production, greater accuracy and combefore another fuse is obtainable. paratively low maintenance costs. It
Fuses with a rating of from 25 -250 ma. also has a good effect on the morale
are, however, somewhat expensive.
of the operators. The fact that they
In up -to-date installations, the mil - are given elaborate equipment instead
liammeters are protected by relays in of make -shifts, helps to impress
series with the meters which break the them with the importance of their
circuit and close an indicating lamp tasks.
circuit. Provision is also made for
In the manufacture of tubes where,
locking the relay in the open position in spite of closest supervision, so
as long as the short persists.
much depends on the care of the inThe microammeter cannot be pro- dividual, considerations affecting the
tected in this way, as no relays are morale are of first importance.
available which trip at a few miThe designers must be very careful
croamperes. It is, however, possible to
in choice and placement of relays in
do so by storing sufficient energy in a
the different parts of the circuit. Recondenser to operate a relay.
sistance in series with the current
A resistance of 1 meg. inserted in
series with the instrument will not meters must always he negligible comaffect the gas reading appreciably up pared with the resistance of the tube.
Relays must stand the strain when
to about 3 ma. which is the permissable gas limit for small tubes in com- exposed to short circuits. The conbination with a normally closed switch tacts must be of generous proportions:
which shorts the instrument and re- the gaps must be sufficient to extinguish the arc at the prevailing
sistance.
Plate current is rend with the voltage.
Fig. 1 shows the basic circuit. Fig.
switch closed: gas with the switch
open.
It will be noticed that a 2 shows a method of protection.
In Fig. 2, relay N cuts out the C
shorting switch is necessary for a
correct plate current reading as even battery when the tester is idle; R and
P are the plate and emission current
the resistance of the microammeter
alone in the grid circuit sometimes relays; Q and O are the circuit
affects the pla te current. This meth- breakers.
The normally closed contacts of the
od of protection for the grid circuit is quite effective. The operator is relays are by- passed by a suitable renot inclined to transgress in this sistance to prevent chattering. Short
(Continued on page 0 )
particular ease.
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Public- Address and Centralized Radio
Systems
I. The Power Amplifier and Power- Supply Unit
By E. W. D'Arcy
particular subject has
gained au unusually great
amount of interest in the last
eighteen months, due to the development of several forms of talking
motion pictures. At the same time,
there has been very little information
relative to public -address systems,
Power supply and associated equipment, available to the engineer not in
the employ of one of the several leading manufacturers. It is quite a problem, and it would be impossible to attempt to cover all the angles in anything short of n text book. We will,
therefore, content ourselves with concentrating salient points into a group
of articles to appear in subsequent
issues of RADIO ENGINEERING. The following article deals with this subject
generally; mainly with the power supply and actual amplifier unit, the best
way to obtain maximum efficiency out
of this equipment, and the minimizing
of hum.
Several different electrical units,
such as phonograph pickups, microphones, attenuation pads, etc., are used
in public -address equipment, and for
ease of discussion we will subdivide
them and discuss each one individually.
TIIIS

Combined Amplifier and PowerSupply Type
A great many of the more popular
amplifier units have their power supply built in as an integral part of the
complete unit. This system has its
advantages where no great degree of
amplification is occurring in the unit,
or in the enclosure of the stage of
amplification under tliseass ion. However, where a complete public- address
amplifier is used kith a high grade
lype Of microphone the gain throughout the whole amplifier system is quite
considerable. which means that the
first stage of the ani diliet' becomes extremely sensitive so a great deal of difficulty is encountered front hum. due
to pickup in filament leads, wires, and
stray electromagnetic coupling. This
can be overcome to a large extent by
placing the audio transformers at a
lrrols'I angle with respect to the power
transformer. The angle is extremely
critical and the transformer should be
placed in its angle under actual conditions, the Best way of doing this being
to short circuit the grid of the tube
preceding the transformer under hum
adjustment to its eatlode, then tunmfng
the amplifier of and adjusting the
transformer for minimum Nunn output
as shown on a hum meter. All the

TITIS is the first of a series of
articles on Public-Address and
Centralized Radio Systems by Mr.
D'Arcy. Subsequent articles will deal
with fader- control systems, line balancing, level- indicating d' rices, impedance matching; then ecvrhali;ed distributing
systems, ch an nul- .., -,diny derives, relay control, and .so un, completing the
series with data on laboratory test
equipment.-EDITOR.

transformer (ares should Lc gruuucleQ
and, if possible. all wiring incased in
iron pipe for shielding.
In some of the better grade of public- address and theatrical antplifiying
systems, separate power supply Is incorporated for each particular stage
of amplification. This precaution is
necessary due to the voltage drop
through the choke coils and rectifier
tubes. If a slightly gassy tube is used
in one of the stages the increased current causes a dn.i in voltage on the
Preceding stages with a resultant
amount of distortion. It is not necessary where voltage amplifiers are used
and the hnpedances of the tubes are
so high that no considerable amount of
current is likely to be drawn in the
plate circuit, but where a large amount
of power is required in the amplifier, it
is necessary to minimize the possibility
of a voltage drop such as has just
laeen mentioned.
Consequently, this
system has received the approval of
the largest manufacturer of motion
picture sound equipment. There is
still. however. a considerable amount
of difficulty arising front transient elecIromagliotie fìelds. II would seven)

front the results obtained that the difficulties of this particular system are
very much over-balanced by the superior quality obtained and the reliablity of the equipment.

Separate Power Supply
Where portability is not n necessity
and the equipment is being built for
a permanent installation, to be operated off the commercial lighting supply available. a very much better type
of equipment can be constructed by
separating the power supply from the
amplifier. This is a very excellent
practice and can be accomplished quite
easily. fly this method it k possible
to remove the power supply transformers far enough away so no great
trouble is en(ouutet,d doe to stray
electromagnetic fields and hum; therefore, this source of trouble oan be considered as eliminated with this type of
apparatus. This part Willa r design
merely necessitates the building of a
separate rack on which is placed all
the power supply equipment, such as
lsnver supply transformers, filter
chokes, rectifiers, voltage dividers. and
the power control equipment. A small
expenditure of money is required for
this design but the additional expenditure is more than warranted in the
improvement of results. The same
warning holds true, however, that
where a low impedance tube is used
and there is a possibility of one of the
tubes becoming slightly gassy and
drawing an enormous plate current
from surges of its applied grid voltage,
it necessity still exists for separate
lower supply. especially, where pushpull stages are used.
'l'Ia author so far has not witnessed
t

Fig. 3. Front view of a portable publie -address amplifier. Provisions are made for its ose with microphone. pickup or rad o.
Fading also can be accomplished.
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potter- supply unit being shown in Fig.
2 -so that we may take up the discussion of each (Imminent section in subsequent issues.
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n (onuuer(ial type of push -pull, low
impedance. high output, stage of amplitieatia working without an unexplainable high plane current. The plate
eurrelt variation in this stage. using
type -5(I ILc". increases to as high as
185 milliamperes from the normal
level of 1111 milliamperes when delivering am output of 7 watts. 'l'his terrific
increase ill current makes it an impossibility IIl IlltrIte the tubes off the
same Ilo\ccr Imp1y :IS used for the preliminary stages. Fair results can be
obhaineal. however. 'There push -pull
stages are eliminated and the iron ill
the output transformer iS operated far
enough beyond its siitilratitin point to
be(untt an effective impedance, thus
aiding in ehkiug out any transient
gassy eurreut :which might occur. As
an actual deuenlstratioI of this point.
with the two I\pe ---d1 Whys perviously
t tentit lied. the :tote identical tulle. delivered an oatipto of lb walls with an
imereastr in the :date Iurrelt of truly 111
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The lia( input tuluate controls and
fading controls are souuwhat novel. as
can be easily discerned. It is quite
obvious that t'ur good reproduction
'VIth:tat lttteluatium of the higher fretoueneies it is extrenady necessary to
have all the iatltedtuues of the system
worked out correctly. For that reason,
instead tif merely shirt -circuiting the
primary of oui' tif the transformers for
n vutumtt' conuII. a three legged T arrawgetnent is ascd, by that means resulting in lut unusually that frelllleltey
response curve for any given degree of
attenuation. The potter output transformer in this amplifier unit is so arranged as to inlaid: the impedance of
the following lotulslaakers -4, 8. 12
:nad 16, or by using the tilts of the
speaker pings for the output circuit,
Is shown. and plug _ing into the output
jacks on the panel. further impedance
reductions can ho chlliied Clown to
where impedance w,ulhcs are possible
ttitb the voice coil of a dynamic
speaker, tvltleh is approximately 6
uluus.
'l'Iris transformer III, ken especially
designed to withstand the duite high
degree of current Iktwitt through its
primary and still give an excellent fretltleuc3- response. insulation is an important factor in an output trausforater used in this manner, and transformers insulated for 1.11111) volts have
a disgusting tendency to break down
uucereuiouionsly. therefore, it primary
requirement for tt good output transformer is that of high insulation value.
A further discussion on output trans 1'urmers will he taken lap in u subsequent issue.
(To be continued)

ceo-osr,c.._
110V. A.C.

(hektrd eery easily in practice, the
only necessity being that of an output
transformer with enough iron and cop per in it to insure gaup reproduction
at high values of plat( current.

Portable Public -Address Amplifier
An illustration is shown here 1Fig.
3) of a portable public -address amplifier with every facility included for
operation from microphone, !domograph pickup. and radio. Fading also
can be accomplished between any of
the three meution(It sources of supply.
The mixer cIr(nits. its shown in the
schematic diagram If Fig. 1. are

matched and built for a 6011-oltnt line
impedance. Special designed transformers of an unusually high tonality
are used. however. even in this amplifier. the hum is still ynite a (umsid:aablc clement. and it compact amplifier
of this type would not be practical for
thcatHilt purposes. This particular
schema I, diagram has been subdivided
into several separate sections-the
l
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The Engineering Rise in Radio
By Donald McNicol
Fellow A.I.E.E., Fellow I.R.E., Past-President, Institute of Radio Engineers

Part XVII
The Super -Regenerative Receiver
SIIORTLT after his return from
army service, Armstrong began
the development of another type
of radio receiver by the extension of the regenerative principle into
a field beyond that previously explored by him. Out of this research,
which was in part carried on simultaneously with the improvement of
the superheterodyne, came the receiver known as the super- regenerative set.
In the simple regenerative circuit
the energy in the plate circuit feeds
back Into the grid circuit by way of
coupling. and at an increasing rate as
the coupling is increased, until a point
is reached at which the apparent resistance of both circuits is overcome,
setting up the generation of oscillatory currents. If at the approach to
the oscillatory state a resistance could
be inserted in the grid circuit which
would absorb the extra energy, and
removed when that is accomplished.
the process being repeated with the
requisite rapidity, the advantage of
regeneration would be considerably
increased. Armstrong's investigation
disclosed three methods for accomplishing this. Resistance could be
applied to the circuit by means of an
additional tube circuit coupled to the
grid, periodically tuned and detuned
to the frequency of that circuit. Or,
the additional circuit could be coupled
to the plate, or a combination of these
two arrangements could be employed
to accomplish the desired end.
In England, L. B. Turner" by
means of tubes prevented the regenerative circuit from generating oscillations when no signals were being
received, by impressing a negative
potential on the grid of just sufficient
value to maintain the state at which
self-oscillation could not occur. Re-

"Br. pat.

130. 408; U. S. 276, 856 (1910).

Fig. 43. Diagram of early super -

regenerative circuit.

turn to the sensitive state was accomplished by relay action caused by
increase in the plate current of the
tube. shunting the feedback coil as a
result of which the source of added
energy was shut off. Thus the potential of the grid dropped to a value
below that which would produce oscillations.
In England. also, J. B. Bolitho"
improved on the mechanical relay idea
by connecting a second tube to the
oscillating circuit of Turner's arrangement with a reversed feedback
connection, supplying the plate circuit
of the second tube with alternating current. The novelty here was that
at the "spill- over" point of the first
tube the reversed feedback of the second tube, acting at a time when the
voltage supplied to the plate was positive, served to (lamp out the free
oscillation started by the first tube
thus causing the grid of the first tube
to return to the non -oscillating state.
u

C,

CL

Fig.

44.

Fundamental Neutrodyne

circuit.

About the time that Armstrong was
at work on the super-regenerative re-

ceiver (1929 -1921), C. V. Logwood apparently was close on the track of the
same problem. In March, 1921, he
filed a patent application covering
means whereby regeneration was fully
availed of without undesired oscillation effects. His proposal was to use
a mechanical exciter, such as an alternator, shunted by a resistance and capacity in series, and connected to filament and plate of the tube of the
regenerative set. (Presumably a tube
also could be used as the exciter.)
Referring to the second paragraph
under the caption "The Super- Regenerative Receiver," Armstrong devised
various more or less related methods
of accomplishing the desired purpose.
one of which is illustrated in Fig. 43.
When an above-audibility frequency
of variation is used, it may be of advantage to have the detection function cared for by the oscillator tube,
as here illustrated. Operation of the
receiver is as follows: Incoming sig-

"Ar. pat. 166. 330 (1921)
1.407._45 (1922).

;

U. S.

pat.

unis are amplified by means of the
regenerative action of the amplifier
tube R, and the variations of potential

across the tuned frequency circuit LC
impressed on the grid of the oscillator
tube O. The oscillations are then

u

R.F TRANSE

Fig. 45. The radio -frequency stage
of a Neutrodyne receiver. C is the
neutralizing condenser.

rectified. two frequencies being produced in the circuits of the amplifier
tube. One of these corresponds to the
frequency of modulation of the incoming waves; the other, to the frequency
of the variation and contains a modulation corresponding in amplitude to
that of the signal wave. This second
frequency is then impressed upon the
circuits of the oscillating tube with
which it is in tune; amplified by the
regenerative action of the system
L,C,L.O, and then rectified.
The super -regenerative circuit illustrated in Fig. 43, using three tubes
( one stage of audio -frequency amplification added), and with loop antenna
proved to be a receiver particularly
efficient in broadcast reception.
In the simple regenerative receiver
various ingenious methods were
worked out by means of which it was
possible to control the amplifying
energy fed back to the grid circuit.
Methods were proposed by R. A.
Weagant, R. V. L. Hartley, A. H.
Grebe and John L. Reinartz, and a
number of excellent receivers were designed which performed satisfactorily
over reasonable distances. Among the
various modifications might be mentioned the developments of E. T.
Flewelling, the Grebe split-variometer
circuit, and the improved ultra-audion
circuit due to L. C. Cockaday.
Shortly after the introduction of

popular
radiophone broadcasting,
many amateur experimenters in designing and constructing receiving sets
for their own use were confused by
what the inventors and engineers were
about as disclosed in technical radio
literature. With the first regenerative
receivers the cry was sounded that the
tube must not be permitted to oscillate. Then appeared more elaborate
receivers in which advantage was
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taken of the oscillating properties of
the tube, in which it was important
that the tube should oscillate.
The engineering reasons for this
situation are outlined in the foregoing
paragraphs.
In the original regenerative feedback and ultra- audion receivers the
incoming :antenna currents were rectified. amplified and passed on to audio
amplification stages. It was natural
that engineers engaged in developing
improved radio receivers should sense
that the radio- frequency currents oscillating in the antenna circuit in response to transmission from a distant
station, might be amplified, transformed or "boosted" so that in the
case of very weak Incoming waves the
energy passed to the detector tube
would be considerably increased in
strength.
The German engineers were early in
the field with radio- frequency amplification ideas. Von Bronk, in 1911,"
invented a circuit in which the plate
circuit of a tube was by means of an
air-core coupler associated with a secondary circuit containing a crystal detector and telephone receiver. In
1913 Schloemilch and Von Bronk procured a patent " covering a receiving
system in which a radio- frequency
tube was followed by a crystal detector and by an audio -frequency tube
circuit. A modification of the latter
showed a single tube serving as radiofrequency amplifier and as audio-frequency amplifier, a crystal being used
as detector. In the course of time
this arrangement was the basis of
various ingenious developments called
Reflex circuits.
Alexanderson" in America, in 1913
procured a patent for a multi -stage
radio -frequency amplifier, comprising
two stages of radio -frequency amplification followed by a tube detector, the
radio -frequency stages being transformer- coupled, the grid or secondary
circuits being tuned. At the saine
time Langmuir," in America, applied
for a patent covering a receiver system consisting of two stages of radio frequency amplification, a tube detector, with grid -leak rectification and
one stage of audio- frequency amplification.
The "grid- leak" function here referred to is distinct from the high -resistance gridleak in series with the
grid of a tube, first shown in circuits
by deForest, and concerned a potentiometer- shunted battery from the grid
of the detector tube (the third tube),

"Br. pat. No. 8,821 ( 1913).
"U. S. pat. No. 1,087,892 (1913).
"Br. pat. No. 147,147 (1913).
"Br. pat. No. 147,148 (1913).
L
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Fig.

An impedance -coupled
radio- frequency circuit.
47.

Fig. 46. Schematic diagram of early tuned radio -frequency receiver.

connected across a grid condenser.
thence to the secondary of the radio frequency coupling. the primary of
which connected with the plate of the
second radio- frequency tube.
Actually, the conception of radio frequency amplification preceded by a
year or more the invention of the regenerative circuits, and it was out of
the combined inventions that the superheterodyne inventions of Levy, in
France, and Armstrong, in America.
were evolved. as well as various other
efficient receivers, and modifications.
It was recognized that only by the
employment of radio- frequency amplification could the long- distance possibilities of the radio receiver be developed. The addition of radio -frequency stages. however, introduced
elements which, unless properly designed, and expertly handled in operation of the set, rendered the receiver somewhat unstable in performance as compared with the simpler circuit arrangements not employing
radio -frequency amplification.
In the present broadcast frequencies
particularly, the maximum amplification of a tube circuit is reached just
before the stage is reached at which
the tube oscillates. In tuned radio frequency circuits oscillations occur
unless means are provided to prevent
oscillation. Further, radio- frequency
stages must be tuned if they are expected to provide close selectivity
sharp tuning. In radio receiver circuits using radio- frequency stages, the
efficiency of the method used to suppress local oscillations determines
largely the efficiency of the receiver as
to sensitivity, selectivity and quality.
Following the radio improvements
which occurred during the war years
(1914 -1918), the principle of radio frequency amplification was applied in
the design of various receivers, some
of which have been described herein.
Immediately it was apparent that
there was a need for a satisfactory
method of stabilizing the operation of
such receivers by suppressing the tendency of the tubes to oscillate.
When the requirement was clear
there followed within a few years
various proposals with the desired object in view. Among the methods proposed were: inductive neutralization,

-

capacity nentralization, the potentiometer method, and Viuious 'dossermethods.

The Neutrodyne Receiver
simple and highly satisfactory
method based on "capacity neutralization" was invented In Pit 9. by Professor Louis A. Hazeltine.' of Stevens
Institute of Technology. His U. S.
Patent No. 1.489.228, covered a method
for neutralizing capacity coupling in
three-electrode tubes, comprising a coil
connected between the grid and filament, and an auxiliary coil and neutralizing capacity in series and connected between the plate and filament.
The auxiliary coil was coupled with
the first coil. the coefficient of coupling
being substantially unity and having
a ratio of turns equal to the ratio of
the coupling capacity to the neutralizing capacity -the ratio differing from
unity.
Prior to Hazeltine s invention of the
neutrodyne system, the coupling which
made cascade amplification unsatisfactory was that inherent in the tube
itself : that introduced by the capacity
between grid and plate. Applied to
the radio -frequency amplifier. capacity neutralization removes the undesirable effects of the capacity relation
Within the tube.
The fundamental neutrodyne circuit,
as illustrated in Fig. 44. slows a neutralizing condenser C, connected across
the plate and grid of the tube. If the
inductances L, and I.:. are very loosely
coupled. voltage occurring in the plate
circuit cannot produce an effect in the
preceding grid circuit. represented by
z, provided the condenser C: is propA

erly adjusted, and the neutralization
thus accomplished is independent of
frequency. Professor Hazeltine developed mathematically the theorem
that magnetic coupling between any
number of symmetrical coils may be
eliminated by placing them with their
axes parallel and at a certain angle
to a common line of centers, permitting the use of single layer cylindrical coils which are an efficient type of
high -frequency inductance, and may
S.

pat, No. 1,489,228, applied for

December 28, 1920, issued April 1, 1924.
Also see U. S. pat. Nos. 1,450,080 and
1,533,858.
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simple form of coupling many excellent
receiver circuits have been devised,
especially those known as "resistance capacity" amplifiers.

Reflex Circuits
It has been recorded that Von Brook
Fig. 49. Circuit of an impedance- coupled audio- frequency amplifier.

be mounted in relatively small space.

(See Fig. 45.1
To clarify the function Of the neutralizing condensers it may in another
way be stated that "feedback" through
the tube (with its internal capacity)
is one of the chief causes of self oscillation. Obviously this capacity
within a given tube cannot be altered,
it follows that one thing to do is to
employ a form of capacity neutralization which will oppose the grid -toplate capacity within. An effect of
the transfer of energy from plate to
grid is to set up strong radio-frequency
currents in the radio -frequency circuits of the amplifier which interfere
with the oscillations induced therein
by the received waves in the antenna
circuit.
The neutrodyne is a non -radiating
receiver and at typical set is made up
with two stages of tuned and neutral ized radio -frequency amplification. detector and two stages of audio amplification. employing five tubes in all.

Other Neutralizing Inventions
Naturally the race for the solution
of the oscillating difficulties in radiofrequency amplifiers was participated
in by several engineers well aware of
the needs. Among these were C. W.
Rice" and It. V. L. Hartley,'° in
America and John Scott Taggart Ó in

England.
The electrostatic capacity inherent
in the audio!' in the early regenerative
sets. cascade amplifiers, and other tube
receiving circuits, was not at first suspected as being a disturbing element;
something to be neutralized or balanced out. Rice proposed neutralization of the grid -plate capacity by setting up an auxiliary circuit including
inductance and capacity. In a bridge
assembly the tube capacity- constituted
the quantity in one leg.
Ihiuiley aimed to avoid the effects
of the tube capacity by providing
menu. for neutralizing the effect of
the coupling so that greater amplification might be obtained and still maintain stability of performance. He
utilized the radio -frequency energy in
the plate circuit through a reversed
feedback connection, thus opposing the
energy due to regeneration through
the tube.
Another ingenious method of accomplishing the same purpose was brought
out in America in 1926 by Edward H.
Loftin and S. Y. White, wherein by
means of constant coupling non -re-

^ U, 8. pat.

No. 1,334.118.

"U. 8. pat. No. 1,183,875.
"Br. pat. Nn. 217,971.

active radio -frequency amplification is
practicable.
As to who "neutralized" first, it is
likely that for some years to come
courts in several countries will be engaged In the task of determining the
relative values of the claims in patents
granted to IIazeltine, Rice. Hartley
and Taggart.
Fig. 46 shows a diagram of a five tube tuned radio -frequency radio receiver without oscillation control, comprising two stages of radio- frequency
amplification. detector and two stages
of
audio- frequency
(transformer
coupled) amplification.
In this chapter on radio receivers
the purpose has been to truce in
chronological fashion the evolution of
the receiver from the days of the
filings coherer down to the present
time, noting discoveries and forward
steps vvhich contained elements of
fundamental importance. It would be
a difficult task, and one of little useful purpose to undertake to describe
and illustrate all of the variations of
the fundamental circuits which have
been devised, many of which work
quite efficiently, but it may be in
place here to describe briefly means
of transferring energy from one stage
to another in a radio receiving system other than those previously described wherein air-core transformers
or couplers are used to connect succeeding sections.
Instead of a transformer with two
separate coils it is practicable to use
what is termed impedance coupling as
illustrated in Fig. 47. The energy to
he applied to the input of the tube is
that set up across the terminals of
the impedance coil, which is a coil having inductance, and may or may not
have an iron core, depending upon
whether it is to be used for passing
or amplifying radio -frequency or audio frequency currents. In Fig. 48 plain
"resistance" coupling is shown. the input voltage being that due to the difference in potential between the terminals
of the resistance inserted.
Viewing extensions of this principle,
in Fig. 49 is illustrated the wiring of
all impedance- coupled amplifier to the
right of the detector tube. Here, one
winding serves as primary and secondary. The condensers in series with
the grids of the two tubes to the right
are there for the purpose of interrupting the conductive path from the
high -voltage "B" battery (not shown)
which would be by way of the impedance coil to the grid.
Where impedance coils are shown
In Fig. 49, plain resistance coils may
be connected instead. Based on this

and Schloemilch, In Germany, in 1913,
introduced a receiver circuit employing both crystal detector and tubes.
This arrangement was the forerunner
of several highly ingenious and efficient
radio receiver systems introduced in
service following the launching of
popular broadcasting, and called "Reflex" circuits.
One of these is illustrated in Fig.
50, wherein a variometer is used for
tuning purposes. The primary and
secondary windings of two audio -frequency transformers are denoted by
"P" and "S." "A" may be the stationary element of a split variometer, and
"R" the rotary element. "D" is a
crystal detector.
By means of reflex receivers "dual
amplification" is accomplished; that
is, both radio -frequency and audio frequency amplification are accomplished simultaneously in a single
tube. The received radio -frequency oscillations are first amplified by a tube,
then rectified by a crystal detector (or
a two -electrode tube) which in turn
are passed back to the input circuit
of the tube and thus further amplified.
Reference has been made herein to
the needs of war (1914 -191S) stimulating the development of radio receivers which would be more sensitive and
selective than receivers previously in
use. Much of the development which
took place in the fete mouths during
which the American. British and
French radio engineers were to some
extent cooperating in a common objective. was the result of invention.
In times of peace invention usually is
followed promptly- by applications for
patent protection, but in war emergencies when the nation's resources are
consolidated with the individual and
collective efforts of combatant and noncombatant citizens contributing to a
main objective. patent protection for
particular inventions occurs only to
the far-sighted who realize, practically,
that even wars come to an end. When
wars en'l there is at once termination
of community interest. Individual interest at once resumes the even tenor
or the troublous dissonance of its way.
These thoughts are prompted by a
consideration of the situation with regard to priority of invention in radio
as it has developed gradually through-
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Fig. 48. A resistance -coupled radio
frequency circuit.
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out the ten years following the close
of the great war. In the development
of the superheterodyne receiver, the
super-regenerative receiver and the reflex circuits. undoubtedly work proceeded simultaneously in France and
America which formed the bases of
patent applications. lu Amerien. W.
H. Priess in 1916 -1917 in the service
of the U. S. Navy, invented various
circuit combinations eutpitying reflex ing. La Tour, in France, in December, 1917, applied for an American
patent" on a reflex receiving system.

and presumably the patent records of
each country, viewed as records of
priority of invention, would in several
major eases vary as to the names of
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Fig. 50.

A Cir-

cuit diagram of
the once popular reflex receiver.
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the inventors of particular radio receiving systems.
fro be exil i:wed )

SIMPLIFYING "STRAIGHT LINE" CONDENSER DESIGN
(Continued frone. page 50)
in the S.L.W. segment. The S.L.F.
S.L.C. segment. Such a plate is shown
segment crut be rated at 711 ke. per
ill Fig. 12.
D.S.D., starting at around 1500 kc.
The designer of radio broadcast reLet us test a tentative design for eeivers will immediately say that we
180° plate of "triple'1urve" calibration.
should use only S.L.F. plates for eonwith 750 L.N.L., each corresponding Ill-11,-4,1.s working over titis range. and,
to one angular deg roe. Starting with
he will be right but-the above con60 D.S.D. of S.L.F. covering 20011 to denser has a wavelength range of 550
1000 kc., we can add to it another 60to 200 or approximately 11,'4 and by
degree segment of S.L.W. covering using different coils or larger plates
of the same geometrical shale the
300 meters to 420 meters, or 2 meters
per D.S.D. To complete the plate we lowest wavelength et' 2111 meters may
can add an S.L.C. segment of 60 de- be raised to 3(N). 3s11. 549. meters of
grees starting from 120 D.S.D. at 420 higher. Under the latter conditions
condenser plate
meters :und going as far as 180 D.S.D. the .triple- curvi'
How long u wave can we leach in shows up well.
this last. case, starting at 720 D.S.D.
and finishing with a capacitance 50% VACUUM TUBE DESIGN-AND
PRODUCTION
greater? The answer is -we reach
420 meters multiplied by the square
continued frout poyr 61
tool of l.G, which is 1.22 -I. This gives
indicating Eauµ: are omitted in this
us 574 meters. --a change of :,14 minus diagram.
420 or 94 meters in 60 I.N.L., or about
The mneters any
by
L5 meters per D.S.L. on the average.
meter relays which actuate indicating
We have, however, failed to reach 549
lamps by it further series of :nrxiliary
meters and will now redesign so as
relays. It is then possible to test by
to he sure of reaching it, by working
simply observing* the lamps instead of
backwards.
reading ureters. In this way, a collLet us assume aril meters at the $ileralelo sleeeding up and increased
150 D.S.D. of the S.L.C. segment. We
reliability is obtained.
also will assume :ut average of -.
The Preheaters
meters per D.S.1I. Iteuce. we have 153
Most of the coated filament or
meters difleremw along 61 divisions.
bringing us at 119 I1.5.1). to the be- beater tubes take appreciable time to
up to normal operating temginning of the S.L.C. segment. where heat
ling perature. To avoid delays, it is neceswe tune to 356 meters. corresl
sary to preheat the tubes. For all
to 3/3 of the wavelength. or. to 9 of
except -50.s. five sockets prothe area of 180 D.S.I1. \Ve now have tithes
vided with filament voltage will serve.
the S.L.W. segment to lay out.
\Vheuver it 111i is taken from the
Assume 4 meters per L.S.L., which
preheater
lee tested. a new one is
will bring us to 300 meters. with 21.5 inserted intee the prebeater.
In this
L.S.D. of S.L.W. ealibration. This way. a treated tuba is always availleaves us 99.5 D.5.1). for our S.L.F. able. Type -50 tubes must be presegment.
heated with plate voltage on.
Adopting 5 ke. per D.N.D., we start at
It is to be remembered that only
300 meters or 1000 ke. tue go up to 1370
limited accuracy can be obtained from
kc. or higher. As we have 99.5 L.S.D.
production tes!Ir.. An accuracy of
we can reach 1497. kc.. bringing us
al t :eels is all that can be expected.
douro to 200 meters.
particularly if only three-inch meters
The above set of design segments is are used. \petering relays permit a
quite satisfactory. as the average higher degree of accuracy. Emission
(Twinge in frequency per D.S.D. in the
readings are affected considerably by
S.L.C. section becomes considerably
slight variations in filament temperasmaller than that in the S.L.W. sec- ture. It is, therefore. essential to
tion. This is the sole object of the regulate filament voltages accurately.
i
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pat. Xe. 1. -ko 5 :21, issued Febru-

1922.

'l'he gas reading is also subject to
considerable errors. Ilften a tube
starts with it relatively high gas reading which decreases more or less
rapidly. If emission is read before
gas. the heating of the plate by the
heavy emission current may cause an
increased gas rending if the emission
switch is held too long.
Then. is nothing fool -proof about
tube testing. It is necessary to use
judgment and great care if consistent
result are expected.
SCREEN -GRID EFFICIENCY
DEPENDS ON MUTUAL
CONDUCTANCE
TII
preleouderaace of screen rid radio sets in evidence at
the New York Radio Show has
given rise to considerable specuIntion as to the ettì -ieuey of this new
idea in broadcast reception. partienlarly since many sel nmunfacturers
are still presenting the usual threeelement tube circuits as :alternative
offerings. Commenting ou !his point.
Alleu M. Uulioitt. chief engineer of
the LeForest Midi,. Company, points
out that the output of to screen-grid
circuit is directly proportional to the
mutual egad h.lall e ut' the screen
grill tubes employed. provi,lcd other
characicri -tic :ne :Is they . bould be.
'.I. :t,.t year'', sets " stales Mr. DuMont, "employing the three-element
tubes, had an overall gain of somewhere between nue -quarter aud one half million. This season's sets, utilizing screen grid tubes, have an overall gain tuf somewhere between one
and three -quarter and two and onehalf million, so far its the radio set
designers an. concerned. However,
the deciding factor in the efficiency
of present -day screen -grid sets is the
of the screen mutual conduct ti
grid tubes theutsetves. Unfortunately,
the matter of 111tut11 coudnttita'e is
not receiving as nand, attention as it
deserves.
"Properly designed and employing
screen -grid tubes with a satisfactory
mutual conducturce, the usual screen grid circuit should have a gain of 25
to :A. The three-element tube circuit
should have a gain of S to 10. It is
just u question of tubes and circuits."
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4 Invention

By RICHARDS! GEIEFZ,
DATENT AND TRADE MARK ATTORNEYS

274 MADISON AVE

Reduction of Fading of Radiosignals
De Loss K. Martin, of West Orange,
New Jersey, Assignor to American Telephone and Telegraph Company, a Corporation of New York. U. S. Patent No.
1,719,896.

(Issued

July

9,

HIS Invention relates to improvements in methods of and means for
reducing the fading of radio signals.
The terns "fading," as applied to
radio signals, Is used with the commonly
accepted meaning, referring to the relatively slow changes in the amplitude of
the signal with time. The phenomena
of fading is usually manifested at night.
but is not limited to this general period
of time. as signal fading has also been
observed during the sunlit period of the
day. The fading of the radio signal is
caused by the interference of two or more
signals which are varying in amplitude and
phase; the received signal is. of course.
the resultant of the interfering signals.
Fading le also variable with respect to
space; this includes the physical position
of the receiving antenna and the space
absorption characteristic of the antenna.
The receiving signals may be conceived as
being the resultant of several interfering
wave fronts which are traversing a medium
which is changeable in its characteristics.
tone component wave may be assumed to
be intimately associated with the conductivity of the earth's surface over which

T

Method and Means for Combining
Frequencies

a
r

1929.)

T'
However, these values
are unvarled within rather wide limits
as the wavelength is changed. The con sequence is that the ratio between anode
a -c. potential and grid a -c. potential should
remain invariably the same as the wavelength undergoes changes.
mum conditions.

Electrical Condenser
William M. Bailey. of Lynn, Massachu-

1929.1

This Invention relates to capacitors, and

par cularly for combining signa energy
with energy front a local oscillator for
heterodyning.

Amplifying Circuits

ponent waves traversing the upper atmosphere are materially modified by the
absence of sunlight. hence, in theory it
would be desirable to select with suitable
means, the component or direct wave. from
the resultant which will give uniform
amplitude.
In practice. however. it is very difficult
to make this selection. as it is necessary
to balance out the variable components by
combining out of phase these variable
signals from two or more receiving points.
and, due to the very nature of these variable components. It probably would he
impossible to get a perfect balance. Or.
the direct wave signals may be balanced
out, leaving the combination of variable
components whose resultant also would he
expected to he variable to a degree. Hence.
n compromise of these two methods would
seem to afford a desirable method of obAccordingly. it is
taining a sotntton.
the general purpose of the arrangement
of this invention to combine the signals
from two or more receiving points and to
provide means to maintain the resultant
of this combination substantially uniform
in amplitude.

Harold O. Peterson, of Riverhead, New
Assignor to Radio Corporation of
America. a Corporation of Delaware. U. S.
Patent No. 1,725,721. (Issued August 20,
1929.)
This invention relates to a method and
means for combining frequencies, and more
York,

setts. Assignor to Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company. of Boston, Massachusetts, a Corporation of New York, U. S.
Patent No. 1,725,123. (Issued August 20,

more particularly to the small fixed type
far use in radio and other electrical pur poses.

it is passing. 7'11e ransmission of this
wave component. termed the direct wave.
would not be modified by the presence or
absence of sunlight as here is no reason to
believe that light affects the conductivity
.of the ground. However, the other com-

NEW YOQK CITY

Francis X. Rettennreyrr. of Montclair.
New Jersey. assignor to Western Electric
Co., Incorporated, of New York, N. Y., a
Corporation of New York. U. S. Patent
No. 1,724,965. (Issued August 20, 1929.)
An object of this invention is the suppression in the output circuits of space
discharge devices, such as amplifiers; of

Combined Radioreceiver and Phonograph Reproducer and Recorder
Alfred N. Goldsmith, of New York, N. Y.,
Assignor to Radio Corporation of America.
a Corporation of Delaware. U. S. Patent
No. 1,724,191. (Issued August 13, 1929.)
The invention concerns an arrangement
for receiving radio broadcast programs, re-

s

producing phonograph selections or recording phonograph selections either front
broadcast programs or from a local source.
noise currents due to voltage ripples that
may be
uavuidnbly present In the con-

Radio Receiving System

h

tinuous voltage of the energizing source.

Broadcast Receiving System
Julius Weinberger, of New York. N. Y.,
Assignor to Radio Corporation of America,
a Corporation of Delaware. U. S. Patent

(Issued August 27, 1929.)
This invention relates to the art of
roadeast receiving system and deals more
specifically with a receiver designed for
se in connection with the usual broadcasting frequencies. or alternatively for
Ise in connection with the reception of
wired radio programs.

No. 1.725,946.

Sewall Cabot. of Brookline. MassachuU. S. Patent No. 734,205.
(Issued August 20, 1929.)
This invention relates to radio receiving
systems of the radin -frequency amplifier
type in which a three electrode vacuum

setts.

I

u

Oscillation Circuits
IV ith elm. Rrrmmrrrr. of Berlin. Germany.
:Assignor- to Radio Corporation of America.
a Corporation of helatcarr. U. N. Patent
!Issued August 27. 1929.1
No. 1,726.976.
It is well known that the anode a -c. as
well as the grid a -c. potential of oscilla-

tion tubes must have very definite values
at a given anode d -c. potential. if the
oscillation tube is to operate under opti-

tube is interposed between an oscillatory
receiving circuit and a second oscillatory
circuit. the said circuits not being exteriorly coupled or interlinked. but coupled
or interlinked only by the capacity between
the elements of said tube.
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A complete production laboratory is devoted to the

development of transformers and other items for general production as well as sample transformers for set
manufacturers' requirements and special transformers for various purposes. Factory testing, service and
drafting are controlled by the production laboratory.
An elaborately equipped research laboratory is maintained as an individual department totally independent of the production laboratory. In the field of independent research Thordarson is far famed. Not only
is the research laboratory abreast of the trends in radio
engineering, but is recognized in transformer circles
as outstanding in its leadership.

ORDARS
Trnnsfiortner Specialists Since 1895

TIIORDARS/IN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
Huron. Kingsbury

Camber Streets, Chicago. III.
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NEW GENERAL CONTRACT
PURCHASE CORP. CATALOG
Filling n highly important statistical gap
in the radio production and distribution
system. the General t 'out rnrt Purchase Cor
pornt ion annou need that the new 1929 -30
Winter Edition of the Iiimeral Radio Catalog, the only reference handbook of its

kind. was off the press and available to
the industry.
A ready reference of accurate and detailed information concerning practically
every receiving set and speaker on the
market. the new haudbook is the outgrowth
of an early reference guide which was issued a year ago.
Practically all radio set ,1(l speaker
manufacturers cooperated in the production of this new 125 page manual which
provides a complete reservoir of data of
indispensable value to the entire radio
industry.
Information compiled( in the book includes the names and addresses of radio
set and speaker manufacturers and their
branch offices: naines of compatis officials
and branch managers: all recent consolidations and mergers: trade association
memberships rompons representatives in
trade associations: patents and patent
licenses held ; broadcasting carried on by
manufacturers: types of sets and speakers
manufactured eabiuet styles: types of all
tubes or rectifiers used in each set or
speaker and list prices of sets and speakers.
The new Winter Edition has been prepared in regular bound pocket -size, catalog
form as a result of the enormous demand
which met the distribution of the 1928
edition. The present volume is regarded
as a distinct improvement both in appear
afire and in contents.
The hook is being marketed nt the Cen
tral Offices of the General Contract Pur
,hase Corporation in the Grnyhnr Building,
:

:

LAND, OHIO
'Manufacturers of storage batteries will
another opportunity to meet
together and discuss with melt other the
various prehlems now facing the industry
att the annual meeting of the National Raltery Manufacturers' Association. Mr. W.
.1. Parker, Commissioner of the Association, has just completed arrangements nt
the Rollendon lintel. Cleveland. Ohio, for
the official hcadnuarl ors during the convention which will be held on Thursday
and Friday, October 2411, and 25th. The
election of officers is planned for Friday
afternoon.
The Program Committee is now nt work
on an exceptionally interesting business
program for the two -day session. Several
members of the United ttatles Chamber of
Commerce, as well as other prominent
speakers. are to br present and various
technical subjects will be di::cussed as well
:as the problem of stanunedi'itinn.
N. B. M. A. eommittees. all of wl. teh
nre doing constructive work for the betterment of the battery industry. will be
ready to give their reports tot their activities during the past year. The Data Book
Committee which have dour a very valuable piece of work in the u Il.licat ion ..f
standard battery specilleati..a sheets will
consider publication of additional data.
These sheets have been used very cflectively by most of the members who are
publooking forward to the regaiar annual 1(v.
lication. The ;narautee Committee
been working on n standard guarantee for
some time and will be ready to make their
u

ree mumendations.

CHAS. FRESHMAN RETURNS TO
RADIO
Chas. Fresluu:u, is back in the radio business. Nearly lot men prominent in the
radio business gathered abnut the banquet
table at the hotel Astor recently for the
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with executive offices
ast
43.1 Street. In forming this company.
Chas. Freshman acquired the Colonial
at 3

district.

Epolitan

Radio Sales Co.. Inc.
Associated with Mr. Freshman are B.
Abrams, President of Emerson Radio tq
Phonograph l'o., and Sidney A. Joffee.
formerly Merchandise Manager of the Colonial Radio Sales Co.. lute.

NEW CONCERN MANUFACTURING

WIRE

The Radio Wire Corporation of Chicago
has been formed to manufacture all kinds
of low- resistance. radio -frequency coil wire.
owing to the increased demand for use of
this type of wire, in connection with screen
grid tubes, the Radio Wire Corporation has
developed a new type of machine which
turns out any of the standard require
melds in stranded. Insulated wires, commonly known as Litz.
Mr. Wm. P. Lear. a Chicago radio engineer, has been elected President of the new
Corporation which has established a factory
at O629 So. Central Park Avenue.
-

NEW STEINITE SUBSIDIARY
The formation of the Aircraft Radio Corporation as n subsidiary of the Steinite
Radio Company of Fort Wayne, Ind., was
made known by oscar Getz, Vice- President
of the latter organization.
The Aircraft Itndio Corporation has taken
over the Atchison. Kan., plant of the
Steinite Company, and will build a specially
designed receiving set for airplanes as well
as a d -c. set for automobiles- It will also
manufacture ti-e. sets for the extensive farm
market which has over 9,000,000 prospective owners.
This new Steinite subsidiary will be under the direction of Fred W. Stein. Inventor of the original all-electric Steinite
receiving set, and a pioneer in the radio
lousiness. Mr. Stein has also designed the
automobile and aircraft set which is extremely compact and light in weight.

POLYMET

INCREASES

AGAIN

SPACE
Orders on the books of the Poly met
Manufacturing Corporation have inereaseri
to such an extent that an entire additional
floor has been added to the Calumet New
York Plant at 829 East 134th Street.
The additional floor space provided by
this acquisition will rim over 25.000 square
feet and is being whipped on to a production basis as rapidly as possible. This
should serve to increase capacity produclion to a considerable extent and relieve
the strain of day and night shifts now
running.
Polymet officials also state that annmuteemeats will soon he forthcoming relative to
additions to other Polyntet Plants in
Winsted, Conn., and Easton], Pa.

News of the RMA.

-

be afforded
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purpose of welcoming him back in the most
auspicious manner.
('has. Freshman, pioneer radio manufacturer. returns as president of Chas. Freshman Radio Stores, Inc.. operating a chain
of eleven radio stores throughout the Metro-

New York City.

N. B. M. A. MEETING AT CLEVE-
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Trade Show to Atlantic City

CHOICE of Atlantic City for the 1930
ItNIA convention and trade show.
protection of the radio industry and
public against harmful radio legislation, stimulation of broadcasting features.
and other trade promotion. pressure of the
RMA patent interchange plan. and the semiannual convention of the Engineering Division. were the highlights of a crowded
calendar of the Radio Manufacturers Association, its Board of Directors and C
mittens. nt the Hotel Astor, during the
week of the annual Radio World's Fair nt
Madison .Blare Garden. September 23 -25.
The IlMA got into full swing on its
many anti wide activities and enterprises,
serving its members of the radio industry
and piddle. during the New fork show
week. Radio leaders from all parts of the
cou a try were in anemia nee, and meetings
of twenty-1 hree R11.% committees within

days attested the comprehensive pro.
gram on many ill.p''rtotit industry projects
which are being pressed 1,3 the R \IA.
President II. I:. Richmond of Cambridge.
Mass., presided :u ln needing of the Board
of Uhectors of the : ?I.1 eu Wednesday.
September 25th. and received reports front
Inuring the week the
ninny committees.
twenty -tirer commit tees developed new
services of wide variety for all radio
interest s.
A plant to transfer the annual I[?(.\ convention and trade slow- Groin the west.
where It has been held in Chieneo for the
last three years so surcessfnlly. to the east
was approved unanimously by the RMA
Show- Committee, headed by Jess lt. Ila w-Iry
of St. Charles, Illinois, Chairman. subject
to final approval by the Board of Directors.
The date of tir trade show-. probably
around .unie I. will be fixed later.
The RMA program of national radio
the
exhibitions also was considered by was
Board of Directors. Announcement
made that the National Radin World's Fair
would he held again in New York next year
and again tinder the management of U. J.
Herrmann of Chicago and G.willClayton
again
Irwin. Jr. of New York, who
also manage the RMA trade show.

Iatprored Broadcasting Features

Stimulation of new and improved broad
(avting features for the radio public, ineluding measures to insure public reception
of national events, such as sports which
some private promoters are relaet ant to
have broadcast. was planned. Plans were
made to cooperate with broadcasting interests and commercial sponsors' programs.
which include many nt embers of the Radio
Manufacturers Association, to place every
possible feature on the air.
In the development of radio programs.
the Association's Broadcasting Committee.
heeded by H. G. Erskine of Enaporitum. Pa..
in conlnnct inn with the Merchandising
Connnittee. will enlist the further Interest
of manutaet urers and also work with the
chain troatienst int.! Interests in securing
broadcasts of all the national events
-

possible.

Radio Legislation

Ove

i

1

New radin legislation

in

'

ma

tress nod

the various states and municipalities
also Wan considered by the RMA Board of
Directors who authorized net inn to protect
the radio public and the industry against
harmful tadin legisla lion anywhere.
Exeepl for the probable euntinuatioti of
the Federal Radio Cnm mission for as anther
rear, rom pa rat ively little import n ut radio
legislation is expected during the present
session or Congress. areorthiag to reports
to the RMA Board by Mr. C. C. Colhv of
Itosto, t'Ivti.muuu of the Legislative e
mittee, and Mr. Frank it Seolt of Washington. Legislative Counsel. ('bongos ln
the law- improving n'accoure o1 bnsinrss
before the Federal Radio Commission are
probable which will give relief to the
broadcasting interests appearing before the
e mission.
The ItMA Iluar4 npurovea the plan pre:00110d by the Legislative Committee to
establish an information service in ennneetion with all radin legislation in the states
and important titles. The new information
service. already organized over hall' of the
Slates. in eludes the appointment of state
ranks of radio
chairmen from a thong
in

-

1

n

rage
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RIVERSIDE
PI.IOSPI.IOR

BRONZE

THERE is no question among Electrical Engineers that Phosphor
Bronze is the ideal metal for most types of contact springs.
Yet, you may be faced with a fabricating problem which requires a Phosphor Bronze having particular and specific physical and chemical

characteristics.

Having specialized in the manufacture of Phosphor Bronze since 1897,
we have frequently solved identical problems for others because of our
ability to determine the precise temper and alloy for a definite purpose.

Our laboratories have been -and are now conducting-extensive research
into the fatigue life of Phosphor Bronze Contact Springs. Our metal lographic laboratory, by means of constant photomicrographic checking,
closely controls the grain structure of our Phosphor Bronze and, in conjunction with the control exercised by our chemical and physical laboratories, insures utmost uniformity in all the characteristics specified.
Hence, you not only get uniform metal, but metal which also insures
111rt.rirnum fatigue life for the particular springs you have in mind.
If you have problems involving the use of Phosphor Bronze just inform
us of the exact nature of these problems and the highly competent staff
of our laboratories is at your service.
EIISIDE PHOSPHOR BRONZE, either plain or tinned, can
be supplied in every variety of sheets, rods and wire.
Ii

I

Prices and further information will be furnished promptly upon request.
Address
vour inquiry to our nearest Sales Office or direct to our Mill at
Riverside, ,e'en Jersr..
Burlington County.

THE RIVERSIDE METAL CO.

RIVERSIDE, Burlington County, NEW JERSEY
New York:

Boston:

80

Mutdon Lane
Federal Street

15

Chicago: 5a0 W. Wash.
Cleveland: 2036 E. 22nd St.

FoRCONTACT

SPRINGS

11
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manufacturers. jobbers or dealers, and
organization in each state of committees
to advise the RMA central office of the
new radio legislation which is proposed.
This will he followed by effective steps
to protect the interests of the radio public
and the industry manufacturing and dis.
tributing, n en nst harmful legislation. The
new information service is being organized
by Mr. A. T. Haugh of Rochester. Now
York. former president of the RMA. acting
as Field °ecretary to organize the information service.
i

Engineering Division Reports
The Engineering Division, headed by its
Director, Mr. Walter E. Holland of Philadelphia. had two days of busy sessions
with about 150 prominent radio engineers
in attendance and together at luncheon on
Thursday. September 26. Separate meetings of the Standards Committee. headed
by Mr. R. II. Manson of Rochester. and of
its special Committees on Receivers and
Power Pimply. :tin It. II. Langley. of
Cincinnati. Chairman: Vacuum Tubes, Mr.
George Lewis of Newark, N. J.. Chairman
Acoustic Devices. Mr. F. W. Kranz of St.
Charles, Ill.. Chairman ; Television. Mr.
D. E. Replogle of New York, Chairman
Cabinets. Mr. It. H. Ewing of Louisville.
Ky., Chairman and the Service Section,
Mr. H. E. Fenner. of Puingfleld. Mass.,
Chairman. were held and were well attended. important engineering work was
undertaken under the new organization of
the Engineering Division and Sections. including standardization, improved servicing
for the public, and safety- in conjunction
with the National Underwriters and the
Institute of Radio Engineers. Progress of
television experiments were reported and
discussed by the Television Committee.
:

:

Patent Pooling
An intensive campaign in support of the
RMA patent cross -licensing plan also was
ordered by the hoard of Directors upon
recommendation of Leltoi J. Williams of
Cambridge. Mass.. Patent Committee Chairman. Recent patent litigation and decl-

stone are regarded as having given stimulus
to the wide demand within the radio industry for a pooling of radio patents. strictly
within the limits of the law and similar
to the patent pools in the automotive and
aeronautical industries which have been so
successful.
Better radio products at
cheaper costs to the public are possible
under a pooling of patents. according to
the supporters of the plan. The RMA
membership will be divided territorially for
an aggressive campaign to secure adoption
of the cross -licensing agreement by the
necessary fifty-one per cent- of RMA members. under the authorization for submission
of the plan to the manufacturer members.

Statistics, Credit and Collection

Plans for the IlMA Statistics Committee.
headed by Mr. G. r, Furness of New York.
to secure reliable industry data in the aid
of merchandising. were approved by the
With the coRMA Board of Directors.
operation of the Association membership it
is hoped to develop valuable statistical information regarding several branches of the
industry and its practices.
Development of the RMA credit information and collection services under the direction of Leslie F. Muter of Chicago. Chairman of the Credit Committee. and through
its eastern division nt New York and
western division at Chicago. also were approved by the RMA Board. Commercial
contracts with Commercial organizations.
supplementing the credit information exchange by RMA members, will be continued.
Conferences were held by the Contact
Committee. headed by Mr. Lester E. Noble
of New York, with officers of the Federated
Radio Trade Association and other radio
organizations with n view to development
of joint industry interests.

NORTHERN MERGES WiTH
NATIONAL UNiON
Stockholders of the Northern Manufac-

turing Company, 371 Ogden Street. Newark,
N. J., voted unanimously. nt a re. ant meeting at the company's offices. to turn the
assets over to the National Union Radio

Corporation. 400 Madison Avenue. New
York City-, according to en announcement
by Nathan Chlrlestein, National Union's
executive Vice-President.
Amalgamation of Northern Mnnafactaring, a pioneer tube company whose
modern plant has a capacity of 25.000
tubes a day. now makes the Nat lemmi Union
Radio Corporation one of the three largest
makers of radio tubes in the United States.
The Northern stockholders, according to
B. A. Tracey, head of the stockholders

committee, voted to exchange 70,000 shares
on a Ritals of 7 /20th of one National Union
share for one Northern Manufacturing.
The Northern's Newark plant was one of
the six largest tube producers in the industry since it was organized in 1924 by
Mr. Tracey, N. M. Mains, R, H. Amberg
and Charles Eisler.
The Northern plant. which now becomes
No. 4 unit in the National Union combine.
has a sales record of 8,000,000 tubes and
introduced the a -c. kit for conversion of
battery sets to electricity.
Authorized capital stock of National
Union Radio Corporation is 1.010.000
shares. of which 400,001 are outstanding.
The Radio Corporation of America loaned
the new combine $2.000,000 and has an
option for the purchase of 50,000 shares
of National anion stock at $40,

NEW VREELAND PATENT
An additional patent on the Vreeland
band receiving system, which is said to
solve many perplexing problems of faithful
tone reproduction in radio receiving sets
has been issued to Dr. Frederick K. Vreeland. according to an announcement made
by the Vreeland Corporation, New York.
The new patent. No. 1,725,433, covers the
"band selector." It is one of n group of
patents on the Vreeland inventions which
includes also the spaced hand amplifier.

STEVENS- SiBLEY
PHONOGRAPH
MOTOR TO BE MADE IN ENGLAND
The :Nevens- Sibley electric phonograph
motor now used in many standard and
portable types of electric phonographs
operating on socket power or dry cells, is
to be made and sold in England and the
British Isles. according to the statement
of Clifford E. Stevens. Chief Engineer of
the Stevens Manufacturing Corporation.
"We have just closed a contract with
The Music Roll Company of England."
states Mr. Stevens, "whereby the Stevens
Sibley phonograph motor will he made in
England. At least. we shall ship the parts
from this country to an assembly plant
abroad. Our Mr. Sibley will shortly leave
for England, where he will be in charge of
the production of motors."
-

STEVENS GRANTED BASIC PATENT
ON CLOTH DIAPHRAGM
A tmnsic patent on the method of making
loudspeaker diaphragms of fahurie. has just
been granted to the Stevens Manufacturing
Corporation. according to the statement of
Clifford E. Stevens, Treasurer and Chief
Engineer of the organization.
"Patent No. 1.729.407, just issued to us,"
states Mr. Ptevens, is exceptionally broad
and therefore may he considered basic.
We have been allowed seventeen claims on
the method of making loudspeaker diaphragms of fabric. Our patent covers the
method of making large. direct -acting.
acoustic diaphragms of conical form. by
stretching a continuous piece of lint -woven
fabric impregnated with stiffening material
in a moist condition over a form to shape
the fabric. without lapping and to tension
it in all directions until the stiffening
material has become set and thereafter
annlying to the dianhrngm a material to
till the interstices in the fabric and to
waterproof and further stiffen the fabric.
That is essentially the process employed in
making the well -known Burtex diaphragms.
:

NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORP.
FORMED
Organization and production plans of the
new National union Radio Corporation.
formed by the merger of the companies
manufacturing Sonatron, Marathon. Televoeal and Magnatron tubes. are moving
forward rapidly. according to information
following the initial announcement of this
consolidation.
It is mumnouaeed that Nathan Chireletein.
who was President of the Sumoron Company. will he exeentive Vice -President of
the National Union. Another important
executive from one of the constituent companies is E. A. Tracy. Ife was Vice-Preaident of the Northern Manufacturing Comna,
makers of the Marathon tube, and is
Vice- President in charge of sales and advertising in the new eorpornt inn.
Joseph E. Davies, attorney of Washington and New York. who was Chairman of
the Federal Trade Commission in the Wilson Administration. has been elected Chairman of the Board. Other directors thus
foe chisel) are Paul M. Mazur, and Sylvester W. Muuldowny of Lehman Brothers.
bnnu.ers.
"The consolidated companies create what
is already the largest company doing an
exclusive tube business," said Mr. Tracy
.

today.

"They have five tube plants, located
at Chicago and at Newark, Hoboken and
Union City, N. J., with a total capacity
of from 75,000 to 100.000 tubes daily
far greater than any existing factory. All
these will now he co- ordinated and brought
under one management."
In addition to its reciprocal contracts
with It. C. A. by which each company is
licensed to use the tube patents of the
other, the National Union has entered into
an agreement with R. C. A. by which the
latter loans the new company $2.0110,000.
secured by notes. and receives in return
an option to buy 50.000 shares of stock
in the National Union within five years.
It is stated that this transaction has been
completed and that the new concern will
go ahead promptly in its merchandising
and advertising programs.
The It. C. A. contracts also give the
National Union all advantages as to tube
research in the Laboratories of the Radio
Corporation and of the General Electric
and Westinghouse companies, with which
it is affiliated. In addition, the new company will develop extensive laboratories of
its own for research and invention in the
tube field.
One million shares of common stock are
authorized by the new company's charter,
which was secured in Delaware. but only
400,901 will be issued at this time. As
this issue will he given a value of about
$40. the National Union will thus begin
operations with a capitalization of

-

516.000.000.

GENERAL

MANUFACTURING
MOVES

CO.

General Manufacturing Company
announce their removal to 8066 South
Chicago Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
The Gener.ii Mamufuchuring Company
are producers of GEN RAI. radio coils and
with their increased floor space, are now
in a position to supply radio manufacturers
and professional set builders with plain
and hank wound coils. screen -grid coils and
radio -frequency transformers of all types.
7'he General Ma nufneturing Company
make a specialty of coils wound with
"Litz" wire.
Tile

OXFORD INCREASES MANUFACTURING FACILITIES

'l'he Oxford Radio Corporation. formerly
Joy Kelsey Corp.. has been forced to again
increase their manufacturing facilities.
Having moved into their new plant on
May 1st, they immediately found that they
could not handle all the business being
placed with them for electrodynamic speakers so leased more space in June. Now,
with their customers increasing their set
production at such a rapid pace, the Oxford
Radio Corporation have leased their third
factory.
Production is now proceeding at the rate
of four thousand a day it Is stated.

GULBRANSEN EXTENDS
PLAN

C.

I. T.

The Gulbransen Company of Chicago has
recently announced completion of arrangements with Commercial Investment Trust
Incorporated (C. I. T.) whereby radio
dealers may receive financial aid in their
instalment selling. This represents an extension of the plan made with C. I. T. in
the early days of instalment selling as an
aid to Gulbransen piano dealers.
In general the finance plan worked out
by the two companies embodies a 90% advance to the dealer, low rates, and return
of the reserve upon linmidation. Furthermore. the dealer is allowed to make his
own collections. which permits him to
maintain his contact with the purchaser.

RADIO

ENGINEERS
LANGLEY

ELECT

Ralph II. Langley. director of engineering, Crosley Radin Corporation, will serve
as chairman of the Cincinnati Section of
the Institute of Radio Engineers during the
corning year. He wee elected on Sent. 16
at the annual meeting of the organization
in Cincinnati.

POLYMET STOCK SPLIT
Upon recommendation of the directors.
stockholders of Polymet Ma nu factum ring
Corporation at their first annual meeting
voted to increase the authorized capitalization of the company from 60.01)0 shares to
300.000 shares of no par value stock and
to split up the stock nt present outstanding 3 shares for 1. The shares will he
issmable to stockholders of record September 15. 1929.
Directors of the corporation vMod to
place the new stock on a $1.00 annual
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SERVICING
I

asset or
a liability to you?

A

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON TUBES

is it an

IT has been demonstrated time and
again since the Weston Model 547
Radio Set Tester was brought to perfection and put on the market that
radio servicing can easily be made
highly profitable. With this set tester
the service nat "s work is reduced
to a certainty. No more is it necessary for the service man to waste time
hunting for trouble. Model 547 gives
him the answer instantly. The speed
with which his work is accomplished
eliminates the cash loss occasioned by
waste of time and enables him to do
ten jobs in the same time it formerly
took him to do four. Furthermore,
his work is final, and there is no necessity for a return call.

i

FOR

TALKING
PICTURES

AND

ARE

TELEVISION

DEFINITE CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THIS NEW SCIENCE

EVEREADY RAYTHEON is at the front in
with both transmitting and retelevision
ceiving tubes of proved dependability and

...

-

Weston Model 547 is provided with
three instruments
all 3I/4" diameter
and furnished with Bakelite cases.
Carrying case, movable cover. panel and
fittings also are made of sturdy Bakelite.

ierOh
,
\IONEER/
SINCE 1888

I N STRIJM E `, TS

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORI'.
Newark, N. J.
612 Frelinghuysen Avenue

performance.
The Eveready Raytheon Foto -Cell is a long life transmitting tube for talking pictures,
made in several standard types. Also used in
television. Foto -Cells to special specifications
will be made at reasonable prices.
The Eveready Raytheon Kino -Lamp for
television reception is the first tube developed
commercially which will work with all systems. Its glow is uniform over the entire plate.
Its reproductive qualities are perfect, without the need of mirrors or ground glass. The
performance of each tube is carefully tested
in our laboratories.
Correspondence is invited from every one
interested in television and talking pictures.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
General Offices: New York, N. Y.
Unit of Union Carbide

z,

s

'

and Carbon Corporation

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON
TRADE MARK
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basis, payable 25 cents quarterly. the first
dividend to be distributed October 1, 1929,
to stockholders of record September 18.
This rate is equivalent to $3.00 a share on
the old stock on which $2.50 has been
paid.
At the same time, the directors, in addition, voted to initiate stock dividends on u
4 per cent annual basis, payable 1 per
cent quarterly,, the first payment to be
made January 1, 1950 to stockholders of
record December 20, 1929.
The board of directors of the company.
re- elected b¢. the stockholders, is constituted as follows:
Carl L. Sehnddt, Edmund J. Sampler,
Otto l'teinetdau, Foster t:, Smith. .fudge
Hadley Ilowd, Otto l'aschkes and Nathaniel
Greene.

The Committee also favorably received
plans by Mr. Arthur Moss, of New York,
to interest the youths of the country in
radio.
Iton. John W. Van Allen, of Buffalo,
General Counsel for the Association, was
present at the meeting and outlined some
of the legal aspects of the merchandising
work. William Alley, Merchandising Manager of the Association, was instructed to
carry on the work of the Merchandising
Division in strict accordance with State
and National laws pertaining to distrlbutinn problems.

U. S. RADIO AND TELEVISION

CORP. REPORT

PREDICTS BRISK RURAL RADIO
SALES THIS FALL
Promising an early announcement of entirely new and relined battery- operated
radio sets. E. A. Nicholas. Vice -President
of the Radio- Victor Corporation of America,
now predicts a brisk trade this fall in the
heretofore neglected rural or farm radio
market, in addition to the excellent prospects in the metropolitan and suburban
markets catered to by socket power receivers.
"Although the radio industry has rightfully and wisely concentrated on the socket
power radio' field during the past three
years," states Mr. Nicholas, "it has long
been evident that the farm or rural radiq
market was being sadly neglected. Engineering staffs have been busy evolving the
necessary a -c. vacuum tubes. rectifiera and
circuits for successful socket -power operation. in an effort to provide ideal radio reception for some 10,000.000 American
homesequipped with electric light wiring.
But now. with our a -c. and d -c. socket
power radio technique highly developed and
stabilized. we have turned to the task oft
perfecting the battery radio set. As IS
result of concentrated engineering effort$
during the past e,igltt months, we are about,
to announce, new and practical battery -operated radio; sets which will bring to the
unwired home many of the advantages heretofore confined solely to the wired home."
-

As a result of the complete reorganization of U. S. Radio & Television t'orporation by Don M. Compton, Vice -President
and General Manager, the corporation is
currently running at a profit and is making
a rapid reduction of inventories and accounts payable. Inventories have been reduced more than $1.000,000. According to
Mr. Compton, time company definitely has
turned the corner and within :30 to On
days will begin to reflect economies the
new management has introduced.
The corporation has developed an entirely new line of radio sets which went
into production the first of this month.
according to Don M. Compton, Vice- l'resident and General Manager.

NEW JENKINS & ADAiR PLANT
The office and factory of Jenkins & Adair,
Inc:, are moving to a new and strictly
modern one -story plant, located nt 3333
Belmont Ave., Chicago.
The new building will provide manufacturing facilities far superior to those which
the Company has had since its inception
six years ago. The new plant will also
permit a substantial increase in production.

The New England States are handled by
the Gerber Sales Company, 94 Portland
Street, Boston, Massachusetts.
Gil Stadeker, long in the automotive
gante as a manufacturer. and who is known
to every automotive jobber in the country.
is located in Chicago, and covers northern
Illinois, northern Indiana, and eastern
Wisconsin.
The F. T. Reuter Company, of Kansas
City, serves the trade in Missouri, Kansas. Iowa, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas,
Louisiana. and western Tennessee.
The entire state of Michigan is traversed
regularly by J. D. Palmerlee.
Jobhers in Colorado. Wyoming and Utah
look forward to the visits of Paul Douden
of Denver.
Jobbers in Kentucky are rapidly falling
in line, under the guidance of A. W. Marshall. of Louisville, who has been serving
electrical supply houses in that territory
-

for many years.

NEW CECO DISTRIBUTORS
E. T. Maharin, vice -president in charge
of sales of CeCo Manufacturing Co., Inc..
Providence, R. I., announces the appointments of two Chicago firms as distributors
of CeCo tubes. The Sheridan Auto Fupply
Company, of 3921 Sheridan Road and the
Siegel Electrical Supply Company. of 130
North Clinton Street, are the new

appointees.

FOREIGN
EXPERT
HANDLING
EXPORTS FOR ARCTURUS
Walter A. Coogan, B. Sc. from Columbia,
lias taken over the management of export
sales for the Arcturus Radio Tube Company of Newark, N. J. Coogan. who is
the brother of A. G. Coogan of the export
department of Atwater -Kent, was with the
Baldwin Locomotive works for ten years,
specializing in foreign sales advertising,
and as the Philadelphia Manager for India.
Burma and Ceylon.

.

RADiO-VICTOR

LOFTIN AND WHITE SELL GROUP
OF PATENTS TO R. C. A.
Edward IL, Loftin, representing the
Loftin -White Laboratory of New York City,
has announced that he has recently completed the details of a sale to the Radio
Corporation of America of a large group
of radio patents and applications of himself and S. Young White. his associate
in the Loftin -White Laboratory.
-

The new Jenkins and Adair plant,
in Chicago.
The basis of the business of Jenkins &
Adair is the production of special transformers and retard coils. condenser transmitters, broadcast and recording amplifiers,
making controls and gain controls.

RMA TO MAKE STUDY OF ADVER=

TISING COSTS
One of the first major problems to be
attacked by the newly- established Merchandising Department of the Radio Manufacturers' Association, will be an analysis of
the manufacturers' advertising costs. This
was decided at the first meeting of the
Merchandising Committee, held in New
York City, Friday, August 23d. under the
direction of Major Herbert H. Frost, Chairman of the Committee.
"The entire subject of the manufacturers' costs of doing business," Major
Frost said after the meeting. "Is one that
vitally concerns' every RMA member.
Advertising plays a very major part in
manufacturers' costs and the Committee
has decided that we need thorough and
comprehensive information as to the industry's advertising costs and advertising
practices.
"For instance, do we know what is the
proper amount of money we should spend
on the various types of advertising? Do
we know whether our advertising literature
should be given away or charged for at
cost? Do we know what are the proper
relationships between the dealer and jobber
on the one hand and the manufacturer on
the other. in regard to the proper apportioning of the advertising expenses?
"These and other questions concerning
advertising practices are ones on which it
was the Committee's opinion that information needs to be obtained."
meeting was well attended. and a
number of excellent suggestions as to the
work of the Merchandising Department
were made and approved.
Mr. Oscar Getz. of Fort Wayne. Ind.,
was appointed Chairman of a sub -committee
to work on plans, In cooperation with the
Broadcasting Committee. toward presentation of a monthly feature broadcast under
the auspices of the Association.

POOLE JOINS TRANSCONTINENTAL
Transcontinental Coil. Inc., announce the
appointment of Mr. William C. Poole as
Chief Electrical Engineer.
Mr. Poole has been associated, in an engineering capacity with many of. the foremost manufacturers in the radial business,
dating hack to the Federal -Brandes Corporation in 1923. and is consequently thoroughly in touch with the problems which
have arisen in radio design and service.
Mr. Poole will be in complete charge of
both the Laboratory and Inspection Department of Transcontinental Coil, Inc.

"THEREMIN"

The Radio- Victor Corporation of America
has begun preliminary production of the
first commercial models of the Theremin
"ether wave" musical instrument, which is
played by simply moving the hands in the
air above it. according to an announcement
by E. A. Nicholas, vice- president in charge
of the Rndioln Division of Radio -Victor.
Mr. Nicholas disclosed that the RCA has
acquired an option on the exclusive patent
rights from Professor Leon Theremin, the
young Russian scientist who invented the

instrument.

NEW DUOVAC DISTRIBUTORS
The Duovac Radio Tube Corporation announces that the Hudson -Ross Co. has been
appointed as exclusive distributor for Duovac tubes in the Chicago territory.
This is the first independent tube to be
handled by the Hudson -Ross organization.
Duovac sales will be under the personal
direction of Robert Himmel, President.
In the St. Louis territory, Duovac tubes
will be distributed by the Tiernan Stove
& Hardware Co., Shapleigh Hardware Co..
and the Electric Lamp and Supply Co.
The Indianapolis market, as well as the
South Rend area will be handled by the
Kruse Radio Corporation.

NEW KOLSTER CANADIAN

DISTRIBUTOR

Word has been received from Canada

GREENE OF POLYMET ELECTED
BANK DIRECTOR

that the Columbia Phonograph Company,
Limited, of Montreal, one of the best known
distributing houses in Canada and makers

At a meeting of the stockholdere held
September 11th, Nathaniel C. Greene, vice president, secretary and treasurer of the
Polymet Manufacturing Corporation, of
829 East 134th Street, New York City,
was elected to the hoard of directors of
the Fort Greene National Bank of Brooklyn.
Mr. Greene is also vice -president and
treasurer of the Strand and Sweet Company of Winstead, Conn.

of Columbia records in the Dominion, has
become the representative of Kolater Radio
for the province of Quebec. This well established organization is expected to increase materially the sales of Kolster products in eastern Canada. The appointment
was made by Canadian Brandes. Limited.
the Canadian subsidiary of the Kolster

NEW VAN HORNE REPRESENTATIVES
Recent appointments made by D. M.
Kasson, President of the Van Horne Tube
Company, of Franklin, Ohio, are of interest
to many in the industry. The following'
set-up ingores national distribution for Van
Horne Tubes this year, according to Kaman.
R. R. Bean serves the trade in the

The value of a house organ as a means
of keeping in closer touch with its dealers
has been realized by the Philadelphia Storage Battery Company with the appearance
of Volume One, Number One of the "Philco
News."
The new house organ is a sixteen -page

Radio Corporation.

"PHILCO NEWS" MAKES
APPEARANCE

Pacific Northwest. and in British Columbia.

publication copiously illustrated with sales
photographs and copies of advertising layouts used in Philco's national advertising
campaign.
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IF

you are
either selling
or buying
British Radio
and Gramophone goods,
"The Wireless

eQuality
evoàil
Tubes
QUICK HEATING

- -

Instantaneous
no
but close to it.
And the programs come in clear as a
bell, and free from all hum, crackle or
buzz. Tremendous undistorted volume
more than you need
producing
an unequalled fidelity of tone, even
under a full load.

-

-

Incredible sensitivity with hair -line
selectivity, giving accurate and natural
reproductions of programs from stations never heard before.
Sturdy and rugged construction, built
to withstand the shocks and knocks of
every-day use.
Televocal Tubes are standard equipment with many leading set manufacturers, and progressive dealers have
learned that sales are quicker and
easier with Televocals in their sets.

All Televocals are absolutely uniform.
Endless tests and inspections

Export Trader"
is your first and
finest means of
contact with the
British Marke t
and British Manufacturers.

make them all twins.
Televocal Tubes are made in all standard types.

TELEVOCAL CORPORATION
Televocal Building
Dept. C -10
588 -12th St., West New York, N. Y.
No. AC 224 Screen Grid

IT

insure

their high standard of quality and

gives you first hand information as to the

trend of the British Radio and Gramophone
Trades, the design of receivers and components
and the vogue in eliminators, speakers, constructors kits, gramophones and records, with independent tests and expert opinions on their selling values.
"The Wireless Export Trader" is published
on the first of the month. Can we mail
you a free specimen copy?

Publishers & Proprietors:

The TRADER PUBLISHING Co., Ltd.,
Salisbury Sq., Fleet St.,
London E.C.4., England
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NEW IIAM11IARLUND PRODUCTS
Complete units for the tutdio and radio
channels. separate audio units as well as
many special r -1. components for sereengrid receivers have Just been brought out
by the Il:uu11tarinud Manufacturing Company. Ise., 124 West acrd Street, New
York City.

R -F. Amplifiers
'rho nett poets Include a three stage
radio -frequency band tiller designed to
work into n sereeu -grid milt, Ilequenev null
plifier a three stage screen grid radio-frequency amplitler luth a shielded polarized
radio- frequency choke: at group of andin
amplifying apparatus
which
includes
straight tutti push -pull transformers. and a
power supply fur the receiver as well as
for a pair of -45 tubes. tills containing
a specially designed 'timer transformer.
Voltage divider, condenser block and choke
-

:

:

unit.

The three -stage band filter unit. RS -S.
is a completely mired and tu ssembled three
stage band filter pre- selector tuning unit.
eontaining a utatr11ed .note.¡ mt'. three-gang
Battleship Mid line condenser housed lit an
aluminum shield. and a set of three special
radio-ireque11c tiller coils, each enclosed
in a copper enu. 'Phis unit nll'nrds absnlule Iltl tep lotting. producing at pure

To further prevent feedback and permit
greater luuplitirntiou. there Is the aluminum
serres -gr tad tube shield. TS. 'l'he control
grid outlet which protrudes through t he
top of the shield is protected with a soit
rubber grommet. This prevents vibration
as will its areideulal shorts.
It is designed
for use with subpanel sockets.

Audio and Potter Transformers
The first stage audio -frequency trawls
former. .\M.2. has a ratio of 1 VF, to I,
whit the ratio of Ihr push 111111 input transformer. .%F-4. is 2 to I. oti ,arta side,
The primaries of both transformers are
ver> large.
This ronpld with the use of
rcnled Inudnatioos grouped in a special
way itilo 11tiusu:lly largo torrs permits oat
1.01.111 111111111111.110 011 I na11
is low as 40 cycles
In as high as -I.S,iui 1't ell's.
I Ise
ul the ont 11uÌ ra nsforulers. :\l" -\l.
is all nng10111111, 11atchilg unit designed to
111ät,11
-474
t
lo magnet i, speakers.
while the other AI, I1. works directly into
the moving coil of a dynamic speaker. 'rids
unit takes the place of the impedance
matching transformer usually supplied with
the speaker. The large cores o1 treated
1

l

radio -frequency signal l'or end rance into
the r -f. and a -f. amplifying channels. it is
claimed.
The companion unit of the ISS -3 is the
three-stage screen -grid r-1'. amplifier. Ill" -a.
also completely wired
111111
nssrntbied.
'This also romains a matched leoni mt'.
three-gang Battleship \I idline condenser.
enclosed in :at 101111111111111 1111 with pn Pli
thins shielding each condenser. and three
matched r -f. coils in separate copper cants.
each can also containing a shielded r
The r -f. nuit whirl' feels into the
choke.
detector also contains at metallized grid
leak and mira condenser.
Roth the BS-3 atul Ill" a nuits are tested
and sealed before leaving the factory.

laminations tchieh are ghee used here, prevent current sat tiratii, !bus att,ird i ug true
energy t raaster.
:111
these transformers are enclosed in

enamelled steel cases with pigtail terminal
lends l'or sub base connection.
PS -45. consists
'11110 power sri ppty unit.
of a pair of :;11_hrury chokes and of t high
voltage traislonu,rr. with a Ill) Volt primary. Inppel at Sil cults for use with a
voltage regulator. The high voltage sectary has ail output of 750 is rated at
'There
WO mils, and is renter tapped.
is also a .-volt. 2 ampere center tapped
a iudiug for snppl) -ing filament Voltage to
volt. :t ampere center
an -SO tube: a 2
lapped winding for the filaments of it pair
of -411 tubes. and it 2i, -volt. '-ampere
winding l'or the heaters of live -24 or -27
tubes.
Continuous operation at the rated Output
without overheating is assured because of
the use of exceptionally large cores of
t realel
laminations. and heavy wire,

Voltage Divider and Condenser Block
The Voltage divider. It II M-50. consists of
a ta_buluu Ur:th. d ,m :unlled wiry wound

resistor conservatively rated at all watts.
It is wound on n 'l'a In. diameter Vitreous
tithe. i in, long. and is aeeurately tapped
at s740. :not. 211111 and 2:175 ohms.
The filter condenser block. l'ilQ -ao. lias

seven eou41cnser vet ions consisting of a
2 ni f. condenser rated at run volts. a 4 tnf.
rnndenser rated at Soo Volts. a 2 ml'. cnndrnS,r ruled at 11111 Volts, a ouf. condenser
rated at afro Volts. I ntf. condenser rated
at 4u0 c011s and a pair of I lift'. ,nudensers.
each ratted ut 2410 volts. l'Ig tail leads are
11m11ó0ó for sub -base ,ou11rcI ions.
1

SPARTON ANNOUNCES IM:.
MODELS
To meet a 410liulte 41,IU11111i ill litany
metropolitan cities. The Sparks \Pit Iiigtou
pally nn11orinces that \lodels :cal :and
V. ur a -c. cir°111 are avoilablr in either
cuits without extra cost. This nuuonnrcinept ens rerive41 with 11111011 enthusiasm
list rilttt ors it oil I sealers. in
by Spartan
theft of the tart that there is no prier

l'

41

R.F. Choke
The shielded choke. SI'('. is housed in
an aluminum shell and is polarized. The

I

In Some riches the d V. areas
difference.
coyer largo :uud rich markets tcbirh heretofore have been closed to Spartan Dealers.
The d V. models are ready for immediate
del iVerV.

polarization. together with the choke's
high tndnctniite and low distributed capacity permits a total absence of an external 1144141. it is said. preventing feedback
and consequent receiver instability.

New
Hammarlund
products.
Left:
Above: Audio transformer.
Right: Screen -grid
r -f. choke.
tube shield and below, radio frequency amplifier unit.
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Wind your

coils the `1`7

merican " way

It means Economy and Efficiency'.
The positive control of the "American" Electric Drive assures slow
or quick starting and stopping.
Equipped with motors from i/6
H.P. upward.
Some of the leading Radio Manufacturers are now using our equipment and are getting better results
than ever before. The many repeat
orders we receive bear this out.
Write for free demonstration at
your factory.

AMERICAN SAFETY TABLE CO., Inc., Reading, Pa.

r

Manufacturers of high production
radio tubemaking equipment
Automatic Exhaust Machines
Automatic Hot Cut Flare Machines

An Accurate Resistor
5 ohms to 5,000,000 ohms
The Super Akra -Ohm Resistor, wire wound, has been
designed with the primary thought of commercial
acceptability. In order to insure an accuracy of I
and permanency of calibration, it is manufactured
by a special process (patent pending).

BULLETIN NO. 62
which fully describes the use of the Super Akra -Ohm
Resistor as a Voltage Multiplier, also contains the first
complete chart for the employment of accurate resistors
with microammeters and milliammeters. The Super Akra
Ohm Resistor is also especially recommended for use as
Laboratory Standards. High Voltage Regulators, Telephone
Equipment and Television Amplifiers, and Grid and Plate
Resistors. etc.
Send Now for your copy of
this useful Bulletin

v

i1itres§Pdkeamo

otccunafe
pi Ia

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES

1

Q'®Ilinytiale,

Pe.

Also Manufacturers of the

Baach International Compound
High Vacuum Pumps
Call upon us for assistance in solving problems of tube production and
engineering.

Write Us.

International
Machine Works, Inc.

RORIROIt10t
WIRE *0O110

RESISTORS

527 -529 Thirty -Second St.
Union City, New Jersey
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NEW PACENT PICKUPS, MOTOR,
AND PHONOTROL AUTOMATIC
CHANGEOVER SWITCH AND
ADAPTOR
The Pacent Electric Co. announce three
new models of the I'acent Phonovox electric pickup, specially designed to give
maximum efficiency with new model, all electric, screen -grid receivers. The new
series 106 Super Phonovox models embrace
a number of improvements to secure the
utmost quality and volume from electrically
recorded records when played through the
modern power amplifier or radio receiver.
The new type changeover switch gives
an instant change from radio to record
entertainment by merely turning a single
knob. No electric connection changes are
required when going from one to the other.
Formerly, it was necessary to change cer-
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DUBILiER REPLACEMENT BLOCKS
The widespread popularity gained by the
first Dubllier replacement condenser block
for Majestic receivers has lead the Dubllier
Condenser Corporation of New York to design a number of new models for replacement use in different types of sets and
power supply outfits. These new models
are as follows:
PL-1223, for use in Majestic I3- eliminators,
super -B and Master-It models.
PL-1737, for use in Majestic B- eliminators,
and special Master -It models.
I'I -1309, for use in 1928 Majestic set using
the 171 tube.
PL-1765, for use in 1928 -9 Majestic power
units using the 250 tube.
PL -1766, for use in 1929 Majestic power
units using the 245 tube.
PL-1761, for use in Stewart Warner and
Mohawk units built by Majestic.
These replacement blocks incorporate the
usual Ilubilier features, namely. increased
paper insulation. extra large safety factor,
and exceptionally long life. The blocks
come ready for installation- being equipped
with soldering lug connections.

NEW KINKS SPRAYING UNIT

The Pacent Phonotrol Adapter.

tain connections.

The Phonotrol adaptor.
used with the new changeover switch, fits
easily over the prongs of the 5 -prong type
detector tube. It was designed to meet
the demand for a device which would give
better results and greater volume with
new type receivers using 5- prong, a-c. detector, and screen -grid tubes.
The new 106 Phonovox are announced as
having a greatly Increased frequency coverage, from 50 to 8,000 cycles, which more
than covers the range of commercial phonograph records. Special English 36 per
cent cobalt magnets, accurately counterbalanced tone arm giving exact needle
pressure and minimum wear of records.
elimination of all rubber bearings and fold back hinge for easy needle changing are
among the features of the new Pacent
pickups.
The new type electric phonograph motor
is specially designed with the requirements
of radio -phonograph combinations in mind,
where elimination of sparking and all vibration, is of paramount importance. The
Pacent motor is of the squirrel cage induction type, and is completely insulated
against noise. There are no commutators
or brushes, and consequently no radio interference. It has unusually high starting
and running torque.

The Rinks Manufacturing Company, 3114
Carroll Avenue, Chicago, announces the
completion of an all purpose utility spray
painting and finishing outfit, known as the
links New hurley Unit.
This outfit is being manufactured on a
large production basis for general utility
work such as touching up, refinishing, repainting, and lacquering practically any
product within an organization.
It is a complete unit equipped with a
full size quart all metal container and a
New Rinks Pressure Cup Spray Gun supplying an atomized flat spray four inches in
width.
The air conpressor unit is belt -driven
and connected to a i/4 H.P. General Electric
motor. This tumult has a capacity of 2.16
cubic feet of air per minute.
The outfit is sturdily constructed. A rib
cast iron air container is mounted between
the motor and the compressor on a pressed

markably little change in either throughout
the broadcast frequency band.
The tone quality is exceptionally fine
even at very high volume. This is due to
the use of a resistance- coupled first audio
stage ahead of the push -pull power stage,
combined with a radically new detector
circuit. This detector circuit utilizes two
27 tubes, the first as a true two
-element
rectifier. and the second to perform the
amplifying function of the detector.
The automatic volume equalizer reduces
fading and to a large extent equalizes the
volume of strong and weak stations to the
level for which the manual volume control
is set. It also prevents overloading of the
amplifier tubes and resultant distortion on
strong local stations.
Model No. 95 has two 45 tubes in
push -pull which deliver an enormous undistorted volume through the speaker.
There are four controls on the panel:
volume control, tuning knob, local -distance
switch and power switch.
Chassis No. 95 will be supplied in the
Table Model and Lowboy, Highboy and
Highboy Deluxe cabinet models. It will
have the new matched Philco electrodynamic speaker. The ten -Inch cone of this
new speaker is of moisture -proof seamless
fabric. In the furniture models the Philco
Acoustic Equalizer will be used, thereby
preventing undesirable cabinet resonance.

JEFFERSON NO. 371 REPLACEMENT TRANSFORMER
A new low -priced universal replacement
audio transformer No. 371 for a-c. or d -c.
sets, has been announced by Jefferson Electric Company, 1500 South Laflin Street,

Chicago.

Illllllnllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

The

new

Jefferson
ReNo. 371

placement
Transform-

er.

1111111111111111111111,1111111111111 11111

New Binks Spraying Unit.
metal base all of which is mounted on rubber feet. The cylinder and base are cast
in block of seasoned grey iron and accurately machined.
Ten feet of rubber covered electric cord.
attachment plug. and ten feet of durable
braided rubber air hose are attached to the
outfit.
The Binks New Hurley Unit is complete
ready for use upon delivery.

NEW PHiLCO SET
Philco radio has put into production a

It is small and compact, measuring only
1ÿ'i" high, 2%" wide and 2" deep and will
fit under or over the sub -base. It can be
mounted vertically or horizontally, having
brackets on sides. ends. top and bottom,
and will replace the old transformer without the necessity of redrilling the holes.
Made of the best material throughout,
it will replace the most expensive transformers, yet Its price is so low that it may
be used in the cheapest sets.
Two types of connection are supplied
lugs and flexible silver leads. The leads
need not be tinned for soldering. Their

-

convenient length eliminates splicing extra
wire for longer connections. Whichever
connection Is not used may he snipped off.
The lugs may he bent over to fit under subbase, if necessary.
The No. 371 gives full amplification without distortion. which assures real reproduction of voice and instrument. List price
$2.25 each.

new model chassis known as No. 95, involving a new circuit and a number of
highly important features which have been
developed in their research work on screen -

grid tubes.
Pacent Super Phonovox Pickup.
The new motor operates equally well on
either 59 or 60 cycles, 110 v., a -c.
Pacent has also introduced a complete
new line of power amplifiers in assembled
form. They are unusually compact units.
housed in sturdy metal cases. Tube
sockets are left in readily accessible position outside the housing. while all other
parts are encased to keep out dust and
prevent possibility of shock at high voltage points.
In addition to the new Phonovox pickups, the electric motor. and the amplifier
line, Pacent has introduced a new line of
small size transformers, including power.
output and push -pull types. The Electrovox, a complete pickup and turntable unit
for reproducing records through the radio
set, gives the owner of a good radio receiver, results obtainable only with the
high priced phonoradio combinations.

Model 95 is a nine tube (including rectified a -c. screen -grid receiver with automatic volume control. There are five radiofrequency circuits. These include double
tuning of the antenna input to the first
screen-grid tube followed by two more
screen-grid tuned stages and then an untuned detector input.
The following tubes are used:
3 Pcreen Grid UY 22.4 Tubes in the Radio
Frequency Amplifier
1 UY 227 Detector Tube
1 UY 227 Detector Amplifier Tube
1 UY 227 First Audio Tube
2 UR 245 Power Tubes in Push -Pull
1

UR 280 Rectifier Tube.

One of the most important things in this
receiver is the tact that a double -tuned
antenna circuit is used ahead of the first
screen -grid tube. thus eliminating one of
the fundamental difficulties common in
other screen -grid receivers, namely, "cross
talk." The four balanced tuned circuits
together with new design features in the
radio-frequency transformers give the
utmost selectivity and sensitivity with re-

The new semi -soft rubber connector plug, with 4 or 5 prongs,
manufactured by The National Co.,
Malden. Mass.
Can be used for
connecting a chassis or dynamic
speaker to power pack, etc.
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ENGINEERING FACTS HAVE A UTILITY VALUE

When Audions get the

"THIRD
DEGREE"
WHAT ABOUT
QUICK ACTING TUBES

I

by GEORGE LEWIS, Vice-President
ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE COMPANY

tube manufacturer emphasizes speed. You hear of 5- second
tubes, 3- second tubes, and occasionally of
tubes that operate "instantaneously."
Yet every engineer knows that tubes
can be too quick to be practical. In judging tubes on a basis of speed, keep these
few facts in mind:
'TODAY every

De Forest engineers demand closer tolerances
for De Forest Audions than those required by
any other radio tube manufacturer. The
characteristics of every Audion must come

within the rigid tolerances established for that
particular type before it reaches your hands.
That is why De Forest Audions invariably
meet the high standards of performance
demanded by radio engineers.

For 23 years De Forest Audions have set the
world's standard. They contain less than one
fifteenth the air pressure of other standard
makes, being evacuated to one micron (one
millionth atmospheric pressure). In design
and construction, De Forest Audions insure
longer life and more uniform standards of
performance.

-no matter what their brand
name-are made by license arrangement
under De Forest -owned patents but only
De Forest Audions are made to such rigid
specifications that they are worthy of bearing
the name of the inventor.
All radio tubes

DE FOREST RADIO CO., JERSEY CITY, N. J.

AUDIONS
1906 -1929

The operating speed of a tube is governed by the
thermal lag of its heated elements. This can easily be
varied. It is a simple matter to construct a tube that
heats to the point of operation in 5 seconds or less.
But there is a direct relation between quick action
and long life. Excessive speed can only be obtained by
sacrificing durability.
In designing Arcturus Tubes, hundreds of tests
'vere made to determine the ideal relationship between
operating time and long life. 10- second, 7- second,
even 3- second tubes were built. Laboratory tests
proved that a 7-second tube could deliver thousands
of hours of satisfactory reception. But tubes that
brought in programs in less than 7 seconds had
various objectionable features.
That is why Arcturus Tubes act in 7 seconds instead of 5 seconds or less. And if you keep a record
of the service of Arcturus tubes you will find that we
have combined quick action with remarkably long life,
producing a tube of high efficiency in every feature.
This all- around performance has given Arcturus
Blue Tubes an enviable reputation throughout the
radio industry.

S
RCTUW
TUBES
BLUE toN
LIFE

ARC7 URUS RADIO
I,.

COMP AN)

",

N. J.
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Stupakoff

173

for

SCORE

High Dielectric Strength

CYLINDRICAL. FLAT AND CLOVER LW TUNS
xi rN TWO "IMEE AND EOUN .IOV

gas,

chemically

in-

rt, strong, tough,
and resist deformation and thermal
shocks.
We manufacture and
carry IN STOCK
about 600 SIZES of
refractory porcelain
tubing, from .015"
O. D. to 2" O. D.,
and from 1:16' to
48" long.

Very ac-

curate
dimensions
are assured.
We would be glad
to know your special needs, and confer with you on
them.
Catalog and prices
on

request.
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Coil Design is different from that

Audio Transformers are built differently, as well.
So Magnetic Leakage, and self and mutual capar.
ity are reduced to an absolute n 'mum ... no compound is used.
Ask any unbiased, really informed engineer. He
will tell you that Ferranti Audio transformers are
used whenever the finest attainable reproduction is
demanded.
A. F. 5 Audio Transformer
514
Ferranti O. I'.M. -C series Output Transformers 616
There are 27 different Ferranti Transformers for
every audio need.
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Refractory Tubing
Continuous exposure
to temperatures over
3000° F. has no
effect on
'Stupakoff" tubes.
They
are impervious to

w

Ind uet linee of
SCORE 1 mary
henries with mill D.C.

e9 II l'ae

aON

'I'lu'n inn ix on
dra ter. Write um

4.5 & 3.5

Ira of an Ih ra n afnrrn urn.
I ERR:IX l'i front your
if kc will nut aupplo you.

STUPAKOFF LABORATORIES,Inc.
6627

Hamilton Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

INC.
130 W. 42nd St., Desk 710, New York, N. Y.

We also manufacture pure alumina, magnesia, zirronia tubing.
Extreme high melting pone, and chemical stability of these should
be looked into by you.

Special Advisory
Service

p

1

ARMOR
RADIO TUBES

,`
1

,

PE R R Y

M A N Engineers now
offer you a confidential advisory
service which will save worry
and expense. You may repose absolute trust in the unbiased report of
this research board. At your disposal
is their comprehensive experience
and the extensive facilities of

Guarantee d-

pRM1

Perryman Laboratories.
The men who will solve your
"knotty" problems are the same en-

I

gineers who conceived, developed
and perfected the Perryman Radio
Tube with the Patented Perryman
Bridge and Tension- Spring.
Submit your problem in writing, giving complete details.
Your letter
will receive our immediate attention.
The recommendation of our laboratories will be forwarded to you
within one week.

Y MAN;
ER.R
TUBES
RADIO
LaDuratori,s

P

The Tube
with the

1

Patented
Perryman

Bridge

-A!!

Pt

NM :.11
n vi

;

I

I

Standard Types

Armstrong Electric Co.
Factory:

187 -193 Sylvan Ave.. Newark,
N.

and Plant

Hudson Boulevard. North Bergen, N. J.

\\!/

"

..

.

Sales Office:

5

J.

Union Square, New York

,

,t,/
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LONG LIFE
AND SUSTAINED VOLTAGE
PRECISION BUILT
VACUUM TUBES
territories .i
live wire dit
tributors and jobbers foi
this complete line of
radio tubes which was
introduced to the trade
last month at the Radio
World's Fair. A national
advertising campaign will
Desirable
open to

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON
B -H TUBE

sales. and precision manufacture guar-

accelerate
antees

a

minimum

of

service calls.

Dealers!
Ask your distributor or jobber for information about the
Dilco Dealer's
Profit -Sharing Prop -

DILCO RADIO CORP.,
Harrison, New Jersey

Type B -H -125 m. a. at 300 volts

THE

EISLER
ELECTRIC
SUPPLIES

the
independents of all climes
WITH DEPENDABLE

Rad io Tube Machinery
Ever since the tubent of Radio Tubes, Eisler Electric
has been the radio tube manufacturers' standard.
For, built in every Eisler Electric machine is the best
quality of material and finest
workmanship human skill can
produce.

Illustrated at the right, is the
Eisler Electric Spot Welder.
Thousands of these machines
are daily employed for assembling of radio tubes.

760 South Thirteenth St.

RECTIFYING TUBE
FOR

"B" ELIMINATORS

IONIZED HELIUM takes the place of a filament in the Eveready Raytheon B -H Tube.
This principle gives long life, efficiency and
reliability. Ionized helium supplies millions
of electrons a second-over and over.
Most "B" eliminators are designed and built
for this famous B -H tube, which is standard
in more than 100 makes. If you are using
such a unit, a new Eveready Raytheon B -H
Tube will make a surprising improvement.
Note to experimenters: If you require a
source of steady, powerful D. C., you will
find the B -H tube an efficient, heavy -duty
rectifier.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
General Offices: New York, N. Y.
Unit of Union Carbide

i,

and Carbon Corporation

No. 03-R

Eisler Electric Corporation
Successors to the Eisler

ORIGINAL GASEOUS

Engineering Co., Inc.

Newark N. J.

EvEREADv
RAYTHEON
TRADE MARKS

Pay.' ti,
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The Burt Reproducer for Talking Motion Pictures
Features
SYNCHRONOCS MOTOR DRIVE (110 or 220 volts, 50
or 00 cycles).
Prevents variation in speed

front variation In line voltage, or projection
load.
THE SUPER CELLS used require only two stages in
bead amplifier. hence less distortion.
EASE or THREADING. When running disk or silent.
the Sound-on -Film unit is not threaded. Sound on -Film threads as easily as through a I'owers
irate.
TURN TABLE IS ACCESSIBLE, being Up high at the
side of the machine.
iLtsy TO INSTALL. Installation can be made by
the ordinary operator, and wire man.
PROJECTOR MEAD is driven by its main drive gear
and is not required to drive any part of the
sound equipment.
(1) Motor Drive Shaft,
ONLY Times SHAFTS!
(2) Sound Filin Shaft, (3) Disk Table Shaft.
VARIABLE SPEED can be used for making schedule
by driving the bead off the Powers Motor, when
running silent. Change from synchronous drive
to variable speed drive requires about ten
seconds.
No UNIVERSALS-No

flexible couplings, flexible
shafts, or long unsupported shafts are used, as
these produce tremolo.
FIRE HAZARD IS DECREASED by use of this equipment. Failure of take-up does not cause film
to pile up in light.

Write for Bulletin No. 291
Manufactured by

R. C. BURT
Burt Reproducer

on Powers

SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES,
900 -904 East California St.,
Pasadena, Calif.

Projector

]ieJja'RM sco

FAHNESTOCK
Clip No. 57
for the

CONDENSERS

SCREEN -GRID TUBE

Meet All Modern Radio Requirements

.+saisi

i,`,e/ `l/
l`I?1a:111\.e

e,

This is our shielded
multiple condenser
for screen grid work.
It can be had in all
combinations with
or without dial assembly.

ceedingly

It

low

is exloss.

Patented

Provision is made for either soldering the wire or using
the Fahnestock spring -clip for making connection.

the right is
shown the DeJur

To

Amsco

Standard

Multiple

Condenser available in all

Write for samples and prices

combinations with
or without dial

FAHNESTOCK ELECTRIC CO.

assembly.

Long Island City, N. Y.

These products are designed, manufactured and tested with all
the skill and care that justifies their inclusion in the highest
priced equipment, and yet are manufactured with an efficient
economy that permits their use in moderate and even low

"World's Largest Manufacturer of Spring Clip Terminals"

priced receivers.

Write for Engineering Data and Working
Drawings. bend Us Your Specifications
and Let Us Quote. Samples on Request.

neJURJ MSCO COR.POR.ATION
Broome and Lafayette Ste., New York City

NATIONAL -HARRIS WIRE CO.
Seamless Nickel Tubing-Filament Ribbon

Nickel Wire (in Coils or Cut Lengths)
Pure Nickel Strip

Newark

New Jersey

l'age
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Built
to meet your own
specifications!

COMPOUND

MIXING CONTROLS
Types GM-10 and GM -2

Exactly the resistor you want-built to meet your
own requirements -with samples on their way to
you within 72 hours after we receive your specifications.

Our new Sample Department was planned for
just such rush jobs. We even forward samples by
air mail, if you prefer.
Tell us about the resistor you want. Well
be glad to make up samples for you.
The Compound Mixing Control above consists of a moulded
Bakelite drum 3" in diameter on which Is mounted two
wire -wound resistance windings, two contact arms rotating
as a unit making connection to the resistance elements.
The device is a simplified T type pad arranged to give
approximately constant load at any setting. 6'M -10 Mixers
are made for parallel operation in groups of three on 200
ohm circuits. Two or four units, however, can work successfully in parallel. Connections to telephone lines, low
impedance phonograph pickups and carbon microphones may
be made through our T -90 Mixing Transformer. Condenser
transmitters with 200 ohm output may be connected direct
to the Mixing Control.
The GM -2's are designed to operate three in series from
50 ohm input circuits to 200 ohm output circuits. Connections from 200 ohm circuits may be made through our T -10
Tra nsformer.

r h-,'
I

of

L

also carry a wide range
types and sizes in

stock.

Send for our catalog.

HARDWICK, HINDLE, INC.
Sales Dept..

Factory,

122

215 Emmet

Greenwich
Street.
New York

Street,
Newark,
N. J.

U. S. A. price, either type, f.o.b. Chicago, $12.50 each.

JENKINS & ADAIR, INC.
ENGINEERS
New Address: 3333 Belmont Ave., Chicaóo, U. S. A.

BUILT

1131ETTEFit

CONDENSERS AND RESISTORS

Moulded Mica Condensers
Standard for R. F. Circuits
TI

if: fact that moulded mica condensers,

as a class,

will

give best results in radio frequency circuits is universally
accepted as standard practice in engineering circles.
But to get best results- accuracy, minimum dielectric
losses and freedom from change under the influence of varying temperature, weather and chemical action -the capacity
unit must be carefully constructed, accurately measured and
securely sealed in its bakelite housing.
In Aerovox Moulded Mica Condensers -made in a variety
of shapes and sizes to suit the requirements of receiver
manufacturers and experimenters-only the best grade of
India Ruby Mica, pure tinfoil plates and high quality
bakelite are employed. The capacity of the elements is
pre -determined and accurately adjusted to the desired value,
the units are thoroughly impregnated and moulded in bake.
lite-safe against the action of time and weather.

Send for Complete Catalog
Complete specifications of all Aerovox units, including
filter, bypass and mica condensers, Pyrohm, wire -wound and
Lavite resistors will be sent free of charge on request.

AEROVOX WIRELESS CORP

o

r76 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

PRODUCTS THAT ENDURE

R ESISTURS

RJ

Mad i,r Engin,

'ce

CONDENSERS AND RESISTORS

Without A Doubt
The Most Complete Line of
Condensers óc Resistors

(1116ROTEL

ØVERNOR

JINTON

Pyrohm Heavy Duty
Edison Base Pyrohms
Tapped Pyrohms
Wire Wound Units
Grid Suppressors
Center-Tapped Units
Non-Inductive Lavite

Buffer Blocks
Socket Power

High Voltage
Transmitting

Bypass
"A" Power
Bakelite Moulded Mica

OPPOSITE l'E\.\SYL% \

and radio provisions.
General Manager

front

E. G.

s3.°°

KILL

The Aerovox Research Worker
a free monthly publication that
will keep you abreast of the latest
developments in radio. Your name
will be put on the mailing list free
of charge on request.
is

ROOX
- á.0

'AEROVOX WIRELESS CORP:

e

Roosts

with illustrations and detailed
descriptions may be obtained free

of charge on request.

STATION

sive of the grcale.t city. 1200
pleasant rooms each with Servidor, bath, circulating ice water

Resistoformer Kits
Resistor Mountings

A Complete Catalog

R. R.

New York's new howl truly expres-

Grid Leaks

Condenser
Interference Filters

31ST

STREET

76 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

7TMAVENUE
11ìifllJÍì IÇÎ

PRODUCTS THAT ENDURE
Test Them Yourself !

POWRAD CONDENSERS
i,
i..r six Years by
Irddiu_ r:nli m:wutal/Ilnrrs.
.urrrplr,. 1n11 quota/boo, ,
rryueul.

va
I

I

il

h:lrr br

6s
;p

I

Polcrad, Int.

s

121-133 Ingraham tit., Brooklyn, N. Y.

See Us

I

Don't Forget

I

The

ill the

CHICAGO RADIO SHOW

GROUP

Booth No. 32, Sec. HH

subscription

RADIO ENGIN FUZING

.Illfljir

Rate

ww w vv\.I\I

$1.00 a

J.*/
r

/

-

year
In groups of four

or more

ZasIL
JON

f

FASI

1424

Opens Aid- August
v York

BUILT BETTER

Filter Blocks

,riurl Or-lober,

=:r:_t; id/
& CO

FAST

3123 N. CRAWFORD AV CHiCAC.:

I
I

I
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CONDENSERS
of

nlllil

The Ideal Filler Block
The Potter Electrochemical Condensers are
characterized by proven durability. permanence
711114 snail bulk.
of eitpaeity value. Ii) energy
They are so t,.I Ont holly free from surge breakdnwn troubles due tu inherent .ell'- healing prop-

Meeting the Demands of
Modern Radio Construction

la

er( iew.

I)IHirables due 111 in sl nb il it y of dielectric dint
and esaporut fun rum mon 111 'wet' Is Pe con.
densers have been overt.
As a res n It of elaborate experiments. the Potter
Electrochemical C tenser ennsisls of at .ont poet
roll of prepared aluminum sheets separated by la
thin layer of organic dielectric forming ruait criad.
Absolutely nothing vuntai ining wader is employed
in the structure. MI there is nothing to eva purat e.
ugae0ns 111111
The chemical ingredients are
prepared
-by gnewopienlly. so that all troubles
formerly due Io presence of water in structure
of this class are :avoided.
The condensers 1114 nones like vous impregnated
r and foil condenser. Thun ally ahem heal type
The tosses are
condenser heretofore knout. n.
exceedingly small und lite r tenser will retain
a charge for an appreeluble time.
1

(Edelman Patents)
Quotation and engineering data upon
Write us at once.

United Scientific

Type B. T. Armored Condenser

These new type B. T. Armored Condensers meet all the rein. remenm
of tandem radio design and construction for precision, compactness
cost within the range of commercial set manufacturers.
and rigidity at
They possess many new and exclusive features that make them the
outstanding condensers of the year. Their compactness and shielded
construction make them the most convenient tuning units to be had

for Individual shielding work.
United Scientific Type R. T. Armored Condensers are made in single,
2 -gang,
3-gang. and 4-gang unite of .00035 mfd. capacity and lower.

request.

The Potter Co.
North Chicago, Illinois
A National Organisation at Your Service.

Write for Sample, Prices and Complete
Construction Details

United Scientific Laboratories, Inc.
New York city

117 Fourth Avenue

BRANCH

St. Louis
Chicago

OFFICES

Philadelphia
Boston
Cincinnati
Los Angeles San Francisco
Minneapolis
Canadian Offices: London, Ontario

GIBRALTAR
RADIO

TUBES
Factory : 187 Sylvan Ave., Newark, N. J.
Main Office: 5 Union Square, New York
Phone:

Algonquin 7257

QUALITY
full line of AC and DC TUBES
with full guarantee
TO LIVE SALES REPRESENTATIVES:
Some Metropolitan and U. S. Territories
Open. Apply to

THE

ENGINEERING
t:WAR5. N J

CO.

SPOT WELDING MACHINE
No. 60 -W
Its simplicity means practically trouble -proof. The
electrodes are adjustable and the contact points are

especially designed for radio tube work. Machine can
be operated from 110 to 220 volts. Users of our machines are our best references.
Send for catalog of radio tube machinery

THE ENGINEERING CO.
OF NEWARK, N. J.

GIBRALTAR RADIO SUPPLY CO.
5 Union Square, New York City

Mfrs. of Radio Tube Machinery

57 -59 Branford St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A.
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The American Electro Metal Corporation
OUR PRODUCT
IS WELL KNOWN FOR STANDARD

AND UNIFORM QUALITY

OUR WIRE
IS WOUND ON MOLDED SPOOLS OF

WHICH WE ARE THE ORIGINATORS

SPECIALISTS
IN

THE PRODUCTION OF MOLYBDENUM SHEET ACCORDING TO YOUR
SPECIFICATIONS

MOLYBDENUM PRODUCTS
Factory: Lewiston, Maine
Executive and Sales Offices

65 -67 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

I' 1119 1111111111IPUrml'tITIIP111IIImt111III

CROWE

Escutcheons

Your Radio can be only
as good as its speaker

91W111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!1111111111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111111u1111111111111111in IIIIIIIB1:1111111111111111111!11111111111111111NIIIIIIIII11111111

the Modern
Vogue
We have dies for stock shapes
of escutcheons and windows.
which may be utilized with
little or no die cost. Blue prints
of these dies will be submitted
upon request.

Crowe Production Methods assure Radio Manufacturers of
prompt deliveries and guarantee
the same careful attention to all
jobs, whether large or small
runs.
The escutcheon shown above is coin embossed. We
produce a great variety of etched escutcheons.
When comparatively small runs are required or where
changes in names are necessary for jobbers and dealers,
also

the use

of

"The

Speaker of the Year"

Perfect your reception with

a

WRIGHT -DeCOSTER REPRODUCER
Write Department "F" for descriptive folder of
chassis and different cabinet models.

etched escutcheons is advised.

CROWE NAME PLATE
1

TS

MANUFACTURING

75 0 Grace Street, Chicago, Illinois

CO.

WRIGHT -DeCOSTER, Inc.
St. Paul, Minnesota
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or

SPEED
in VACUUM
PRODUCTION
To meet lowering tube prices your
costs can be cut by increasing speed
of pumping. Only one vacuum unit
permits the increased speed needed
this season without sacrificing that
greatest insurance of good tubes
a vacuum below one micron. Megavac makes better tubes in a shorter
time.

-

for automatic machines, the

Triple Unit- liters
per
140
capacity
minute, vacuum under one
$Gnu
micron, price
Genco Mega rae

Ask for the Cenco Pump Book

`High Vacuum Engineering."

-

COMPANY
CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC
ST., CHICAGO
460 E. OHIO

FELT
ALL KINDS CUT
READY TO USE
Speaker Felt Cushions,
Cabinet Packing Felt,
Cabinet Conveyer Felt,
Acoustical Felt,
Felt Washers, Gaskets

Western Felt Works
4029 4133 Ogden Ave.

CHICAGO
NEW YORK, BOSTON, CLEVELAND
DETROIT, ST. LOUIS, SAN FRANCISCO

C7f.eneraÌ.C7teltinq
44444
CTUREP

00,

anilf9.c

EMETALO.ITMCOGIa/.nT
3070 -82 W. Grand Ave., Ch ergo, III.

-ART BRONZE-

ESCUTCHEONS
Simple or intricate formations. Excellent
facilities in our large and modern plant

NAME
PLATES
Dials

Wave Bands
Various etched
metal products
and specialties
Send us
your inquiries
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REGISTERED

RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS

We Offer Big Bargains on
Nationally -Known Products!

WHOLESALE PRICES on nationally -known merchandise!
Biggest discounts on standard equipment. TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS. Everything shown in our newest 1930 Catalog
-just out! Nothing to compare With it! Immediate
personal service on all your orders.

all types

LAFAYETTE SCREEN

SCREEN GRID
COILS
PLAIN and
BANK WOUND

SENSATION:
The
1930
Lafayette Screen -Grid
Radio Set is the sensation pf the
field. we offer you an opportunity
to sell this tremendously popular
receiver to people who want the
finest in radio. Most liberal discounts to dealers and agents.
Because of the tremendous demand
for the Lafayette it sella at a price
A

amazingly

low.

WITH

"LITZ" WIRE

MANUFACTURING

30 -Day Free Trial!
The 1030 Lafayette has every new
feature of radio construction.
All Electric

Volume

Screen.Grid
Selectivity
245 -Push Pull Amplification
Illuminated Single Dial Control
Clearest Reception of Any Set on the
Market!
30 Different Cabinet Models. Finest
custom -huilt work. And -A 30 -Day
Free Trial on Every Lafayette Set.
Unconditionally Guaranteed!

1930 am*

GET YOURS FREE -MAIL COUPON
DEALERS-AGENTS-Mail the coupon below AT ONCE for
your FREE copy of the new 1930 Wholesale Radio Service
Catalog.
See our money -saving bargains- beautifully reproduced in color. Over 200 pages of big specials. You buy
under our "Satisfaction or money back guarantee." Get your
copy to -dry. Rush coupon!

Coils Wound To Specification

GENERAL

NEWEST

GRID RECEIVER

CO.

8066 South Chicago Arc., Chicago, Ill.

Mail to:
36 Vesey

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE COMPANY
Street. Dept. B -I8. New York City

Name

Street
Town

LITZ
WIRE
10 Strand No. 38

Single and Double
Silk and Cotton
manufactured and sold by

RADIO WIRE CORP.
6629 So. Central Park Ave.

Chicago, Ill.

Simply Using Screen Grid Tubes
Means Nothing

They Must Be Used Properly

W. P. LEAR
Screen Grid Specialist
offers you and your engineers his services and experience on Screen Grid
Problems.

3554 W. 66th Pl.

Chicago, Ill.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 24, 1912, OF RADIO ENGINEERING.
Published monthly nt Albany, N, Y., for October 1, 1929.

State of New York
County of New York). se.
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State and county aforesaid, personally appeared B. S. Davis, who, having been duly sworn
according to law. deposes and says that he is the Business Manager
of RADIO ENGINEERING, and that the following is. to the beet of
his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management, etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above
caption, required by the Act of August 24th, 1912. embodied in
section 411, Postal Laws and Regulations, to wit: 1. That the
names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and
business managers are: Publisher. Bryan Davis Publishing Co.,
Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York Editor, M. L. Muhleman,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.; managing editor, G. C. B. Rowe, Mount Vernon,
N. Y.; Business Manager. B. S. Davis. Scarsdale, N. Y. 2. That
the owners are: B. S. Davis, Scarsdale, N. Y.; Roy T. Atwood,
Albany, N. Y. S. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1% or more of the total
amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are : None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of the
owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only
the list of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon the
books of the company but also, in cases where a stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of the company as trustee
or in any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustees is acting, is given; also that the said
two paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold stock and securities in
capacity other than that of a bona fide owner; and this amant has
no reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated by him.
(Signed) B. S. DAVIS, Business Manager.
Sworn to and stlbseribell before nu t
st day Of OI nlnr. 1929.
(Seal) .1. A. WALKER. Notary Public.
Kings County.
Kings co., Clerk's No. 363.
Kings Co., Registers No. 106222.
New York o., Clerk's No. 167.
New York Co.. Registers No. 1WI77.
1.11.111i
i. ,. ,'- ,ir,.
Al:,r,h 30, 1931.
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"Esco" Airplane Generators
provided the power for this

remarkable

TALKS TO LONDON
FROM PLANE IN AIR

achievement

Noie

Sub-Panel
Terminais

Reporter in Craft Speeding
Ova City Has Conversation
Across the ocean.
THREE

CALLS ARE

The New

MADE

Werde Understood Clearly In fait.
N Static- f.rule Saper%

Plumd With ae.uit..

Type

facetta. rb Neu York Dma.

Two "ESCO" Airplane generator.
(wind driven) were mounted on the
Bell Telephone Airplane. One supplied
(rower to the transmitter and the other
to the receiver.
Both were of standard
"ES('O" design which insures reliabL
service tender the severe operating cm
olitions common to aviation.
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A radio frequency choke, specially developed for modern high -gain shield -grid
receivers. Shielded in an aluminum shell
and polarized. Minimum external field.
No undesired coupling tu cause circuit
instability or feedback. High inductance,
low distributed capacity. Efficient, cornpact.

Low' wind resistance, light weigh.
non -corroding parts. ball hearings, t...
steel shafts. steel shells, cast steel
pieces, weather proof construe ' , mai
sizes to choose from, high voltage an'
low voltage windings to suit individn n'.
requirements, are a few of the man
reasons for 'F.SCO" generators, bein:
the first choice.

Landen :officehe
th. phone.
The non

Capta. soldtete. °had to do
Pomone

R. F. CHOKE
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Ch..
le^0f the
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Hon.

Shielded, Polarized

-
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HAMMARLUND

NA Airplane Generator
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0101.
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Write Dept. RE 10 for details
and quotations on your needs

i\..1. t_}
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PRODUCTS

Manufacturen of motora. generators. dynamotors and rotary converter.

AMPERITE
Line Voltage Control
har Radio Set Manufacturers

makers

For information
Write Dept. R. F..
MPERITE
561

Broadway.

The first practical and simply written
:
explanation of the vacuum tube :
In this book the essential principles underlying the operation of
vacuum tubes are explained in as non-technical a ni:tllller as is
consistent with accuracy.

A

Radio Receiving Tubes

range.

Director of University ExtcoMassachusette Department of 1.:

remarkably convenient and
device which automatically handles A. C. line
fluctuation over a broad
efficient

By JAMES A. MOYER

New York

,Sts

and JOHN F. WOSTREI.

Dora not add to chassis cost

Instructor in Radio Engineering :.
pervisor in Charge of Industrial
Division of University Extension. lilas,a-

RADIO

chuhetts Department of Education.

10

rerrtlfJn

CO.

ei0'te tZaSblhe TZGÁID'

Stamford, Conn.

by the

M M ARLUND MANUFACTURING
111-1:00 W. SXrd Rt.. New- York

,ammarlund

)

Y

411 South St.

1.

297

-

Our new factory enables us to render prompt service
on all types of vacuum tube machinery, including
Vaeuuan rumps, single rand compound
.tutarnat it Hail Cut-of Tiare 31ach ines
24- Position .butomatic Exhaust Machines
ARROW MANUFACTURING & MACHINE CO.,
912 Sasov. SI.. North Bergen, N. J.

5!.

by

8.

181

Illustrations.

$2.50

711e"SELF ADJU

TUBE MACHINERY

papes.

Here le thorough and practical information on tits most essential part of
iodio apparents. The book discusses in
detail. with clear explanations. the various functions of the vacuum tube.
It includes.
in addition to the use of
Iwo and three- element vacuum tubes of
radio reception and transmission. all
other applications of practical signiticance.
These additional applications include
the remote control of airplanes and seagoing vessels by the use of instruments
sentiel
whlrh employ radium tubes In
'a pacifies. as well as methods of s applying vacuum tubes to Ille remote central
of humidity and similar uses.

.

RECEIVING

TUBES
MOYER
AND

liQSfRFL

CHAPTER HEADINGS

-1 ntroduction.
Fundamental Electrical
I.V.- Vacuum Tube Action.
I.

Inc.

I

l

I
I

I.-Construction of Vacuum Tubes.

V.-Reactivation of
VI.-Tenting Vacuum

VII. -Use

of Vacuum
tectors.

Relations.

Vacuum Tubes
Tubes.
Tubes as De-

of Vacuum Tuba as Am.
plifiers.
as Oscilla.
tion Generators.
X.- Specifications for Vacuum Tubes.
XI -Special Industrial Applications of

V111. -Use

IX. -Use of Vacuum Tubes
Vacuum Tubes.

McGraw -Hill FREE Examination Coupon
Quality wire for every type at hook- no
"Aiphex" Braided slip back wire
Alpha "HiTension" Wire (colored Rubber)
BARE -TINNED- ENAMELED -RUBBER COVERED

-

-CABLES TO SPECIFICATION
%I,I °ll.\ n'IRE: CORPORATION
asp ltruud way. New York ('it,s

I

I

1

I

McGraw -Hill Book Co.. Inc.. 370 Seventh Avenue. N. Y.
Senti me drayer & Wostrel's "Radio Receiving Tutees." $2.50. for 10 days;
free examination.
I will return the book, postpaid. in 10 days or remit for it then.
Name
Address
State
City
Position
R.E.10 -29
Compati_

-

I

I

I
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Type 360 Test
Oscillator

Resistors
LYNCH
for EVERY Resistance Need
Now

One of the new test oscillators for the radio
service laboratory is now ready. It will deliver
a modulated radio -frequency voltage at any
point in the broadcast band (500 to 1500 kilocycles) and at 175 and 180 kilocycles. The
tuning control is calibrated with an accuracy of
2 per cent.
The Type 360 Test Oscillator is intended to
be used for neutralizing, ganging, and tuning of
the radio -frequency stages in a receiver, and it
is fitted with an output voltmeter for indicating
the best adjustment.

PRICE $110.00
1

Complete Ilue of Resistors- guaranteed,
accurate, permanent, noiseless, popular. The
name Lynch is your assurance of Quality,
Service, Dependability and Reasonable prices.
a

LYNCH

DYNOHMIC Resistors

ritits niacin,; from 251) ohms to
In cart ridge or pigtail Use, e
lo mtgohms, á. 1 and 2 watt types.
lite - resistance element is based on the
lamons metallized principle which has proved its superiority where accuracy and
uniformity are of paramount Importance. list prices range from 50e for 1 watt
Ulas to 85e for 2 watt Opes.
Pu n..liot

LYNCH VERITAS Resistors
a

Cambridge, Massachusetts

COMPLETE LINE
Immediate
Delivery

Write for
Bulletin 931

n

u

Lynch Products are:
Approved by leading engineers.
Endorsed by test and experimental
T UB
laboratories.
for
Employed by scientific apparatus and
Improves
precision instrument makers.
guards
Selected by discriminating radio teceiver
models.
manufacturers.
set.
Write .volt/ for 6 -page folder illustrating and
Complete Line.

LYNCH
ADAP T A
ALL SETS
Safe TONE.
Power
tube.
4
to at any radio

List $2.50 each.

describing our

LYNCH MANUFACTURING CO., INC.,

(formerly Arthur ll. Lynele, lac.)
1775 Broadway, at 57th Street
New York. N. Y.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
30 State Street

i

de in Ivor
are supplied in either cartridge or pigtail type. and are
2 watt. 5 watt and 10 watt ratings. Capacities range from 500 ohms to 10 uo go ,
The Lynch Ventas Resistors hase the metallic resistive coating fined to the inside
Not affected
of the glass. and can run a great heat without change in value.
by humidity-non -absorbent.
It L as perfect a resistance as can be made. 85e
list for 2 watt types, $1.00 list for 5 watt Opes. and $1.25 list for 10 watt typo.

llllufàctu)ers of
LYNCH RESISTORS, EQUALIZORS,SUPPRESSORS,
MOUNTINGS, RESISTANCE -COUPLED KITS, ETC-

MICROPHONES
AND
AMPLIFIERS
Operated Speech
Input.
Public Address.
Mixing Panels.
Power Supply Panels and
Racks.
Recording Amplifiers.
AC

GENERAL RADIO CO. PARTS
r,

"Ma Home ofRAD /0.
45 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK CITY

ELECTRO ACOUSTICS PRODUCTS
55 East Wacker Drive, Chicago.

CO.,

1

MICROPHONES

Price $225.00
(less tubes)

-UX
-UX
-UY
2 -OX
2
2

,15'

1

250
226
227
281

All Kinds from $10 to $300
For Public Address. etc., list
525
Standard Broadcast Model. list
$75
Condenser Models for Film and Record work.
Also

list $250.00. $300.00
Desk and Floor Stands, Covers,

Cords, etc.

EXPERT MICROPHONE REPAIRS

UNIVERSAL

MICROPHONE CO., LTD.

Inglewood, Calif.

t/AMPLIFIERS OF MERIT

Chicago: Fred Corner Co.. 9 S. Clinton St. New York: Gotham Eng. & Sales
(o.. 130 V. 92nd St. San Francisco: C. C. Langevin Co.. 279 Brannon St.

Realistic tone qualities with ample power assured
by the use of General Amplifiers. If our stock
models do not meet your requirements we are prepared to build units in accordance with your specifications. Our engineers are ready to serve you.
Write today for bulletin RE 5.

MOLYBDENUM WIRE

GENERAL AMPLIFIER CO.

FLASHLIGHT BULBS

27 Commercial Ave.
Cambridge, Mass.

FOR RADIO AND LAMPS

NEON, HELIUM AND ARGON GAS
Highly purified

Furnished by
PALATINE INDUSTRIAL CO., Inc., 111 -5th Ave., New York
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COMPOUNDS
FOR

TRANSFORMERS

'Tae

been in the
Radio Game fifteen
years, and it's by
book
far t
I've ever eseen

KA

k:r

V

TgLEGRAPHI
N

Radio."

CONDENSERS

¡,

sa

tr.

+'ra.r

Consult our laboratory for special
requirements -Send for
price bulletins

MITCHELL -RAND MFG. CO.
Compound Dept. 18 VESEY ST.
NEW YORK CITY

CORE LAMINATIONS
for Audio & Power Transformers
Chokes

-

Annealed Nickel Alloy.
Hymu (High Permeability) a new grade
Silicon Steel for Audio.
A large variety of standard shapes carried in stock.
Special designs stamped to your order.
Our BOOKLET on LAMINATIONS (sent on request) gives specifications of Stock Standard Shapes,
and contains much data of value to the designer
and buyer.

-

Lamination Stamping Company
764 Windsor Street, Hartford, Conn.

A1rftAMBRA
LOUD SPEAKER PAPER

Alhambra Paper gives absolutely uniform resonance and imparts the utmost
in tone quality.
Write its about your requirements
THE SEYMOUR CO.,
323 W. 16th St., New York City

The MODERN Volume
Control For MODERN
Receivers !

fir

a quality -built volume control
fundamentally new and better.
Tests equal to more than 10 years'
average use PROVE Its supeNeat. Compact.
riority.
Firmly
Riveted for
Dissipates 5- watts. Practically allStrength.
metal construction for rapid heat
Convenient
dissipation. The resistance ele
terminals.
Is fused to an enameled m
Blite
Insulaplate. New type pure silver
lug contact gives delightfu
smoothness. Seven types. with
or tapered curve. List $2.40
anuto
flotion.

uniform

J

53.5

195

Varick Bt., New York. N.Y.

ELECT AD

/etur.
I

ers. write
Dept. REIO
and

sampple.

Radio
Telegraphy

and

Telephony

By Rudolph L. Duncan
Director, Radio Institute of America

And Charles E. Drew
Instructor in Radio, and in charge Electrical
Division, Radio Institute of America

A Complete Handbook for Radio Students,
Operators, Amateurs, Inspectors and Engineers.
This new book contains most of the information
that anyone seriously interested in Radio would

want to know. Subjects never before treated in a
radio book are covered here in a thorough, simple
and lucid manner.
26 Chapters:
Introduction to Radio; Magnetism -The Electron
Theory; The Production of Electromotive Force; Electromagnetic Induction; Motor- Generators -Starters; Curve
Diagrams; Storage Batteries and Charging Circuits; Meters;
Alternating Current and Frequencies; Condensers- Electrostatic Capacity -Capacity Measurements; Vacuum Tubes;
Receiving Circuits; Alternating Current Operated Receivers
and A -C Tubes: Telephone Receivers-Loudspeaker Reproducing Units: Commercial Receivers; Rectifier Devices
-Rectifier Circuits -Voltage Divider Resistors-Filter
Circuits; High Voltage Condensers; Antennae or Aerials;
Resonance; Commercial Broadcast and Telegraph Transmitters; Commercial Tube Transmitters; Short Wave
Transmitters and Receivers; Spark Transmitters; the Arc
Transmitter; Direction Finders -Radio Compass; Radio
Telephone Broadcast Transmitter Equipment; Appendix.
"Radio Telegraphy and Telephony" was published in
May. You will find in this book the most recent information on current principles, methods, and equipment.
Over 900 pages for $7.50. You may have it on approval for ten days-but as one radio expert wrote us,
"Ten minutes. not ten days, should be sufficient to convince any real radio man that he needs 'Radio Telegraphy and Telephony'."

A Wiley Book
On Approval Coupon

JOHN WILEY AND SONS, INC.
440 Fourth Ave., New York City.
Please send me for examination "Radio Telegraphy and Telephony". Within ten days after its receipt I will send you
$7.50 or return the book.
Name
Address
RE 10 -29
Reference
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-0
-0

Weston Voltmeter
-7. Model 506. List $7.00
Jewell
Voltmeter
-7
AEROVOX or DUBIWER- "High Voltage"
7 -Mfd. Filter Cond
Containing as Follows:
2 -Mfd. 1000 D. C. Working Voltage

.

61.65
$1.45

"General Electric and Ward Leonard Resistors"
W.L. 1100 (tapped 300 and 400 ohms.)
7000
W.L. 2600
8500 (tapped 4250)
C.E. 4000 (tapped 3800)
G.E. 1100 (tapped 900)
;

--

Mfd.
IMfd.

800 D. C.
"
800 D.C.
"
3-Mfd. 400 D. C.
$2.50
Filter Condenser 2 -Mfd. R.C.A. 250 Working Voltage .35
Filter Condenser 3% -Mfd. Stromberg 600 Working
Voltage
$1.50
Filter Condenser 7 Mfd. Dubilier 600 Working Volt age
$2.50
Filter Condenser 1/10-Mid. Polymet
.12
Filter Condenser I Mfd. Grebe 300 Working Voltage
.25

,

G.E.

I

-New York

Warehouse

WE

.

ea.

ea.

(Quantity Limited)

$70.00

ea.
ea.
ea.

offer to manufac-

turers interested in

EXPORT

the services of a dependable organization,
well established in the entire foreign field

$12.50 each

a UX281 Tube
and UX2 0
Tube as Amplifier.
Excellent for Use With Dynamic Speakers
Send for Our List of
Broadway, New York
Special Priced Items

By Professor R. R. RAMSEY, Ph.D.,

Send for ROYAL -EASTERN'S NEW 124
page 1930 General Wholesale Catalogue
It is free. No obligation to buy
Every worth while radio. electrical and snorting goods
Being the largest
Is featured at lowest wholesale prices.
and Electrical Mail Order flouse in the East. we can
We have no )rib lots.
best.
V e buy no seconds.
sh and clean products
In original factory cartons.
flea

WIRE

STRAND -Antennae (plain or enameled) -Double Galvanized.
WIRE -Antennae (plain or enameled). Connecting and Ground (Rubber covered, braided or

plain).

BUS BAR -Litzendraht Loop.

MAGNET (Cotton or Silk).

John A. Roebing's Sons Co., Trenton, N. J.

Item
Radio
serve

Only

32 YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE TRADE

THREE BRANCHES-BEST CREDIT RATING
WE CARRY LARGEST STOCK IN THE EAST
Our Banking Affiliations and Depositories
The National Pity Rank of New fork. N. Y.
Trust Company. New York

lain

Itraokbn National Bank. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Bank of \lanhartan. lung Island Cot. N. Y
Huguenot Trust Co.. New Ices -belle. N. Y.

It's
Supply

Send for Catalogue Today.

Royal -Eastern

Electrical

West 21st Street

Announcement

-

free.

Company

New York, N. Y.

Engineers!

RESISTORS insulated with INSA -LUTE Cement (liquid porcelain) cost less to produce, but they are superior to vitreou,
enamel. Let us prove it. Order an 8.lb. can at $2.00 (white
or $2.40 in colors. If not satisfactory-you need not pay for it.
Leading radio manufacturers use our cements and ask us
about their cementing problems. Do You?
TECHNICAL PRODUCTS CO..
114 Sheridan Square, Pittsburgh, Pa.

LAMINATIONS
IN ALL TYPES
FOR

AUDIO AND POWER TRANSFORMERS- CHnKFS

-

In Stock for Immediate Delivery
Expert Tool and Die Making
Metal Stampings
Let us quote ',rices on
nimotdy you reauire.

Fundamentals of Radio, $3.50 post paid.
Experimental Radio, 1929 Ed., $2.75.

Bloomington, Indiana

1

SET BUILDERS and DEALERS

13

Indiana University, Author of Experimental Radio
350 pages, 6 x 9; 375 figures
A text for students of radio, giving the fundamental
theories and their application to modern practice.
All practice is based on the Fundamentals.
Get the Fundamentals.
Balanced Circuits; Filters; Attenuators; Power Detectors.
Theory up to date.
"Ramsey manages to supply that missing fact which
seems to be hidden in other books."

Special
This Unit uses
for Rectifying

Manufacturers' Export Managers

The FUNDAMENTALS of RADIO

-

Extra

Less
Tubes

AD. AURW MA9 JIico
116 Broad Street, New York, N. Y.

3200.

,

Timmons Combination "B" Supply and
List
Power Amplifier
Price

W. K. SKIDMORE & CO., 233

Ramsey Publishing Co.

1600

ea.

TIMMONS "B" ELIMINATOR UNIT -Uses either UX281 or
2166 tube. 180 Volt. --(also has 5 volt A.C. Posts.)
SPECIAL. less tube $7.50
F. O. B.

5000

WILLOR MFG. CORP.
117 Mercer St., N. Y. C.

-6

RELAYS

Volts D.C. and 120 Volts D.C.
STRAIGHT -for Short Wave Transmitters
BREAK IN

(A in. or

a/g

in. Contacts)

LEACH RELAY COMPANY

1013 S. Los Angeles

St.

Los Angeles, Cal.

TESTING OF RADIO APPARATUS
Permeability and Hysteresis Curves of iron samples.
Condensers tested for life, voltage breakdown, leakage, etc.
Input and output curves of socket power devices -Oscillograms.

80th St. at East End Ave. ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES New York City,

N. Y.
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A Big Load Off

the Service Man's Chest

Elements uf
C.,mnrurvcrtrim
AA./id

by JOHN F. RIDER

...

...

Practical . \Illllitation of Analysis. Vacuum Tubes, Operating.
Systems. Aerial Systems. A Battery Eliminators, Troubles in A Eliminators, Trouble
Shooting in A Eliminator's, li Battery Eliminators,'l'roubles in It Eliminators, Trouble Shnnting in B Eliminators, Speakers and 'types,
Andin Amplifiers, Troubles in Audio Amplifiers. Trouble Shooting in Audio Amplifiers,
T t ii Ies in Detector Systems, Radio l'requou.y Amplifiers. Trouble Shooting in Radio
Frequency Amplifiers. Series Filament Receivers and Testing and Testing Devices.
i

Wiring Diagrams of these Commercial
Receivers:
R1111

ill

Federal

Corp. of Amer.

Atwater-Kent
Zenith
Fada
Stewart -Warner
I'hilco
Freed-Eisemann
:VI-American

('ritale)

)I a j.rat Ic
l.erg-F'.tt'ls..lt
St

Grebe

Freshman
holster
Day -Fan
)t'orkrite
Spartan
Ware
Kennedy
Sleeper
Orioles

Colonlal
Attirail
Deforest
(iaroll
t/peradlo
Magnavox

More than 2(1(1 different modes of cttulmi'rmany
old and new
rial radio receivers
never published before.

...

...

240 pages

81'"

x

II'"

Black Flexible Fabrikaid Binding

PRICE $3.50 POSTPAID
This book will

be

worth hundreds of

sane

it on Ten Days'
Examination

Fr

See

ti

FREE

By JOHN H. MORECROFT

When the second edition of Morecroft's "Principles
of Radio Communication" was published, it was universally acclaimed in terms like "monumental,"
"finest," "a masterpiece," and it certainly deserved
these tributes. But it was highly technical, too difficult perhaps for beginners.

Since then the author has received many suggestions
to the effect that a short, simplified volume would
be most welcome to the thousands of people who are
seriously interested in radio. but who have not the
training necessary to understand the more advanced
"Principles." Acceding to these requests, Professor
Morecroft has written this new book, "Elements of

Radio Communication," which is just off the press.
"Elements" is an ideal introduction to the subject
of radio. It is complete but simple; technical but
non-mathematical beyond a knowledge of elementary
algebra. Too many subjects are included to permit
enumeration. So let it be enough to say that the
whole field is thoroughly discussed from broadcasting to receiving, and the latter from a simple, crystal
set to the most modern a. c. operated receiver. Also,
the book is completely illustrated with charts and
diagrams, and supplemented with sets of problems
taken from actual radio circuits and apparatus.

dolor\

Send Jor a c(rp.

approral

Price :{.(10

A

1440 Broadway, New York City

Address
('it y

isrmal.--

Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University
Past President of the Institute of Radio Engineers

RADIO TREATISE CO.
Nluw'

!;

Elements of
Radio
Communication

to Itou

USE THIS COUPON
Solid rae the Trouble Shooter's Mafiosi. llene is no

SIMPLIFIED
"MORECROFT"

RADIO

Trouble Shooter's
Manual
The first comprehensive volume devoted exclusively to the topic uppermost in the mind
of every man who repairs or builds a radio
receiver.... No more torture tracing circuits
... Instant service information Ilow to be a
successful service man
The most valuable
Radio Service Book ever published.
22 Chapters Cover: Service Prneeditre,

A

:

u,

Wiley Book

FREE EXA)fIN. %TION COUI'm
JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc., 440 Fourth Avynuo,
GENTLEMEN: Kindly send me on ten days' examination
"Elements of Radio Communication." I agree to remit
the book within ten days after its receipt or return

New York.

)lorecroft's

the price of
it postpaid.

Name
Address

Position
Subscriber

RF: In-29
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Buyers Directory of Materials and Apparatus
Readers interested in products not listed in these columns are invited to tell us of their wants,
and we will inform the proper manufacturers. Address Readers' Information Bureau.
Addresses of companies listed below, can be found in their advertisement -see index on page 100

AI)A 1"r ERN

Lynch, Arthur H., Inc.
ALUMINUM:
Aluminum Co. of America

National - Harris Wire Co.
AMMETERS:
Ferranti. Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inuit. Co.
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.

AMPLIFIERS, POWER:
Ferranti, Inc.
G. M. Laboratories, Inc.

General Amplifier Co.
General Radio Co.
National Co.. Inc.
Radio Receptor Co., Inc.
Samson Klee. Co.
ANTENNAE, LAMP SOCKET:
Dublller Condenser Mfg. Co.
Electrad, Inc.
ARRESTERS, LIGHTNING:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
BASES. VACUUM TUBE:
Formica Insulation Co.
General Electric Co.
General Plastics Co.
National Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Synthane Corp.

Jefferson Electric Co.
Nelson, I. R., Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Transformer Co. of Amer.
CLAMPS. GROUND:
Fahnestock Elec. Co.
Scovill Mtg. Co.

CLIPS, SPRING:
Electrad, Inc.
Fahnestock Elec. Co.

Scovill Mfg. Co.
COIL FORMS:
General Radio Co.
COIL WINDING:
Acme Wire Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Rome Wire Co.
COILS, CHOKE:
Acme Wire Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
Ferranti. Inc.
General Mfg. Co.
Jefferson Electric Co.
Nelson. I. R., Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Rome Wire Co.
COILS. IMPEDANCE:
Acme Wire Co.

Condenser Corp. of America

Dongan Electric Mfg. Co.
Dubilier Condenser Mfg. Co.
Fast. John E.- & Co.
Flechtheim Co.
Gerd Electric Co., Inc.
Leslie F. Muter Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Potter Co., The
Powrad, Inc.
Wireless Specialty Apparatus
Co.

CONDENSERS. FIXED:
Acme Wire Co.
Aerovox Wireless Corpu.
Amrad Co.
Condenser Corp. of America
Dongan Electric Mfg. Co.
Dubiller Condenser Mfg. Co.
Electrad, Inc.
Electro- Motive Eng. Co.
Fast, John E., & Co.
Flechtheim Co.
Gerd Electric Co.. Inc.
Leslie F. Muter Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Potter Co., The
Powrad, Inc.
Wireless Specialty Apparatus
Co.

CONDENSERS, MIDGET:
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Ferranti. Inc.
BAFFLES:
General Radio Co.
Nelson, I. R., Co.
Wright- DeCoster, Inc.
Hammarlund Mtg. Co.
Polymet
Mfg.
Corp.
BATTERY COMPOUNDS:
National Co., Inc.
Rome Wire Co.
Mitchell Rand Mfg. Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
INDUCTANCE:
COILS.
BENCHES. STEEL WORK:
United Scientific Laboratories
Acme
Wire
Co.
Standard Pressed Steel Co.
CONDENSERS.
MULTIPLE:
Cardwell. Allen. D.. Mfg. Co.
Cardwell. Allen D. Mfg. Co.
BINDING POSTS:
General Radio Co.
Hammarlund Mtg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
National Co., Inc.
BRACKETS. ANGLE:
National Co., Inc.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Electrad. Inc.
Nelson. T. R.. Co.
United Scientific Laboratories
Rome Wire Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
NEUTRALIZCONDENSERS.
BRASS:
COILS. MAGNET:
ING:
Acme Wire Co.
Baltimore Brass Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc.
'Indio Mfg Co
National -Harris Wire Co.
Polymer Mfg. Corp.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Nelson, I. R., Co.
TRANSPolymet Mfg. Corp.
CONDENSERS
BROADCAST STATION
MITTING:
Rome Wire Co.
EQUII "T:
Dubiller Condenser Mfg. Co.
Cardwell, Allen D., Mfg. CO.
COILS. RADIO FREQUENCY:
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE
General Mfg. Co.
Ferranti, Inc.
TRANSMITTING:
General Radio Co.
COILS. RETARD,
Cardwell. Allen D. Bite. Co.
Jenkins & Adair, Inc.
Hammarlund
Mfg. (`o
General Radio Co.
Nelson, I. R.. Co.
SCREEN
COILS.
GRID:
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
BULBS. PANEL:
General Mfg. Co.
National Co.. Inc.
Palatine Industrial Co., Inc.
CONDENSERS. VARIABLE:
COILS. SHORT WAVE:
BUTTS:
Cardwell.
Allen D. Mfg. Co.
General
Radin
Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
DeJur -Amsco Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
CABINETS, METAL:
Frost. Herbert H.. Inc.
Aluminum Co. of America
COILS. TRANSFORMER:
General Radio Co.
Acme Wire Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
CELLS, PHOTOELECTRIC:
Undln Mfg Co
National Co.. Inc.
Burt. Robert C.
Nelson. I. R.. Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
G. M. Laboratories, Inc.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
United Scientific Laboratories
National Carbon Co., Inc.
Rome Wire Co.
CONNECTORS:
CEMENT, LOUD SPEAKER:
Scovill Mfg. Co.
CONDENSER PARTS:
Maas & Wnldstein Co.
Aluminum Co. of America
CONTROLS. CURRENT:
CENTRALIZED RADIO
Ferranti.
Inc.
Allen Bradley Co.
SYSTEMS:
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Central Radio Laboratories
Ferranti. Inc.
De.lur -Aroseo Corn.
Samson Elec. Co.
CONDENSERS. BY -PASS:
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
CHARGERS:
Acme Wire Co.
Shallcross Mfg. Co.
Elkon Co.
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
CONTROLS.
If.f.PMI N.%T E.D:
Amend Co.
CHASSES
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Condenser Corp. of America
Aluminum Co. of America
Dongan
Electric
Mfg.
Co.
VOLUME:
CONTROLS.
United Scientific Laboratories,
Duhiller Condenser Mfg. Co.
Allen Bradley Co.
Inc.
Electrad. Inc.
Central Radio Laboratories
CHORES. AUDIO FREQUENCY:
Fast. John E. & Co.
Clarostat Co.
American Transformer Co.
Ferranti. Inc.
Electrad, Inc.
Ferranti, Inc.
' Flechtheim Co.
Ferranti. inc.
General Radio Co.
'Gerd Electric Co.. Inc.
Pnlvmet Mfg. Corp.
Jefferson Electric Co.
Leslie F. Muter Co.
Radio Receptor Co.. Inc.
Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
CONVERTERS:
Transformer Co. of Amer.
Potter Co.. The
Cardwell. Allen D.. Co.
CHOKES. RADIO FREQUENCY:
Powrad, Inc.
Electric Specialty Co.
Cardwell. Allen D., Mfg. Co.
Wireless Specialty Apparatus CONVERTERS.
General Radio en.
ROTARY:
Co.
Electric Specialty Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc.
CONDENSERS. EQUALIZING:
Janette Mfg. Co.
Samson Elec. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.. Inc.
COPPER:
CHOKES. B ELIMINATOR:
Baltimore Brass Co.
American Transformer Co.
CONDENSERS. FILTER:
Seovill Mfg. Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Acme Wire Co.
Ferranti, Inc.
CORDS, EXTENSION:
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
General Radio Co.
Acme Wire Co.
Amrad Co.
Duffle. Mfg. Co.

COUPLINGS. FLEXIBLE:
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc.
CURRENT CONTROLS, AUTOMATIC:
Radial) Co
CUSHIONS. SPEAKERS:

Western Felt Co.
DIALS:
Crowe Nameplate & Mfg. Co.
General Etching & Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
National Co.. Inc.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
United Scientific Laboratories
DIALS, DRUM:
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
National Co., Inc.
United Scientific Laboratories
DIE -CASTINGS:
Allied Die -Casting Corp.

DIES:
Willor Mfg. Corp.

DYNAMOTORS:
Electric Specialty Co.
ENGINEERS. CONSULTING:
Allied Engineering Institute
W. P. Lear
ESCUTCHEONS:
Crowe Nameplate & Mfg. Co.
General Etching & Mfg. Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.

EXPORT:

Ad. Auriema. inc.
FELT. ACOUSTICAL:
Western Felt Co.
FELT. PACKING:
Western Felt Co.
FILAMENTS:
Callite Products Co.. Inc.
Fansteel Products Co., Inc.
Limy Wire Co.
Radio Prod. Corp.
Vacuum Tube Products Co.
FILAMENT CONTROLS. AUTO-

MATIC:
Lynch. Arthur H., Inc.

Polyniet Mfg. Corp.
Radial) Co
FOIL, ALUMINUM:

Aluminum Co. of America

FOIL, ZINC:
Lclunaier, Schwartz & Co.
FRICTION TAPES:
Mitchell Rand Mfg. Co.
GA

I.VANOMETERS:

Ferranti. Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.

GASES, RARE:

Palatine Industrial Co., Inc.

GENERATORS:
Electric Specialty Co.

Janette Mfg.

Co.

GETTER MATERIAL:
Gilhv Wire 1`o.
National- Harris Wire Co.
Radio Products Corp.
GRID LEAKS:
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
Allen- Bradley Co.
Dedur -Amsco Co.
Electrad. Inc.
Electro Motive Eng. Co.
Hardwick. Hindle, Inc.
International Resistance Co.
Lynch. Arthur H., Inc.
C. E. Mountford
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Shallcross Mfg. Co.
Ward Leonard Elec. Co.
HEADPHONES:
Amplion Co. of Amer.

HINGES:

Scovill Mfg. Co.
HORNS:
Amplion Co. of Amer.
Best Mfg Co.
Magnavox Co.
Mlles Mfg. Corp.
Oxford Radio Corp.
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DELIVERY

:r.;

JA

DELIVERY IS THE
ISSUE THIS SEASON.
WE HAVE A LARGE
SURPLUS OF PAPER

Rotary
Converters

AND FOIL SET ASIDE
FOR RESERVE AND
WILL CONTINUE TO
UPHOLD OUR PROMISES AS HERETOFORE.

135 to
1050 watts

IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY

The Standard Converter of the

DONE SO SEND YOUR
SPECIFICATIONS TO
US IMMEDIATELY.

Entire Radio Industry

Wherever

there's direct

current

you'll

find

JANETTE Rotary Converters changing the DC
1

to AC for the operation of AC radios, electric talking machines, public address systems or talking
motion picture equipment. These units may be
obtained to operate on 115, 230 or 32 volts DC.

Perfect Filtration
When designed for radio use, JANETTE Rotary
Converters are equipped with the exclusive
JANETTE Type FC Filter which effectively prevents the DC hum or ripple from reaching the
radio.

Quiet
JANETTE

CONDENSER CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Janette Manufacturing Company
550 W. Monroe Street

JERSEY CITY, N. J.
W. C. Laing
Souhrrn Ohio Bank Building
Cincinnati, Ohio

Inexpensive

Write for Bulletin 729-C

259 -271 CORNELISON AVE.,
The Ekko Company,
Daily News Building
Chicago, Ill.

-

Rotary Converters are extremely
quiet in operation -dynamically balanced. Furthermore, owing to large quantity production the
price of these units is remarkably low.

Singer Bldg.
Broadway
New York

149

Chicago

Real Estate

Trust Bldg.
Philadelphia
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girl

:

-

-

:

/ÿt

1

INDUCTANCES, TRANSMITTING:
General Radio Co.
INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL:
Ferranti, Itie.
General Electric Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
INSULATION LAMINATED
Formica insulation Co.
General Electric Co.
National Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Synthane Corp.
INSULATION. MOULDED:
Bakelite Corp.

Formica Insulation Co.
General Electric Co.
General Plastics Co.
National Vulcanized Fibre Co
Synthane Corp.
INSULATION. VARNISHED:
Acme Wire Co
Mitchell Rand Mfg. Co.

s
F

.TACKS:

E

Carter Radio
Electrad, Inc.

Co.

General Radio Co.
.PACKS,

TIP:

Carter Radio Co
KITS. BROADCAST:

;:

Bradleyunit :
Fixed Resistors :
are noiseless
in operation

::
%

:
um

u

:;
;:

THAT'S why they are the choice of
leading set manufacturers for grid
leak and plate coupling resistors. The
oscillograms of units picked at random
clearly illustrate the superior quietness
ofthe Bradleyunit. Constant resistance

.
:

regardless
of age and
climate are

Osci/lo ,,ram showing noiseless performance of Bradleyunit Resistors.

reasons
why you,

,'

tif00.9.4, tli

vtal.

'

j
::

1

+,r.,
J

too, should

investigate

Bradley-

I

unit Solid-

Oscillogram showing noisy per-

formanceof other typesofresia tors.

Color coded for quick identification.
Write today, giving specifications
ALLEN -BRADLEY

Greenfield Avenue

CO.

:

Moulded

Resistors.
Furnished in ratings from 500 ohms to
10 megohms, with or without leads.

279

,
:

Milwaukee, Wie.

tam

PERFECT RADIOIa
7

l

RESIST RS. ;:
1

'AMEPLATES:

Crowe Nameplate
Scovill Mfg. Co.

&

Mfg. Co.

SICKLE SILVER:

Riverside Mel al Co., The
NUTS:
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
OHMMETERS:
General Radio Co.
Weston Elce. Inetru. Co.
OSCILLOORAPH:
Robert C. Burt Scientific Labs.
General Itadio Co.
OSCILLOSCOPE:
Robert C. Burl S.ical iii, Labs.
PACKING l'UIS, CABINET:
Western Felt Co.

PANELS, COMPOSITION:

Formica Insulation Co.
Synthane Corp.
PANELS. METAL:
Aluminum Co. of America
Radio Receptor Co., lie.
glee, cleft Testing I.n h.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
LABORATORIES. ENGINEER- PAPER, CONDENSER:
ING:
Dexter, C. H. & Sons. Inc.
Allied Engineering Institute
PAPER. CONE SPEAKER:
i

LACQUER. WOOD:
Mans & Wnldetein Co.
%anon Co.. 'l'he

LACQUER. METAL:
Mans

k Waldstein

Co.

Zapon Co.. 'l'he

manent u

N.

Mfg. Co., Inc.

SHORT NAVE,
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc.
Lynch. Arthur H.. Inc.
KITS. TELEVISION:
Lynch Arthur H.. Inc.
KITS. TESTING:
(.c,r 'f. .+tin,, Kits)
General Radio Co.
JPRPII Ripe inst. Co.
LABORATORIES. TESTING:

%neon Co.. 'rho
LACQUER. ENAMEL:
Mons k Wnldstelu Co.

quietness, :
and per-

I In lmma rl n nil

KITS

MOLDING MATERIALS
Bakelite Corp.
Formica Insulation Co.
General Electric Co.
General Plastics Co.
National Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Synthane Corp.
MOTORS:
Electric Specialty Co.
MOTOR -GENERATORS:
Electric Specialty Co.
MOUNTINGS, RESISTANCE:
DeJur -Amsco Co.
Electrad, lite.
Lynch, Arthur H., Inc.
Polymet Mtg. Corp.

LAMINATIONS:
mine'bn Sntnning
it

Ca.

Willor Mfg. Corp.
LAMPS. MINIATURE:
National Carbon Co.. Inc.
LAMPS. PANEL:
National Carbon Co.. Inc.

LAMPS. SOUND RECORDING:
G. M.

Laboratories, Inc.

LEAD -INS:
Electrad. Inc.
LOCK WASHERS:
Shakeproof Lock Weaker Co

LPGS:
Seovill Mfg. Co.
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co
MACHINERY. COIL WINDING:
A uurie:n, Safety Table Co.
MACHINERY. TUBE:
Arrow Mfg. & Machine Co..
Inc.
Engineering Co.. The
Central Selen tific Labs.

Seymour Co.

PARTS. SCREW MACHINE:
1

Standard Pressed Steel Co.
'.%STS:
American hleet ro letal Corp.
CaIIiIP l'rodu,ls Co.. IOC.
1:n Rinoer¡ug t'o.. The
h'anste,I Products Co.. Inc.
:

(albs Wire Co.
Lepel High Freq. Tabs.
Nat'l.- llarris Wire Co.

Radio Products Corp.
PHONOGRAPH MOTORS:
(Bee Motors)
PHOSPHOR BRONZE:
Haiti more (Brass Co.

Riverside Metal Co.

PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS:
(Bee Celle)

PICK -UPS, PHONOGRAPH:
Am pl lois Co. of Amer.
Electro- Acoustic Prod. CO.
Hardwick, Hindle. Ins.
.Jensen Co.

Magnavox Co.

Wright DeCoster
PLATES, OUTLET:
Carter Radio Co
PLUGS:

Carter Radio

Co.

General 1[ad1.. Co

Eisler Eng. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
iut'I Ma,h inert Works, Die.
POTENTIOMETERS:
Lepel High Frequency Labe.
Allen- Bradley Co.
Manhattan Electric Bargain
Central Ram. Laboratories
House. Inc.
De,Jur -Amsco Co.
Radio Products Corp.
Electrad, Inc.
MACHINES. SPECIAL
General Radio Co.
Willor Mfg. Corp.
Polymet Mtg. Corp.
United Scientific Laboratories
MAGNESIUM:
Aluminum Co. of America.
POWER UNITS, A -:
Elkon, Inc.
MAGNETS:
Jefferson Electric Co.
Thomas & Skinner Co.
Kodel Raille Corp.
METALS. RARE:
Itndio Receptor Co., Lie.
Paneterl Prod:min Co.. Tno.
Metal
Corp.
American Rlectro
POWER UNITS. B-:
Dongen Elec. Mfg. Co.
MERCURY SWITCHES:
General Radio Co.
(See twitches)
Jefferson Electric Co.
METERS:
National Co.. Inc.
Ferranti. TIIM.
Thordarann Electric Mfg. Co
General Electric Co.
Webster Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co
Elec.
Inetr.
Co.
Weston
POWER UNITS. A -II-C:
Dongen Elec. Mfg. Co.
MICROPHONES:
General Radio Co.
Amplion Co. of Amerirs
Jefferson Electric Co.
Electro- Acoustic Prod. Co.
Kodel Radio Corp.
Jenkins & Adair, Inc.
National Co.. Inc.
Radio Receptor Co.. Inc.
Tbordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Universal Microphone t'.,.
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POWER UNITS, PARTS FOR: SOUND CHAMBERS:
Amplion Corp. of Amer.
Acme Wire Co.
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co.
American Transformer Co.
Miles Mfg. Corp.
Dongan Elee. Mfg. Co.
Oxford Radio Corp.
Ferranti, Inc.
Kola Co., The
General Radio Co.
Jefferson Electric Co.
SOUND RECORDING LAMPS
Kodel Radio Corp.
(See Lamps)
Lynch. Arthur H., Inc.
SPAGHETTI:
National Co.. Inc.
Wire, Spaghetti).
(See
Nelson. I. R., Co.
SPEAKERS:
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Corp. of Amer.
Amplion
Powrad, Inc.
l'iectro- Acoustic Prod. Co.
Tbordaraon Electric Mtg. Co.
Best Mfg. Co.
Transformer Co. of Amer.
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co.
PRESSINGS:
Magnavox Co.
SenvIll \ifg. Co.
Miles Mfg. Corp.
SYSTEMS:
ADDRESS
PUBLIC
Leslie F. Muter Co.
Radio Receptor Co., Inc.
Oxford Radin Corp.
Samson Elee. Co.
Potter Co., The
HIGH
VACUUM:
PUMPS,
Rola Co.. The
Arrow Mfg. & Machine Co., Inc.
Transformer Co. of Amer.
Central Scientific Co.
Wright- DeCoster. Inc.
Engineering
Eisler
STAMPINGS, METAL:
Intl Machine Works. Inc.
Aluminum Co. of America
Pt.NCHIN(:S:
Radio Products Corp.
Aluminum Co. of America
Renvill \Ile Co.
Scovlll Mfg. Co.
RECEPTACLES. WALL:
STEEL. MAGNETIC:
Carter Radio Co.
Sep tiron Magnetic.)
RECTIFIERS, DRY:
SUBPANELS:
EIkon. lie.
Ins. Co.
Formica
Kodel Elec. & Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
REGULATORS, \ OLTAGE:
National Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Laboratories
Central Radio
SWITCHES:
Clarostat ('o.
Electrad. Inc.
De.Inr Atnsen Co.
Ferranti. Inc.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
SWITCHES. MERCURY:
Radial! Co.
G. M. Laboratories, inc.
Ward Leonard Elec. Co.
TABLES, STEEL WORK:
RELAYS:
Cardwell. Allen D., Mfg. Co.
Standard Pressed Steel CO.
Leach Relay Co.
TANTALUM:
TALKING
REPRODUCERS,
Fansteel Products Co.. Inc.
MOTION PICTURES:
TAPES. FRICTION:
It. C. Burt Scientific Labs.
Mitchell hand Mfg. Co.
RESISTANCES. FIXED:
Aerovox Wireless Corp.
TAPPERS
Allen- Bradley Co.
Eastern Tube and Tool Co.
Central Radio Laboratories
TELEVISION PARTS:
Clarostat Mfg. Co.
Allen -Bradley Co.
De.Iur -Amsco Co.
Clarostat Co.. Inc.
Electrad. Inc.
Arthur Il.. Inc.
Lynch.
-Mot
Ive
Eleetro
Co
Mfg. Co.
Shallcroee
Ferranti, Inc.
TESTERS. B- ELIMINATOR:
Frost. Ilerbert II.
General Radio Co.
General Electric Co.
Hardwick. Hindle Inc.
Jewell Electrical Inst. Co.
International Resletastie Co.
TESTERS. TUBE:
Lynch, Arthur H., Inc.
Ferran) i. nc.
C. E. Mountford
General Radio Cu.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Jewell Klee (neat Co
Ward Leonard Elec. Co.
Elec. Lot. Co.
Weston
RESISTANCES, VARIABLE:
TESTING INSTRUMENTS:
Allen- Bradley Co.
Inc.
Ferranti.
Central Radio Laboratories
General Electric Co.
Clarostat Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Elretred, lac.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Elcetro. Motive Co.
Weston Elec. Instrument Curt.
Frost. Herbert II.
General F.leetrie Co.
TESTING KITS:
indle. Inc.
Hardwick. Hindle,
General Radio Co.
International Resistance Co.
tewell Elee. Inst. Co.
Lynch. Arthur H., Inc.
Weston Elee. Inst. IN,.
C. E. Motuttford
LABORATORIES:
TESTING
Polymet Mfr Corp.
Fleetrleal Testine labs
Shallcroee Mtg. Co.
Ward Leonard Elec. Co.
TIN COATED METAL:
Baltimore Brass Co.
RHEOSTATS:
Allen - Bradley Co.
TOOL STANDS:
Central Radio Laboratories
Standard Pressed Steel Co.
DeJur -Amsco Co.
TOOLS:
Elect rail. Inc.
Ka.tern Tithe and Tool Co
Electra- Motive Co.
Willor Mfg. Corp.
Frost. Herbert II.
TRANSFORMERS. AUDIO:
General Radio Co.
noniron Klee. Mfg. Co
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Ferranti. ].td.
United Seientifle Laboratories
General Radio Co.
SCREW MACHINE PRODt'CTS:
Jefferson Electric Co.
Aluminum Co. of America
National Co.. Inc.
National Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Radio lteeeptt,r Co.. Inv.
Mfg
Cn
Scnv111
Samson Elec. Co.
Standard Pressed Steel Co.
Sangaino Elee. Co.
Synthane Corp
Thordaraon Electric Mfg C.
'OUNDS:
SEALING
Transformer Corp. of Aloe,
Candy & Co
Webster Co.
Mitchell Rand Mfg. Co.
TRANSFORMERS.
SHIELDING. METAL:
B-POW EIt UNIT:
Aluminum Co. of Amble.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Hammerlund Mfg. Co.. Inc.
Ltd.
Ferranti,
S H14.1.1iN, TUBE:
General Radio Co.
Carter Radio Co
Jefferson Electric Co.
Radio Products Corp.
National Co., Inc.
S HORT WAVE APPARATUS:
Nelson. I. R.. Co
Cardwell, Allen D., Co.
Radio IGeeptur Co.. Ine.
I
G
Radio Co.
Samson Elec. Co.
Ilammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc.
Thordarson Electric Mfg Co
Lynch. Arthur H., Inc.
Transformer Corp. of Amerien
SOCKETS. runs:
Webster Co.
Frost. Herbert H.
TRANSFORMERS. BROADCAST
General Radio en.
STATION:
Lynch, Arthur H.. Inc.
Ferranti. loo.
Leslie F. Muter Co.
Radin Iteeeptor Co.. Inv,
SOLDER:
Samson Electric Co.
Chicago Solder Co.

Today It Must
Be Steel

I

1

.

l'atented
Patents Pending

"HALLOWELL"

STEEL WORK -BENCH
Top
With The "WONPIECE"

Yes, it's getting to be steel more and
more--in all walks of life.
it's because wood splinters, cracks,
warps, gets wobbly, absorbs oil, is hard

to keep decently clean and burns. Steel
won't do any of these things.

And the "HALLOWELL" Steel
Work- Bench is a fine example of modern
strong, rigid, and
steel construction
wears as only steel can
wobble -proof
wear.

--

Then it's easy to clean that broad one piece steel top without a crack and without a splinter, and so hard and close that
oil never soaks in.
And we carry 1368 different sizes
and combinations of "HALLOWELL"
Bench Equipment in stock for immediate shipment.

Write for Bulletin 386

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO.
III

hOfiTON
OeT.O

JENKINTOWN. PENNA
Box 513

.

V
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Mr. Sales Manager!!

Can your set
stand this

competition?
Dealer tells his prospect that, in selling
the "X" set, he adds no charge for an
aerial -saving $1 O.

-A

saving that
eliminates
all other sets, including yours!
of

ten

Give your dealerorganization this
pull!
We have a concrete plan.

The

New Dubilier Light
Socket Aerial

Your set is blamed
for those disturbances on
speaker!

the loud

The owners of your set must be educated on disturbances and their elimination.
Our method
o f educating them is
simple, and

costs

you

nothing.

Take the
blame off
your set.
Disturbo -Ducon
successful when installed
source of disturbance.

The new

Highly
at

"You can forget the condensers,

if

they are Dubiliers"

Dubilier
CONDENSER CORPORATION
342 Madison Avenue

New York City

TRANSFORMERS. FILAMENT VOLTAGE REGULATORS:
HEATING:
(See Regulators)
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
VOLTMETERS, A. C.;
General Radio (`o.
Ferranti, Inc.
Jefferson Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Nelson. I. R.. Co.
General Radio Co.
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Transformer Corp. of America
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.
TRANSFORMERS. OUTPUT:
VOLTMETERS,
D. C.:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ferranti, Inc.
Ferranti, Ltd.
General
Electric
Co.
General Radio Co.
General Radio Co.
Jefferson Electric Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Nelson, I. R.. Co.
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.
Radio Receptor Co., Inc.
Samson Elec. Co.
WASHERS:
Sangamo Elec. Co.
Aluminum Co. of America
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Transformer Corp. of America
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
Synthaae Corp.
TRANSFORMERS. POWER:
Dungan Elec. Mfg. Co.
WAXES. IMPREGNATING:
Ferranti, Ltd.
Candy and Co.
General Radio Co.
Mitchell Rand Mfg. Co.
Jefferson Electric Co.
WAXES,
INSULATING:
National Co., Inc.
Candy and Co.
Nelson, I. R., Co.
Mitchell Rand Mfg. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Co.
Radio Receptor Co., Inc.
WAXES. SEALING:
Samson Elec. Co.
Candy and Co.
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Mitchell Rand Mfg. Co.
Transformer Corp. of America
Webster Co.
WIRE. ANTENNA:
Wire Co.
TRANSFORMERS. R. F., Acme
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
TUNED:
National
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Cardwell. Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Rocbling. J. A., Sons Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc.
Rome Wire Co.
TRANSFORMERS. STEP - WIRE BALLAST:
DOWN:
National- Harris Wire Co.
Amplion Corp. of Amer.
Radio Wire Corp.
Radio Receptor Co., Inc.
WIRE.
BARE COPPER:
TUBE MACHINERY:
Alpha \Vire Corp.
See (Machinery, Tube.)
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Roebling, J. A.. Sons, Co.
TUBE TESTERS:
Rome Wire Co.
(See Testers, Tube)
TUBES, A.C.:
WIRE. COTTON COVERED:
Allan Mfg. Co.
Acme Wire Co.
Arcturus Radio Co.
Alpha Wire Corp.
Armstrong Elec. Co.
Dudio Mfg. torn.
Cable Radio Tube Co.
Radio Wire Corp.
De Forest Radio Co.
Roebiing. J A.. Sons Co.
Dilco Radio Corp.
Rome Wire Co.
Duovac Radio Tuhe Co.
WIRE,
ENAMELED COPPER:
Gibraltar Radio Supply Co.
Wire Co.
Acme
Hyvac Radio Tube Co.
Alpha Wire Corp.
Marvin Radio Tube Corp.
Dudlo Mfg Corp.
National Carbon Co.. Inc.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Nat'l Union Radio Corp.
Radio Wire Corp.
Perryman Electric Co.
Roebiing. J. A.. Sona Co.
Sylvania Products Co.
Rome Wire Co.
Televocal Corp.
Triad Mfg. Co.
WIRE. FILAMENT:
TUBES, RECTIFIER:
American Electro Metal Corp.
Allan Mfg. Co.
Callite Products Co.. Inc.
Arcturus Radio Co.
Fansteel Products Co., Inc.
Armstrong Elec. Co.
Gilhv Wire Co.
Cable Radio Tube Co.
National- Harris Wire Co.
De Forest Radio Co.
Radio Products Corp.
Dilco Radio Corp.
Vacuum Tube Products Co.
Duovac Radio Tube Co.
WIRE, HOOK -UP:
Gibraltar Radio Supply Co.
Acme Wire Co.
Hyvac Radio Tube Co.
Alpha Wire Corp.
National Carbon Co.. Inc.
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
Nat'l Union Radio Corp.
Roebling. J. A., Sons. Co.
Perryman Electric Co.
Rome Wire Co.
Sylvania Products Co.
Televocal Corp.
WIRE, LITZENDRAHT:
Mfg.
Triad
Co.
Dudlo Mfg. t'or,.
TUBES, SCREEN GRID:
Radio Wire Corp.
Allan Mfg. Co.
Roebiing. J. A., Sons Co.
Arcturus Radio Co.
Rome Wire Co.
Armstrong Elec. Co.
WIRE, MAGNET:
Cable Radio Tube Co.
Acne Wire Co.
De Forest Radio Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Dilco Radio Corp.
Rome Wire Co.
Duovac Radio Tube Co.
WIRE. MOLYBDENUM:
Gibraltar Radio Supply Co.
American Electro Metal Corp.
Hyvac Radio Tube Co.
Callite Products Co.. Inc.
National Carbon Co.. Inc.
Fansteel Products Co., Inc.
Nat'l Union Radio Corp.
Palatine Industrial Co., Inc.
Perryman Electric Co.
Sylvania Products Co.
WIRE. PIGTAIL:
Televocal Corp.
Dudlo bffg. Corp.
Triad Mfg. Co.
Roebling. J. A., Sons Co.
TUBES, TELEVISION
Rome Wire Co.
See (Cella. Photneleetrfn.)
WIRE. RESISTANCE
TUBING, REFRACTORY:
Gilhv Wire Co.
Stupakoff Labs. Inc.
National - Harris Wire Co.
TUBING, VARNISHED:
WIRE. SILK COVERED:
Mitchell Rand Mtg. Co.
Acme Wire Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Coro.
UNITS. SPEAKER:
Radio Wire Corp.
Amplion Corp.
Roehling. J. A.. Sons Co.
Best Mfg. Co.
Rome Wire Co.
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co.
Rola Co.
WIRE, SPAGHETTI:
Acme Wire Co.
Temple. Inc.
Transformer Corp. of America
Mitchell Rand Mfg. Co.
Wright DeCoster, Inc.
Rome Wire Co.
VARNISH:
WIRE. TINNED COPPER:
Maas & Waldatein Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp
Mitchell Rand Mfg. Co.
Roebling. J. A., Sons, Co.
Zapon Co.. The.
Rome Wire Co.
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don't need to sharpen

your pencil on every bid
For Receiving Sets
and Phonographs
brilliant performance of the finest set must be
conveyed to the user through the
loudspeaker. The speaker tells the
story; by it the set is judged.
Radio engineers and manufacturers
find that Rola reproducers faithfully
support fine set performance. Rola
provides matchless clarity, uniform
quality, and rugged dependability
under the most exacting conditions.
Moreover, the same performance
shown in laboratory tests is uniform
with every Rola speaker installed.
Rola is the answer to the consistent
reliability demanded by the industry
today.
There are Rola electro-dynamics
for every set and every type of installation. Inquiries for details, blueprints, and prices from responsible
manufacturers are solicited,
TIIE selectivity and

COMPETITIVE bids. What a nightmare they make the contractor's life!
And when pencils are sharpened and
figuring gets close, how legitimate profits
drop close to the vanishing point!
You don't need to depend upon that kind
of a business. You can become a specialist. You can develop a non -competitive,
highly profitable line of business in a
new field, under territorial protection.
It is amazing, the money that can be
made installing sound systems. The business is everywhere. Theatres are but
the starting point. Churches, hospitals,
clubs haven't learned the possibilities yet.
Hotels, restaurants, train and bus terminals are buying equipment already. Fifty
fields unscratched!
And you are in a position to qualify for
a license! As one of the oldest and most
experienced organizations in the field of
applied audio engineering we offer invaluable franchises to competent distributorcontractors. Write now for details, and
the attractive booklet "Amplified Opportunities."

RADIO RECEPTOR CO.,

Inc.

106 Seventh Ave., New York City
Licensed by Radio Corporation of America and
Associated Companies
The New Ariel Theatre at Buffalo,
N. Y., equipped with a complete
sound system. Including 4 Wright Becoster speakers and Powerizer 230
Rack and Panel. Installation by

Buffalo Radio Engineering Laboratories after very careful survey by
IittE1. and Radio Receptor engineers.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
2570 E. Superior Ave.
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
Forty -fifth & Hollis Streets

F OWERI ZER
SOUND SYSTEMS
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TOO

DEPENDABLE
QUALITY

-

ACME WIRE PRODUC'T'S

UNIFORMITY

and By -Pass Condensers
Magnet Wire Wound
Varnished Insulations
All Insulations
Magnet Wire

-

Coils

ON

WAXES

-&

MELTABLE

INSULATING and WEATHERPROOFING COMPOUNDS

-

All products made to Recognized Com-

WAXES -All kinds.
IMPREGNATIONS -Condensers, Coils, Rubber Covered and Weather -Proofed Wire, Telephone

mercial Standards, including those of:
National Electric Mfrs. Asen.
Radio Manufacturers Assn.
American Society for Testing Materiale

and Electrical Cables, Etc.

SEALING COMPOUNDS -Coils, Condensers,
Batteries (Wet & Dry), Pot Heads, Cables, Wiring Devices and Specials.

FINISHING -All grades

-

Parvolt Filter

SERVICE

For 25 years manufacturers and suppliers to the largest and most discriminating users.

of Weather Proof and

Rubber -Covered Wire.
SPECIAL COMPOUNDS

THE ACME WIRE CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Branch Offices

& Maplewood Ave.
Chicago, Ill.
"For over 35 yrs."

35th St.

New York
52 Vanderbilt Ave.

Cleveland
Guardian Bldg.

Chicago

842 N. Michigan Ave.
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THOUSANDS OF

POSITIONS
OPEN RIGHT NOW
AT SALARIES UP TO

200°°

PER WEEK

FOR MOTION PICTURE SOUND ENGINEERS
We are in contact with chain theatres and manufacturers of Sound equipment who desire the services of
competent sound men as engineers, projectionists, installation and service men. Our employment department will assist you in making a profitable connection free of charge.

DUE TO THE FACT THAT RADIO AND SOUND ARE SO CLOSELY ALLIED, MEN WITH
RADIO EXPERIENCE ARE THE MOST ADAPTABLE

GUARANTEE

POLICY

O u r guarantee insures you
that if you enroll as one of
our students and take advantage of the many opportunities to which your membership entitles you, your increased income will pay the
tuition of the course many
times. We unconditionally
guarantee that if for any reason you are dissatisfied (you
being the judge) we will refund every cent you have
paid.

Our course on Sound Projection,
which is prepared by the most
eminent authorities on electrical
acoustics, will qualify you for a
profession whose place in the engineering world is second to none.
All the available knowledge of
the art and the underlying fundamental principles of Sound is given
to you in an every-day, plain -talk
language, as well as two weeks
practical training in the operation,
servicing and installation of Sound
equipment.

DEMAND
20,000 theatres throughout the
United States and Canada, which now
employ approximately 50,000 projectionists, it is estimated that a very small
per cent of this number are qualified
to fill the position as Sound operators.
Many thousands of new men will have
to be taken into this field as fast as the
many unwired theatres are wired for
sound as the additions of sound doubles
the number of operators required. This
condition will create many thousands of
positions at salaries ranging from
$75.00 to $200.00 per week.
In the

The tuition for these courses is very reasonable and is payable in easy installments as you study. Also
you have the added convenience of studying at home in your spare time. Fill out and mail the coupon
below today for special scholarship proposition.

r-

PROJECTIONIST
SOUND INSTITUTE
F. A. JEWELL, GEN. MGR.

P.O. BOX No. 28, EASTON, PA.

--

PROJECTIONIST SOUND INSTITUTE,
P. O. Box No. 28, Easton, Pa.

R. E. 10

Gentlemen:
Please send me. by return ,nail, full details of your Special
Scholarship Proposition on Sound Projection.

Name

Address

City

State

Page 10?
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Radio Locking Terminal

2. Knife Switch Spring

Washer
3. Outlet Box Lock
Washer
4. Shakeproof
Switch

Terminal

U. S. Patents
1,110.504; 1,604,123;
I

ßi97, 054.

Other

l'atente Pending
Foreign Patenta

I

Internal

Type II Lsternal

CONDENSER

TISSUES
NO Radio set is any

Tyne

ADAPT

SJ

Terminal

SHAKEPROOF
TO YOUR

PRODUCT
are many places

THERE
on many products where
engineers are adapting the
SHAKEPROOF principle. On
this page four of these

special applications are
shown. There

is

probably a

place on your product

where SHAKEPROOF can save
you time and money. We
will be glad to work with
you. Write our engineering

department.

better than its

weakest link, and the weakest link is
very often a filter Condenser. No Condenser is any better than the thin strips
of Insulating Tissue which separate the
layers of metal foil. A pinhole or a speck
of metal in the Condenser Tissue means
a breakdown of the Condenser, with the
entire set put out of commission.
DEXSTAR Condenser Paper is regarded
by Radio experts as being the highest
grade Insulating Tissue ever made -the
freest from defects, the most uniform in

quality, the most lasting under exacting
and unusual requirements. DEXSTAR
Condenser Tissue is the specialized product of a paper mill which has excelled
in Tissue Paper production for three
generations.
RADIO designers and builders should
have the assurance that Condensers which
they use are made with DEXSTAR Condenser Tissues. It is insurance against
many radio troubles. The leading Condenser manufacturers are now using
DEXSTAR Condenser Tissues exclusively.

C. H. DEXTER & SONS, INC.
Makers of Highest Grade Thin Papers
WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN.

SHAKEPROOF

Lock Washer Company

saay North Keeler

Cnleaee. lllleeie

FREE SHOP TEST SAMPLES
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co., 2509 N. Keeler Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Please send ene samples of
Shakeproof Lock Washers to fit bolt size

Shakeproof Locking Terminals, size

Firm Name
Address

By

Town

State
s
WII.1.1 \MS PRESS, INC., NEW YORK -ALBANY

Your Next
Year's

Production
This year is scheduled by all seasoned manufacturers, both sales and manufacturing. It is on next year's production that Dongan best can serve you.
You then will require a source for the finest of transformers
will always keep your production moving.

-

-a source that

designing and manufacturing
You are assured exactly that from Dongan
the finest of approved audio and power transformers. Our sales -engineering
department is ready to discuss with you next year's vogue in Transformers.

SERVICE ENGINEERS
Available Now

!

Amplifier Parts for UX245 and UX250 Tubes
No.

Exclusively
M'fg' s of Parts

for the

Set

Manufacturer

994- -Power Amplifier Transformer
$12.00
Either No. 2189 Push Pull Transformer. $12.00, with No. 2142
Push Pull Input Transformer.
$4.50, or

Straight Output Transformer. $12.00, with No. 2158
Audio Transformer. $4.50
$22.50
D -946- -Standard Condenser Unit
No. 5554 -- Double Choke (use in Filter Circuit)
$11.00
No. 2124 -Transformer
(for Push Pull
Radio and Phonograph Ampli$6.00
fication)
Send check or money order for prompt delivery.
No. 3107

Transformers,
Chokes,
Cond

Units

We are prepared to furnish complete parts for construction of amplifiers for theaters,
dance halls or public address systems.

Dongan Electric Manufacturing Co.
2991 -3001 Franklin St., Detroit, Mich.

Bakelite Molded case and parts of Weston 547 Radio Set Tester -nude by Weston Eke. Instr.
Corp., Newark, N

A splendid example of the adaptability
of Bakelite Molded to varied needs
Carrying case, panel, plugs, dials,
knobs, bases, meter cases, and in fact
all of the principal parts of the Weston
radio set tester are of Bakelite Molded.
The photograph of the component
parts is worthy of the study of every
radio engineer.

metal inserts embedded-all in one
press operation. Each of the other
parts is a practical solution of a manufacturing problem through the use oî
Bakelite Molded.

Both box and cover are interesting
demonstrations of large, deep shell
Bakelite Molded parts. The panel
illustrates the accuracy with which a
multiplicity of holes, recesses and
bosses may be formed, and numerous

Intimate knowledge of thousands of varied
applications of Bakelite Materials combined
with eighteen years' experience in the
development of phenol resinods for radio
uses provides a valuable background for the
cooperation offered by our engineers and
research laboratories. Write for Booklet 38M,
"Bakelite Molded."

Bakelite Engineering Service

BAKELITE CORPORATION
247

Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
ITE CORP. OF CANADA. LTD.

Chicago Office: 635 W. 22nd Street
163

Dufferin St., Toronto, Ontario. Canada

BAK LITE
V.

THE MATERIAL OF

S.

PAT.

Orr.

A THOUSAND USES

"The registered Trade Mark and Symbol shown above may be
used only on produce made from material.
manufactured
Bakelite Corporation Under the modal "B" is the
sign for infinity. or unh .nf
quantity
the infinite n
by bol
bra of present
d future
alBaehte Corporation's prod
I

